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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation presents a contrast-enhancement algorithm called Artifact

Suppressed Adaptive Histogram Equalization (ASAHE). This algorithm was developed as 

part of a larger effort to replace the film radiographs currently used in radiology 

departments with digital images. Among the expected benefits of digital radiography are 

improved image management and greater diagnostic accuracy. Film radiographs record x

ray transmission data at high spatial resolution. and a wide dynamic range of signal. 

Current digital radiography systems record an image at reduced spatial resolution and with 

coarse sampling of the available dynamic range. These reductions have a negative impact on 

diagnostic accuracy. The contrast-enhancement algorithm presented in this dissertation is 

designed to boost diagnostic accuracy of radiologists using digital images. 

The ASAHE algorithm is an extension of an earlier technique called Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization (AHE). The AHE algorithm is unsuitable for chest radiographs 

because it over-enhances noise. and introduces boundary artifacts. The modifications 

incorporated in ASAHE suppress the artifacts and allow processing of chest radiographs. 

This dissertation describes the psychophysical methods· used to evaluate the effects 

of processing algorithms on human observer performance. An experiment conducted with 

anthropomorphic phantoms and simulated nodules showed the ASAHE algorithm to be 

superior for human detection of nodules when compared to a computed radiography 

system's algorithm that is in current use. An experiment conducted using clinical images 

demonstrating pneumothoraces (partial lung collapse) indicated no difference in human 

observer accuracy when ASAHE images were compared to computed radiography images. 

but greater ease of diagnosis when ASAHE images were used. These results provide 

evidence to suggest that Artifact-Suppressed Adaptive Histogram Equalization can be 

effective in increasing diagnostic accuracy and efficiency. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODucnON 

Diagnostic radiology is a branch of medical science that allows a physician to 

examine the internal structure or function of the human body without using a knife!. The 

practitioners of this discipline use a variety of tools to accomplish their task, most of which 

produce images that contain information about the structure, Qr morphology, of the body, 

and a few that produce images revealing the function of various organs. Of the structure-

imaging systems, some, such as projection radiography2. employ analog data capture and 

analog image display. Others, such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance 

imaging, employ digital data capture and a combination of digital and analog display 

devices. Radiographic film is the usual analog display device -- often called "hardcopy" 

because of its permanence. A cathode ray tube (CRT) video display unit is the usual digital 

display -- "softcopy." The majority of diagnostic radiography systems, even those that are 

inherently digital, currently employ film hardcopy as the display and storage device. 

Virtually every patient undergoing a radiographic exam has an associated envelope, or 

"jacket," that contains film-based records of his or her examinations. Storage, retrieval, and 

distribution of patients' film archives is a heavy burden for a radiology department. In the 

last decade much time and effort has been invested in research to lighten this load by the 

use of computer-based capture, storage, and display systems, in short, by digital 

radiography. 

1 Radiology: the science of radiant energy and radiant substances, especially that branch of 
medical science that deals with the use of radiant energy in the diagnosis and treatment of 
disease. 

2 Radiography: the making of film records (radiographs) of internal structures of the body 
by exposure of film specially sensitized to x-rays [Dorland 1974]. 
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Digital radiography is being investigated not only as an image management tool to improve 

the efficiency of radiology departments, but also as a tool with the potential to improve the 

diagnostic efficacy of radiologists. 

The goal of converting radiology departments from using mixed analog-and-digital 

recording and display devices to completely digital systems requires researchers to identify 

all the film-based technologies and replace them with digital equipment that is adequate for 

each imaging task. Conceptually, digital equipment can replace film if it achieves exactly 

the same performance as does a standard film-based system. However, practically speaking, 

some extra value must be added by digital systems before such an ambitious (and expensive) 

goal as replacing conventional radiography with all-digital techniques will be undertaken. I 

use the term "value" loosely here; it would probably be best defined as patient benefit. 

Improved patient care may be defined as greater diagnostic accuracy (reduction in erroneous 

diagnoses), greater efficiency (more people diagnosed, more quickly), reduced financial cost 

(fewer dollars per examination), or reduced human cost (lower x-ray dose, for example). 

The current standard of patient care must be at least maintained, if not improved upon, 

before digital radiography systems will be accepted by the medical community. Figure 1-1 

illustrates my intuitive concept of added value. In the figure, I define image elegance as the 

diagnostic information delivered by the system, and system elegance as the ease of use. 

Currently, plain film systems produce excellent images when used correctly. and they are 

simple to use for image capture and image display. However, image storage and 

transmission is a clumsy operation, and image appearance cannot easily be manipulated. 

Digital systems offer opportunities to streamline image management and to manipulate 

images. In Figure I-I, I suggest that a digital system that delivers a combination of system 

elegance and image elegance sufficiently greater than that delivered by film will be a 

successful, practical system. 
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Diagnostic accuracy is a major area of concern in the effort to establish a totally 

digital radiology department by conversion from film to digital imaging. One type of 

examination, currently film-based, is projection radiography of the chest. Such exams make 

up between 70% and 80% of the images obtained in a general radiology department; some 60 

to 80 million chest radiographs are made in this country every year [Johnson G. 1985]. 

Maintaining diagnostic accuracy is crucial, and achieving a small improvement in the 

percentage of correct diagnoses could affect a large number of people. Film radiographs 
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record x-ray transmission data at high spatial resolution, and a large number of resolvable 

densities (dynamic range). Current digital radiography equipment often reduces the spatial 

resolution and dynamic range of the image either during capture or display, which makes 

digital images vulnerable to the loss of subtle, but important, diagnostic information that 

could have been recorded by analog film. Video display systems are viewed as one of the 

weak links in the digital imaging chain. Video systems are often incapable of displaying as 

many different levels of brightness (grey-levels) as can be meaningfully recorded in a digital 

image, so several grey-levels in the digital data are compressed to a single grey-level on the 

display. In such a situation, the displayed contrast of objects such as small tumors is 

reduced. To cast this reduction in terms of diagnostic accuracy, nodule contrast has been 

shown to be a factor in the detection of solitary lung tumors, approximately 30% of which 

are already missed in initial readings of film radiographs [Revesz 1977, Sorenson 1987]. 

Contrast-enhancement methods that can be applied to digital 'radiographs prior to display 

offer the potential of compensating for the losses of dynamic range that occur in digital 

imaging systems that present projection radiographs of the chest. 

Contrast enhancement of chest radiographs for radiologists' use presents certain 

difficulties because structures of diagnostic importance often do not contrast well with their 

anatomical backgrounds. A typical chest radiograph shows great variation in the brightness 

of different anatomical regions such as the heart and lungs. The consequence of recording 

high contrast between regions is that low contrast of details is sometimes de-emphasized. 

Adaptive, or spatially-variant, methods of contrast adjustment exist that provide 

enhancement of poorly-visualized detail by de-emphasizing the contrast of easily-visualized 

regions. Contrast adjustment algorithms are used in many imaging situations outside of 

medicine [Schowengerdt 1983, Pratt 1978, Gonzalez 1977]. The analysis of terrestrial, aerial, 

and planetary images (in the fields of remote sensing and planetary science) often requires 
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the user to extract detail from portions of images in which it was originally obscured by the 

necessity of recording large differences among regions [Harris 197'1]. Some of the 

techniques developed for these applications find direct counterparts in algorithms used for 

the enhancement of medical images [Fahnestock 1983]. 

This dissertation presents the development and evaluation of a contrast-enhancement 

algorithm called Artifact-Suppressed Adaptive Histogram Equalization (ASAHE), which was 

designed to deliver contrast-enhanced chest radiographs suitable for display on either 

digitally printed film or on video monitors. In Chapter 2 I review the principles of the 

interaction of x-rays with human tissue that allow visualization of internal structure. I also 

discuss the concept of information as it applies to diagnostic images and present examples of 

chest radiographs with abnormalities that are considered difficult to visualize using digital 

technologies. In Chapter 3 I discuss analog and digital image' capture and display devices 

and how they compare to each other for chest radiology. 

Chapter 4 is a review of techniques for evaluation of the diagnostic utility of images. 

I briefly discuss some mathematical figures of merit that can be calculated directly from 

images. In the remainder of the chapter I review the methods of design and analysis for 

human observer experiments that evaluate diagnostic performance. 

In Chapter 5 I detail my development of the chest-processing algorithm named 

above. The ASAHE algorithm is founded on earlier work on Adaptive Histogram 

Equalization (AHE) that was developed by other researchers for contrast-enhancement of 

computed tomography images. I describe the artifacts introduced into chest radiographs by 

AHE and the modifications I developed to overcome those artifacts. 

In Chapter 6 I present the results of three successive experiments that I conducted 

while developing and evaluating the ASAHE algorithm. An experiment conducted with 

anthropomorphic phantoms and simulated nodules showed the ASAHE algorithm to be 

I 
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superior for human detection of nodules when compared to a commercially available 

computed mdiogmphy system algorithm (both algorithms used digitally printed film as the 

display medium). Another experiment that was conducted using clinical images 

demonstmting pneumothomces (partial lung collapse) showed no difference in human 

observer accuracy when ASAHE images were compared to computed radiography images 

(both displayed on a video workstation), but indicated greater ease of diagnosis when the 

ASAHE images were used. 

In Chapter 7 I dmw conclusions about the usefulness of ASAHE as a processing tool 

for the display of digital chest radiographs and suggest future directions for research. 
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CHAPTER 2 

DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY: PROJECTION IMAGES OF THE CHEST 

Diagnostic radiology encompasses many imaging situations, some that reveal body 

structure, and some that reveal body function. The imaging modalities that are included 

under the heading of nuclear medicine, e.g., Positron Emission Tomography (PET) and 

Single-Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT), directly assess the function of 

organs by measuring their absorption of radioactive materials. However, most of the 

imaging carried out in diagnostic radiology reveals information about the anatomical 

structure of the body. Some information about bodily function can inferred from 

knowledge of the structure. In this dissertation, I am primarily concerned with projection 

images of the chest that give structural information. In this qhapter I review the physical 

principles of x-ray image formation that allow visualization of the structure of human tissue. 

2.1 Historical origins of radiology 

A German physicist, Wilhelm Conrad Rl)ntgen, discovered x-rays on November 8, 

1895, while investigating the possibility of "invisible rays" that could pass through substances 

opaque to light. During an experiment in which he was studying cathode rays (beams of 

accelerated electrons) generated by a Hittorf-Crookes tube, Rl)ntgen observed that a paper 

screen covered with barium platino-cyanide crystals some distance from the tube fluoresced 

when cathode rays were being generated in the tube. It was known that such screens 

fluoresce when exposed to cathode rays -- however, Rl)ntgen's experimental setup prevented 

either visible light or cathode rays from reaching the paper screen. Because of this, Rl)ntgen 
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concluded that he was observing a new form of radiation, far more penetrating than cathode 

rays [Ter-Pogossian 1967]. In his initial report, On a new kind of rays (December 28, 1895), 

R6ntgen reported that objects inserted between the Hittorf-Crookes tube and the paper 

screen cast shadows of varying darkness, depending on their thickness and density. It was 

in this publication that the term x-rays was coined, as he wrote: "For the sake of brevity I 

should like to use the term 'rays', and to distinguish them from others I shall use the name 

'x-rays'" [Glasser 1958]. 

The potential of the new x-rays to reveal anatomical structure was apparent almost 

immediately, as R6ntgen had discovered and reported that his fingers cast shadows upon the 

screen in which his bones were clearly visible. He also discovered that it was possible to 

form images on photographic plates, as well as the fluorescent screen. In his report he 

included the now-famous print of an x-ray image of his wife Bertha's hand. His discovery 

galvanized the scientific and medical worlds l . 

As early as January 11, 1896, articles on the value of x-rays in medicine began 

appearing in The New York Medical Record, Lancet, Miinchner Medizinische Wochenschrift 

and other publications. By 1900, the Roentgen Society of the United States had been 

founded. Physiological changes due to the rays were also observed soon after their 

discovery. In April, 1896, reports were made that the R6ntgen rays would "produce changes 

of the skin which are very similar to the effects of sunburn" [Glasser 1944]. The first 

American fatality attributed to radiation occurred in 1904 when Thomas Edison's assistant 

died of cancer [Curry 1984]. Nevertheless, diagnostic radiology was under way. 

1 The discovery was also a target for much comic treatment, as in this verse which appeared 
in Photography, 1896 [quoted in Glasser 1958]: 

The Roentgen Rays, 
The Roelltgen Rays, 
What is this craze: 
The town's ablaze 
With the new phase 
Of x-ray's ways. 

I'm full of daze 
Shock and amaze: 
For nowadays 
I hear they'll gaze 
Thro' cloak and gown - and even stays, 
These naughty, naughty Roelltgen Rays. 
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2.2 Interaction of x-rays with tissue 

As ROntgen discovered, various materials such as lead, air, and bone absorb x-rays 

to varying degrees, depending on their thicknesses and composition. It is the variation in 

absorption by tissue type that allows us to investigate the body's internal structure. 

2.2.1 Interactions at the atomic level 

X-rays cover a broad band of wavelengths (>.) in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

They are roughly divided into three categories: so-called "soft" x-rays having wavelengths 

in the range of 100 to I A, diagnostic x-rays in the range of I to 0.1 A, and therapeutic x

rays in the range of 0.1 and 0.0001 A Diagnostic x-rays are more commonly discussed in 

terms of their energy, rather than their wavelength. X-rays, like visible light, can 

sometimes be described most meaningfully as waves, sometimes as photons. For the 

discussion that follows, x-rays will be described as photons possessing a certain energy. The 

energy of an x-ray photon is related to its wavelength by Equation 2.1. Thus, diagnostic x-

rays typically have energies between 12 and 124 keY. The energy of the x-ray affects the 

degree to which it is attenuated by tissue. 

where: 

E = hc 
>. 

E is the energy in keY (kiloelectron volts) 

h is Planck's constant (4.13 x 10-18 keY-seconds) 

c is the speed of light (3 x 108 meters/second) 

>. is the wavelength of the radiation (meters) 

[2.1] 

i 

-.J 
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There are five basic ways that an x-ray photon interacts with the atoms that form 

body tissues. They are: coherent scattering, the photoelectric effect, Compton scattering, 

pair production, and photodisintegration. The latter two effects do not occur in diagnostic 

x-ray energy ranges. Of the former three effects, there are two scattering operations and 

one absorption operation. In terms of the knowledge to be gained about an object's 

structure by irradiating it with an x-ray beam, photon absorption contributes information 

(or signal) and photon scattering contributes noise. 

Coherent scattering consists of Thompson and Rayleigh scattering, and can loosely 

be described as elastic collisions of photon and atom. A photon loses little energy to the 

scattering atom, and is simply deflected at a random angle. The percentage of radiation 

undergoing coherent scatter is small; only about 5% of the interactions of diagnostic x-ray 

photons with matter are coherent scattering events [Curry 1984]. These scattered photons 

can reach the detection device and produce so-called image noise. 

The photoelectric effect is the absorption operation that provides us information 

about the nature of the atoms in the body. In this effect, two things happen: (I) an 

incoming photon gives up its energy in driving off one of the electrons of an inner shell of 

the atom and (2) an electron from an outer shell fills in the gap in the inner shell, emitting 

characteristic radiation as it does so. The results of the interaction are characteristic 

radiation, a positive ion (the atom that is missing one electron), and a negative ion (the 

electron) with a particular kinetic energy. A simplified illustration of the photoelectric 

effect appears in Figure 2-1. The energy conversion obeys the relationship shown in 

Equation 2.2 [Meredith 1977]. 
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E is the photon energy (from [2.1]) 

W is the electron binding energy 

~ mv2 is the kinetic energy of the electron 
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Figure 2-1. The photoelectric effect: absorptioll of all x-ray photoll by 

all atom. 
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[2.2] 

Several rules govern the probability of a photoelectric interaction between an x-ray 

photon and an atom. First, the incoming photon must have greater energy than the binding 

energy of the electron. Second, electrons in the deepest shells (with highest binding 

energies) are far more likely to undergo a photoelectric reaction than electrons in outer 

shells. Third, the probability of reaction is inversely proportional to E3 for the photon. A 
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photoelectric event is most likely to occur when the photon energy and the electron binding 

energy are approximately the same. High energy photons are less likely to be absorbed than 

lower energy photons for any given atom [Curry 1984]. 

The characteristic radiation emitted when the gap in the inner electron shell of the 

atom is filled by an electron from an outer shell is of lower energy than the original x-ray 

photon. It is emitted in random direction and is usually absorbed by other tissue before it 

escapes the body. Therefore its effect on the imaging process is small. For atoms with 

more than two electron shells, electrons from lower energy shells continue to make 

transitions to inner shells until the gap has "migrated" to the atom's outer shell. A photon of 

progressively lower energy is emitted for each electron transition, however, these photons 

are not in the diagnostic energy range [Curry 1984]. The final characteristic of the 

photoelectric effect, that which makes diagnostic radiology possible, is that the probability 

of the photoelectric effect increases with approximately the third power of the atomic 

number of an atom. This allows differentiation among atoms, and therefore, tissues. 

Compton scattering, which is only partially elastic, is the remaining atomic-level 

interaction that has a significant impact on diagnostic radiology. In this effect, an incident 

x-ray photon strikes an electron in the outer shell of an atom and drives it off (the recoil 

electron). The photon is itself deflected, and loses energy to the electron. The energy of 

the deflected photon depends on the the original energy and the deflection angle. A 

graphical depiction of the event appears in Figure 2-2. The angles and energies associated 

with the interaction are governed by Equations 2.3a and b [Barrett 1981]. 
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Scattered photon 

Figure 2-2. Comptoll scatter 0/ all x-ray photo" by ~, atom. 

11 I-cosO 
E' - E = moc2 

[2.3a] 

cot~= (1 + m:c2 )tanUl [2.3b] 

where: E is the original photon energy (from [2.1]) 

E' is the scattered photon's energy 

/J is the photon's angle of deflection (see Fig. 2-3) 

~ is the recoil electron's angle of deflection (see Fig. 2-3) 

moc2 = 511 keY, the rest-mass energy of the electron 

It is apparent from Equation 2.3a that photons having low scatter angles retain most 

of their initial energy, and so are likely to reach the detector plane and contribute noise to 

the image. For diagnostic energies (in the range of 12 to 124 keY) even those photons that 
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are deflected 180 degrees remain within the diagnostic energy range (11.S to 83.S keY). The 

energy of the scattered photons also makes them a safety hazard for the radiographer. The 

probability of a Compton reaction between a photon and an. atom is independent of the 

atomic number of the atom, in contrast to the photoelectric effect, whose probability was 

dependent on the type of atom involved. However, high energy photons are less likely to be 

scattered than low energy photons, and are less likely to have high scatter angles. 

Figure 2-3 illustrates the scattering patterns for photons of two different energies. 

Figure 2-3. Distribwi011 0/ scalter allgle 0 lor Comptoll scalter 0/ x-ray 

photolls by all alom. Distallce alollg the radius represellls the relalive 

probability 0/ scatter al that allgle. 
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2.2.2 Attenuation of x-rays by tissue 

Attenuation is the reduction in intensity of an x-ray beam as it traverses matter. By 

way of simplification, attenuation of a beam is generally considered to include both 

absorption and deflection of photons. An x-ray beam is often described both by its quantity 

(the number of photons in the beam), and its quality (the energy of the photons). Intensity 

is the product of the quality and quantity of photons in the beam. 

For an x-ray beam consisting of photons of a single energy (monochromatic 

radiation), the attenuation of the beam is governed by Beer's law (Equation 2.4). The 

energy, or quality, of the transmitted photons is unchanged. 

where: No is the number of incident photons 

Nx is the number of transmitted photons 

x is the distance the beam traverses in the material [cm] 

~ is the linear attenuation coefficient for the tissue [em-I] 

An alternate formula that is often used is: 

where: 

-!!.xp 
Nx = No e P 

I!. is the mass attenuation coefficient [cm2 /g] 
p 

p is the density of the material [g/cmS] 

[2.4a] 

[2.4b] 

If the linear attenuation coefficients (~) of two tissues differ, the difference in beam 

attenuation permits us to differentiate between them. Four factors affect the linear 

attenuation coefficient of matter: the radiation energy, the density, the atomic number, and 
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the electrons per gram (a function of the ratio of protons to neutrons in the atom). 

Increasing the radiation energy reduces the attenuation of the beam, as the preponderance of 

atomic interactions shifts from the photoelectric effect to Compton scattering (Compton 

scattering itself is less likely for high energy photons). Increasing density, atomic number, 

or electrons per gram of the absorbing matter increases attenuation. For a given photon 

energy, the probability of a photoelectric reaction (absorption) increases with the third 

power of the atomic number of the element (as the electron binding energy increases). 

Density determines the number of electrons present in a given thickness, and has a linear 

relationship with attenuation -- twice the density, twice the attenuation. The number of 

electrons per gram of material affects the number of Compton reactions; more electrons per 

gram means more scattering, which is considered to be attenuation. Attenuation coefficients 

for various materials irradiated with a monochromatic beam are more often reported in 

tabular than analytic form. Some values for water and bone at various x-ray beam qualities 

are shown in Table 2-1 [Brodsky 1978]. These numbers iIIustrate the decrease in attenuation 

coefficient with energy, and that the difference between tissues becomes less pronounced at 

higher energies. 

Table 2-1. Mass altelluaJion coefficients (/J/p) at various beam energies. 

keY 

20 40 60 80 100 P [g/cmS] 

Water 0.773 0.264 0.205 0.183 0.171. 1.0 

Bone 2.78 0.510 0.272 0.208 0.180 1.7> 2.0 

Muscle 0.790 0.265 0.204 0.182 0.169 !::! 1.0 
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The discussion above was based on monochromatic radiation. However, x-ray 

generators produce a wide spectrum of photons of various energies. When a material is 

irradiated by polychromatic radiation, the photons of different energies are attenuated 

differently. As the beam passes through the material, low energy photons are attenuated, 

changing the spectrum of the beam. This phenomenon is known as "beam hardening"; "soft" 

(low energy) photons are removed from the beam, shifting the mean photon energy towards 

the "bard" (high energy) range. Polychromatic beams are generally described by the peak 

kilovoltage used to generate the x-rays; the mean energy is between one-third and one-half 

of the peak value. The most energetic x-ray photon that can be generated by a 100 kYp 

device (kilovoltagepeak) has an energy of 100 keY. The least energetic photon of the 

spectrum depends on the filtering used for the x-ray generator. 

2.2.3 Dose 

As difference in attenuation is the factor that allows differentiation among tissues, it 

would seem logical to use the beam energy that provides the greatest difference, i.e. a beam 

with low average keY. However, high attenuation means that much of the incident energy 

is absorbed by the patient. Ionizing radiation produces two classes of harmful effects: those 

that directly harm the person being irradiated (causing cancer), and those that cause genetic 

mutations. Because of these harmful effects, diagnostic radiology is conducted at the lowest 

dose consistent with obtaining the necessary image. There is no evidence to indicate 

whether there is a threshold below which no damage will occur [Curry 1984]. Various 

measures have been defined to describe dose. They are summarized in Table 2-2. 



Table 2-2. U"its lor measuremelll 0/ radialio" dose. 

Roentgen (R) radialioll exposure that liberates a charge of 

2.58 x 10-4 Coulombs/kg of air 

rad 

rem 

gray (Gy) 

Sievert (Sv) 

absorbed dose; radiation that deposits energy of 100 ergs 

per gram of material 

dose equivalent = rads • quality factor of radiation 

(quality refers to the energy deposited per unit length of 

travel; it is I for x-rays) 

= 100 rads 

.. 100 rem 

For diagnostic x-rays, the energy deposited by I R is ~ .95 rem for 

soft tissues, so I R ~ 1 rad = 1 rem. 
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Radiation dose is treated as a cumulative effect, although it is unclear whether a 

total dose acquired in small amounts over a long period of time has exactly the same effect 

as a single large dose. A diagnostic chest x-ray exposes the patient to approximately 0.01 

rem (by comparison, a single dose of 50 to 150 rems can cause radiation sickness) 

[Upton 1991]. Workers who are occupationally exposed to radiation are permitted to 

accumulate no more than an average of 5 rem per year. The maximum permissible dose for 

workers is larger than that for the general population because their number is relatively 

small. In terms of genetic mutations that affect future generations, the genetic damage 

sustained by workers is diluted by the larger population. Radiation shielding is essential to 

provide protection for radiologists and radiology technicians [Curry 1984, Secondi 1983]. 
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2.3 Image formation 

So-called "conventional" radiography uses an x-ray generator to produce a cone 

beam of photons that irradiates the entire object of interest, and projects a "shadow" on the 

image detector (usually film). The basic geometry of the image formation is shown in 

Figure 2-4. This illustration serves to demonstrate the most significant feature of projection 

radiography: the image that is formed is a two-dimensional representation of a three

dimensional object. 

X-ray source 

h 

H 

FUm 

Magnl1hcaUOXTi. M • JH[ / h 

Figure 2-4. Geometry 0/ shadow-projectioll radiography. 
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As a narrow x-ray beam traverses a thin object, as shown in the figure, it is attenuated by 

the matter along a distance x through the object according to Beer's law. The relative 

longitudinal positions of the objects between the x-ray source and the detector has no effect 

on the attenuation of the beam (though some minor geometrical effects are visible in the 

image that is formed). Thus, the images of objects A and B will be indistinguishable on the 

film, though they are separated in the z-dimension of space. This results from the reduction 

in dimensionality from the 3-D object to the 2-D image. 

The geometrical effects to be aware of in the representation of objects by projection 

radiography are magnification, distortion, penumbra or geometric unsharpness, and 

absorption unsharpness. They are primarily due to the fact that the object is irradiated by a 

diverging cone beam of x-rays, rather than by parallel beams. Magnification is an effect 

that is dependent on the distances from the focal spot to the film and the object. The effect 

is clearly demonstrated in Figure 2-4. As the separation between the object and the film 

increases, so does the magnification of the image. Magnification is usually kept to a 

minimum by positioning the object as close to the film as possible, and by using a large 

focus-film distance, H. 
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Distortion of the image of an object arises because different parts of the object are 

at different distances from the film, and so are magnified differently. Figure 2-5 shows 

two cases of distortion: one is the difference between the projections of a bar that is 

parallel to the film plane and the same bar when it is tilted with respect to the film plane, 

the other case shows the projections of the tilted bar in different portions of the x-ray 

beam. In the rightmost projection, both bars cast the 'same shadow, and so are 

indistinguishable. In the leftmost projection, the tilted bar appears foreshortened. 

X-rar source 

Figure 2-5. Distortioll 0/ objects ill projectioll radiography. 
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Geometrical unsharpness, or penumbra (from the Latin for "almost shadow"), occurs 

because the focal spot of the x-ray beam has finite size, usually 0.3 to 2.0 mm2 

[Curry 1984]. Figure 2-6 illustrates the manner in which x-rays originating from the 

different points on the focal spot cast slightly misregistered shadows on the film plane. The 

size of the penumbra is related to the size of the focal spot and' the distance from the object 

to the film. 

X-ray source 

~ Jll'ooal spot: JII' 

lHI 

Figure 2-6. Geometrical Wlsharplless due to fillite size focal spot. 
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Absorption unsharpness refers to the reduced attenuation that occurs at the edge of 

objects when those edges are not parallel to the direction of the photon path. Figure 2-7 

illustrates the concept. Objects A and B both have sharp edges, but the edges will appear 

sharpest for object B because the distance x that the beam travels through the attenuating 

medium changes abruptly from full maximum to minimum. The edges of object A will 

appear unsharp because the attenuation distance reduces gradually from maximum to 

minimum. 

X-ray source 

FtIm 

Figure 2-7. Absorptioll wlsharplless due to cOile beam geometry ill 

projectioll radiography. 

Accurate interpretation of two-dimensional images of complicated three-dimensional 

objects requires understanding of the geometry and physics of the image's formation. And, 

because a variety of objects can produce identical images, radiologists make use of their 

prior knowledge of human anatomy and disease states to select a plausible object. For 
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example. if an x-ray of a child depicts bones. lungs. soft tissue. and a safety pin. plausible 

interpretations of the image may be "child wrapped in garment fastened by safety pin" or 

"child swallowed safety pin." 

2.4 Diagnostic information in chest radiographs 

Conventional chest radiography forms images from x-rays projected through the 

body. The resulting image is a map of the attenuation experienced by the beam in its 

p~sage through the body. The radiologist makes use of differences in attenuation to 

identify tissues having different densities and compositions. and thus to find disease or 

injuries. The degree to which diagnostically important detail is represented in the image is 

sometimes termed the "image clarity" [Curry 1984]. The term .is meant to incorporate both 

the radiographic contrast introduced by differences in attenuation and the image quality 

(noise. sharpness. and resolution). However. objective measurements of general and task

related image characteristics are not yet sufficiently sophisticated to be good predictors of 

the diagnostic performance of radiologists. 

It is fairly obvious that an image can present sufficient information for the 

radiologist to perform some tasks and yet be inadequate for other tasks. For example, the 

photographic reproduction of the image in Figure 2-8 is adequate for determining that the 

patient's heart is positioned normally (on the left side of the body), and that there are no 

bullets lodged in the lungs. However, it is inadequate for visualizing the vertebrae of the 

spine. The definition of "adequate" diagnostic information is task-dependent. Correct 

diagnosis does not entirely depend on the availability of di~gnostic detail; psychological 

factors also affect performance. It is a well-documented fact that many abnormalities that 

are overlooked initially are easily seen in retrospect [Revesz 1977]. 
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DlAPlII~GM 

Figure 2-8. Chest radiograph of a healthy human male. (Note: images are presented 

accordillg to the cOllventioll that the viewer is lookillg at the patient from the foot of the 

patiellt's bed, therefore, the heart is represellled Oil the right side of the image.) 

-I 
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2.S Radiographic abnormalities 

In the course of this dissertation I will primarily be discussing two types of 

radiographic abnormality: lung nodules, and pneumothorax. The abnormalities are quite 

different from each other both three-dimensionally (in the body) and two-dimensionally (in 

the image). Lung nodules or tumors are generally masses in the lung that are denser than 

the surrounding tissue and have higher attenuation than normal lung tissue. The image of 

the mass may have a smooth, compact boundary or a rough, spiked boundary. It may be of 

uniform density, have a high-density center (calcification), or have a low-density center 

(cyst or abscess). Primary malignant tumors of the lung (primary lung cancer) can be 

present for several years before any clinical symptoms appear. Centrally located nodules are 

usually solid, while nodules in the periphery of the lung are either solid or cavitary 

[Meschan 1967]. Figure 2-9 is an example of a chest radiograph of a woman that 

demonstrates a nodule in the central portion of the left lung. 

The other abnormality I will discuss is pneumothorax, which is a collapse of the lung 

due to the introduction of air into the pleural space between the wall of the chest and the 

outside of the lung. The abnormality presents itself in the radiographic image as a region of 

low attenuation (air) with a sharp boundary between the collapsed lung tissue and the air 

space. Figure 2-10 is an example of a severe pneumothorax of the right lung. Nearly 60% 

of the lung's original volume has been lost. 
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Figure 2-9. Chest radiograph 01 a lemale. demonstratillg a nodule ill 

the lelt IWlg. 
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Figure 2-10. Chest radiograph 0/ a male, demollstraJillg a 60% 

pneumothorax 0/ the right Iwrg. 
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Nodules and pneumothomces are two very different physical entities, and the 

diagnostic detail required to detect subtle cases differs as well. Subtle lung nodules are 

usually small (less than 10 mm in diameter), so the increase in attenuation due their presence 

in the chest is also small, presenting a problem of low mdiogmphic contrast in the x-my 

image. Subtle pneumothomces may involve only a small percentage of the lung's volume. 

The location of the pneumothorax air space in the chest can also make the condition hard to 

detect. In a situation in which the increased air space is thin in the direction of propagation 

of the x-my beam, the differential attenuation may be small. The edges of the 

pneumothorax frequently present themselves as very narrow lines of increased density, 

which must be adequately displayed in the x-my image. In the following chapter I will 

discuss the contrast and spatial resolution of various image capture and display devices, 

which affect the capture and display of diagnostic information. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DIGITAL RADIOLOGY: IMAGE CAPTURE AND DISPLAY DEVICES 

In conventional radiography. image capture and display are both analog processes. 

X-ray film is both the image capture device and. in conjunction with a Iightbox. the image 

display medium. The term "digital radiography" implies that either the image capture or the 

image display device. or both. is digital. Digital images are formed by quantizing a 

continuous analog signal into numerical values. The numeric representation of an image can 

then be manipulated. transmitted. and converted into a visual representation for display on 

other devices. As I mentioned previously. the conversion of radiology departments from 

analog to digital capture and display requires diagnostic accuracy to be maintained. In this 

chapter I discuss the characteristics of analog and digital methods of image capture and 

display. 

3.1 Image capture 

In the discussion of image formation in the previous chapter. I described the 

projection of x-rays through the body that forms a two-dimensional attenuation pattern in 

the image plane. For convenience. I referred to the image capture device as film. However, 

there are a variety of capture devices that can be placed in the image plane. Some, such as 

the fluorescent screen used by ROntgen and x-ray film, are purely analog devices. Others, 

such as storage-phosphor plates, are used to convert analog information into digital data 

prior to image display. I will discuss each of thest'! devices briefly. 
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3.1.1 Fluorescent screens 

X-ray photons cannot be seen by the human eye; some energy conversion must 

occur to provide photons in the visual spectrum. The physical process of luminescence (the 

emission of light by a stimulated substance) can be used to make the conversion. The 

process of luminescence is referred to as fluorescence when light is emitted "instantaneously" 

(within 10-8 seconds of stimulation), and as phosphorescence when the light emission is 

delayed. Fluorescent materials convert x-ray photons to light photons by means of the 

photoelectric effect (discussed in section 2.2.1). 

Images produced by fluorescent screens are viewed directly by the human eye in a 

technique known as fluoroscopy. The crystals (called phosphors) used in such screens are 

chosen to emit their characteristic radiation in the visible light spectrum near the peak 

sensitivity of the human eye (5000 to 6000A) when excited by x-ray photons in the 

diagnostic energy range. In effect, phosphors convert an incident x-ray photon into a much 

larger number of light photons according to the relationship shown in Equation 3.1 

[Curry 1984]. 

where: 

N =~" 
v Ev·' 

Nv is the number of visible pho~ons emitted 

Ex is the energy of the x-ray photon [keY] 

Ev is the energy of the light photon [keY] 

'1 is the energy conversion efficiency of the screen 

[3.1] 
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As an example, a calcium tungstate screen emits photons at ~ 0.003 ke V (4300.4), with a 

conversion efficiency of 0.05 (5%). A single x-ray photon of 50 keY would therefore 

stimulate an emission of 833 visible photons on the average. Even with this conversion rate, 

the image produced on a fluoroscopic screen is three to four orders of magnitude dimmer 

than that of an x-ray film displayed on a lightbox (for the same patient dose). Such a dim 

image requires the observer to make use of his or her scotopic (night) vision, which provides 

reduced visual acuity compared to photopic (daylight, or color) vision. An image intensifier 

system can compensate for the brightness limitation of a fluorescent screen by increasing the 

photon output to a level that allows photopic viewing (and increased visual acuity) without 

increasing patient dose. Though image-intensified fluoroscopy is primarily used for 

examination of moving parts [Curry 1984]. the phenomena of fluorescence and 

phosphorescence play other important roles in film and digital radiography. 

3.1.2 Screen/film combinations 

A latent image can be formed directly on photographic film by x-ray photons, but 

the common practice is to use an image intensifying screen to convert x-ray photons to light 

photons. The intensifying screen is a fluorescent screen, placed in contact with a piece of 

photographic film. Incident x-ray photons are converted to light photons in the manner 

described above, and the light photons expose the film. The advantage of using an image 

intensifying screen instead of direct exposure is that it allows a significantly greater number 

of latent image centers (sites that become silver grains after chemical development of the 

film) to be formed in the film from the same number of incident x-ray photons. An 

intensifying screen is often characterized by its intensification factor: the ratio of x-ray 

exposure needed to produce the same film density with and without a screen. 
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is converted to visible photons that are emitted instantaneously (just as with ordinary 

screens). The remainder of the x-ray energy forms a latent image in the phosphor screen --

analogous to that formed in a sheet of film. As with film, the latent image must be 

"developed". The release of the stored energy in the phosphor is governed by a phenomenon 

called photostlmulable luminescence. In the readout of the latent image, uniform-intensity 

monochromatic light in the visible range is directed onto the screen. The screen then re-

emits monochromatic light of a different wavelength, proportional to the amount of x-

radiation that was absorbed in the screen. The emitted light is then collected to form an 

image. 

A phosphor crystal, when bombarded by an x-ray photon, promotes many electrons 

to the conduction band of the crystal -- leaving many holes in the valence band. The 

recombination of electrons and holes gives rise to luminescence -- the emission of visible 

light (see Figure 2-1 which illustrates the photoelectric effect). Storage phosphor crystals 

have the distinctive feature that some of the electrons that would be promoted to the 

conduction band are instead "trapped" by defects, or vacancies, in the crystal. When the 

crystal is stimulated by readout radiation, the trapped electrons. acquire enough extra energy 

(excitation) to escape the traps and reach the conduction band. Ordinary recombination of 

electrons and holes then takes place, and visible photons are released [Schaetzing 1990]. 

Storage phosphor screens, or plates, can be exposed in the same manner, and by the 

same x-radiation as conventional film. They are manufactured in sizes similar to commonly 

used x-ray films. Exposed plates can be taken to a remote readout device. just as film is 

taken to a chemical developer. Even so, there are some important differences between 

storage phosphor plates and film. Storage phosphor plates can be reused many times; 

flooding the plate with sufficient light frees all the trapped electrons and erases the latent 

image. The inherent efficiency of a storage phosphor is less than that of an intensifying 
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screen, since a portion of the incident energy is immediately converted to visible light that is 

not collected. However, in a storage-phosphor system, the light emitted during readout is 

collected by a photomultiplier tube, which is more efficient in converting the light photons 

to output electrons than film is in converting photons to silver grains. The result is that 

similar images can be obtained from screen/film and storage phosphor systems with the 

same x-ray dose to the patient. 

The resolving power of a storage phosphor plate depends on the speed of the 

phosphor and the scatter of the readout spot. Because an incident spot of light is diffused 

by the phosphor layer, latent image sites neighboring the target site are also stimulated to 

release light. The resolving power of a general purpose storage phosphor plate is about 4 

lp/mm [Schaetzing 1990, Yocky 1988]. Just as with screen/film systems, "slower" plates can 

del1ver higher resolution -- a mammography plate has a resolving power of 9 Ip/mm 

[Roehrig 1992A]. While storage phosphor plates are physically capable of delivering good 

resolution, typical computed radiography system resolution is only 2.5 Ip/mm using general 

purpose plates, and 5 Ip/mm using high resolution plates [Oestmann 1988]. 

3.2 Image digitization: spatial resolution and dynamic range 

Whatever the physical means that allow capture of the x-ray attenuation pattern that 

exits a patient, the information must be converted into digital form if it is to be 

manipulated, stored, or transported through a digital radiology system. Digitization requires 

breaking up a continuous signal pattern into discrete spatial units (pixels) with discrete 

numerical values that describe the amount of signal (grey-level). In this context, spatial 

sampling refers to the size and spacing of pixels; quantization refers to the way signal 

strength is translated to grey-levels. 
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3.2.1 Digitized film 

Film that is exposed (either by x-rays or by an image intensifying screen) and 

developed converts the incident mdiographic information to opaque metallic silver within 

the emulsion. Film is digitized by measuring the tmnsmittance of light through the film. 

For each pixel, a microdensitometer device projects a small spot of light onto the film and 

records the amount of the light that is transmitted through the film. The opacity of the film 

is expressed as a density for each pixel. Film makes a non-linear exposure to density 

conversion that is described by a Hurter-Driffield (H&D) curve. An idealized example of 

an H&D curve is shown in Figure 3-1. 
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Figure 3-1. Idealized Hurler-Driffield curve for radiographic film. 
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In the computer representation of the digitized film, the pixels that describe it form 

a mosaic of non-overlapping squares. In the digitization stage, however, the spots used to 

measure the film's density are usually circular. In the spatial sampling of the film, the pixel 

spacing is defined by the separation of the centers of the spots, but the spot diameter is 

generally greater than the pixel spacing to ensure that the entire surface of the film is 

examined. The scanning process represents a convolution of the film image with the 

scanning spot. Figure 3-2 illustrates the operation of a microdensitometer used for film 

digitization. 

D-

D • denalty 
10 • tlnc1dent 1nt.ensl~ 
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s .. pbrel s!!ze C .. SJIl'Ot size 

Figure 3-2. Microdellsitometry of cOllvelltiollal x-ray film. 
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The combination of the spatial sampling mte and the quantization used during 

digitization determines the highest frequency object that can be represented in the digital 

image. As mentioned previously, the sharp-edged x-ray attenuation pattern is blurred when 

an image intensifying screen is used to expose the film. The modulation transfer function 

(MTF) of a screen/film system reports the ratio of recorded film modulation to incident 

exposure modulation for test objects at various spatial frequencies (Ip/mm). Modulation is 

defined in Equation 3.2 [Barrett 1981], with the caveat that the concept is only valid for 

differentially small modulations in exposure and density. Film has a highly non-linear 

response to exposure, even in the straight-line portion of its Hurter-Driffield curve. 

where: 

Ml is the modulation 

Emax is the maximum incident x-ray exposure 1:1 E + ~E 

Emln is the minimum incident x-ray exposure ::I E - ~E 

for the output density; 

for differentially small ~E; 

for a given spatial frequency e; 

Mo::l ~D/ D 

~D = 0.434'Y ~E / E 

MTF(e) = Mo 
Ml 

[3.2] 
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The resolving power of a film is often expressed in terms of the highest frequency bar 

pattern that can be detected in the image at an MTF value of 0.10. Figure 3-3 illustrates 

the limited resolving power of a film due to the blur introduced by an image intensifying 

screen. When the film is later digitized, the resolution of the image may be further reduced. 

X-my mtexnsM.y 

I 0 DO DOD 

Figure 3-3. Degradatioll of modulaJioll ill Iransfer from x-ray exposure 

10 film dellsity. and film dellsity 10 digitized film. 

The Whittaker-Shannon sampling theorem [Barrett 1981, Pratt 1978] states that a 

continuous image must be sampled at or above the Nyquist rate to reproduce its highest-

frequency component. The Nyquist rate prescribes two samples per cycle, or line-pair. 

Further examination of Figure 3-3 demonstrates the physical basis of the sampling 

requirement. The right-hand bar pattern is of sufficiently high frequency that the pixel size 

defined in the bottom row of the figure is that required by the Nyquist rate. It is clear that 

larger pixels would be unable to record the modulation of the film density. Even with 
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sampling at the correct frequency, the modulation of the digital bar pattern may be less than 

that of the film pattern due to the integration of transmitted light over the entire area of the 

pixel. 

Quantization, or the assignment of density to grey-levels, can also affect the spatial 

resolution of a digital image. The extreme densities of an x-ray film can range from 0.15 

(70% of light transmitted through the film base) to 3.0 (0.1% of light transmitted), taking on 

any value in between. However, a digital image consists of discrete values, so the common 

approach is to divide the possible range of densities into equa~-size, non-overlapping bins, 

assigning a grey-level to each. The potential to degrade spatial resolution by poor 

quantization is now apparent -- if the difference between maximum and minimum density 

for a bar pattern is sufficiently small to fall within a single quantization bin, the modulation 

of the pattern vanishes. Pseudocontouring is another phenomenon caused by coarse 

quantization of densities. The artifact is most apparent in regions of linearly varying film 

density, where quantization results in a staircase effect that implies sharp contours where 

none existed. 

Radiographs are usually digitized with fine quantization bins. The number of bins 

that can usefully be employed in quantization depends on the nature of the clinical image. 

The noise in the recorded image -- some of it film grain noise, and some of it quantum 

noise due to statistical fluctuations in the incident x-ray beam -- determines the smallest 

~D that need be retained in digitization. When the difference in average attenuation 

between two parts of the object being imaged (signal) is nearly the same magnitude as the 

noise, it becomes undetectable. Clinical radiographic images require between 256 and 16384 

grey-levels to reach the noise limit [Balter 1990]. Many film digitizers operate with 4096 

grey-levels, which is considered slightly less than the maximum number of meaningful 

levels that can be obtained from a chest radiograph [Schaetzing 1990]. 
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3.2.3 Storage phosphors 

The formation of a digital image from a storage phosphor plate is analogous to the 

digitization of a sheet of radiographic film. Each pixel in the digital image is formed by 

Quantization of the signal collected from stimulation of a single spot on the plate. The 

emitted light photons are collected in an optical path and directed onto a photomultiplier 

tube. The tube converts the incident photons to an electrical current (analog) which is then 

Quantized to assign a digital value to the pixel. A system (such as the Toshiba Computed 

Radiography system) that reads out storage phosphor plates routinely makes a sparse pre

scan of each plate to determine the extreme values of the electrical signal. The quantization 

bins for the electrical signal are adjusted to span the range between the extremes. Images 

from the Toshiba computed radiography system are quantized to 1024 grey-levels. General

purpose plates are sampled with pixel sizes of 0.2 mm or 0.17 mm (corresponding to 

2.5 Ip/mm and 3 Ip/mm). In this case, the variation in pixel size is a function of the size of 

the plate, not its resolving power. High resolution plates are sampled with 0.1 mm pixels 

(5.0 lp/mm). 

3.3 Image display 

The medium used to display digital or analog radiographic images influences the 

behavior and possibly the diagnostic accuracy of the radiologist as well. There are two main 

categories of display: "hardcopy", or film-based display, and "softcopy", or video-based 

display. However, regardless of the display type used, care must be taken to monitor the 

transfer of spatial and grey-level information from digitization to display. As an example, a 

film digitizer that quantizes the full density range of a radiograph into 3600 grey-levels, 
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may deliver that data to an output device that accepts 4096 grey-levels as input. Matching 

the appearance of the original image and the displayed image would require remapping of 

the digital grey-values onto the display grey-values. 

3.3.1 Analog film 

Radiogmphs recorded on analog x-my film need only the simplest of display 

devices; all that is required is a light source. Viewboxes for mdiology departments consist 

of fluorescent tubes mounted in a box behind a tmnslucent plastic faceplate. The faceplate 

diffuses the incident light so the tube is not visible and the. field is evenly illuminated. 

Actually. the uniformity of Iightboxes often is not very good -- brightness is greatest in the 

center of the field. and falls off at the edges [Guillan 1992]. The primary requirement of a 

viewbox is that it be bright enough for normal photopic (color) vision (not a very stringent 

requirement -- the threshold for color vision is about 0.0001 foot-Iamberts). Typical 

viewboxes used in radiology emit around 50 foot-Iamberts of luminance at a midmnge film 

density of 1.0 (10% of light tmnsmitted). and about 300 foot-Iamberts of luminance at 

minimum film density [Roehrig 1989]. Viewbox display of analog images allows no 

adjustment of the image chamcteristics. other than changing the light source. Radiologists 

occasionally use a high-intensity "hot" light to examine over-exposed mdiogmphs or detail in 

the darkest portion of a well-exposed mdiogmph. 

3.3.2 I>igital film 

I>igital images from any source can be displayed on hardcopy by means of a digital 

film writer. Film writers use special films that are sensitive to the wavelength of a laser (for 
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example, a helium-neon laser that operates at 6328.4, in the visible range). The grey-level 

value of each pixel in the digital image is translated into an exposure value for the film, and 

a laser delivers the exposure to a single spot on the film. Digitally written film undergoes 

normal chemical development and is displayed on a viewbox. Digital film writers have 

varying capacities in terms of pixel size and Quantization of the exposure values. 

One device, which I used in work described in Chapter 6, is the Ektascan Laser 

Writer manufactured by the Eastman Kodak company of Rochester. New York. The 

Ektascan printer writes to a 14 x 17 inch film with a fixed-size pixel of 0.08 mOl (yielding 

4084 x 4978 pixels in the image section of a film), and 4096 grey-levels. The computer 

interface to the printer allows the user to write multiple images to the same sheet of film, to 

include textual information, and to adjust the size of the printed image. Because a digital 

image is often obtained at a pixel size larger than 0.08 mm, one-to-one translation of digital 

pixel to printer pixel results in minification of the image. The Ektascan printer will 

perform replication or interpolation to use a single ctigital pixel as control for several printer 

pixels, which allows digital data to be printed to a desired physical dimension on film. 

Another film writer that I have used is incorporated in the Toshiba Computed 

Radiography TCR-201 system, which uses storage phosphors as the capture medium. The 

printer writes pixels of 0.10 mOl and 1024 grey-levels onto a smaller film: 10 x 14 inches. 

This printer does not perform interpolation or pixel replication. 

Digital systems in general offer the user the opportunity to separate the image 

capture and image display operations. Digital film writers allow the user to retain the easy 

display and permanence of analog film. Image manipulation or transmission can be done 

between capture and display of the data. 
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3.3.3 Video monitors 

Video display monitors used for display of rudiogruphs are usually monochrome, 

have varying physical dimensions and pixel matrices, varying brightnesses, and varying 

grey-level response curves. A monitor produces visible light by directing an electron beam 

to bombard a spot on a fluorescent screen on the inside of the faceplate of the monitor. The 

electrons stimulate the emission of visible photons, which escape the glass to form the visual 

image. The grey-value of the digital pixel is used by the electronics driving the monitor to 

convert a digital pixel value to a modulated analog signal that controls the intensity of the 

electron beam, and consequently, the intensity of the visual image. Control circuits deflect 

the path of the electron beam in a raster (line-by-line) pattern to stimulate each pixel on the 

faceplate. A sketch of a video monitor is shown in Figure 3-4. Because the source of 

visible photons in a monitor is the fluorescent screen, the emission of photons for a single 

stimulation is transient. To maintain the illusion of a continuous light output for a 

particular pixel it would be necessary to either stimulate the phosphor continuously, or to 

re-stimulate it at intervals too brief to be recognized by the eye-bruin system. Stimulating 

each pixel site in the phosphor continuously would require a dedicated electron beam for 

each site. Instead, the design of video monitors takes advantage of the fact that the human 

eye-brain system does nQ~ detect on/off events (flicker) if the frequency of the flicker is 

greater than about 50 cycles per second [Levine 1985]. Controlling electronics able to 

stimulate every pixel within the pixel matrix (or "frume") 50 times or more per second 

produce an apparently stable image. 
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Computer 

Figwe 3-4. DigilailO visual pixel co"versi011 by a video nw"ilor. 

The number of pixels addressed in a video monitor is primarily limited by the ability of the 

electronics to adjust the intensity of the electron beam and deflect it accurately at the 

necessary frame rate. Video monitors are commonly available with 512 x 512 pixel matrices. 

The digital-to-analog converters that drive monitors generally provide 256 levels of analog 

signal to the monitor. Two higher resolution monitors that are available have matrices of 

1024 x 1536 pixels on a 8.5 x 13 inch screen [U.S. Pixel Corporation] and 2560 x 2048 pixels 

on a 20 x 16 inch screen [Megascan]. Both these high-resolution monitors display 256 grey-

level outputs. 

As with the digital film printer, the pixel size established at digitization may not 

match the pixel size of the video monitor. Magnification of the digital data by interpolation 

may be necessary to view the image at "real" size, or minification may be necessary to view 

the entire image if the image pixel matrix is larger than the monitor'S pixel matrix. The 
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grey-level range of a digital radiograph is usually greater than 256 values; often 1024 or 

4096 grey-levels. Some mapping scheme must be applied to compress finely quantized 

digital information to the coarser quantization available with a monitor. Another factor that 

affects the perception of a digital image presented on a video monitor is that the brightness 

obtainable from a monitor is considerably less than that available from a viewbox. Roehrig 

[1989] measured the relative luminance of a test pattern displayed on film/lightbox and two 

video monitors; he found the luminance from the lightbox to be greater than that from the 

monitors by roughly a factor of 5. In addition, the signal transfer function of a monitor, 

which describes the conversion of grey-levels to luminance, is highly non-linear. 

With the apparent disadvantages of small pixel matrices, coarse output grey-level 

quantization, and low brightness, video displays must make other contributions in order to 

be useful. One advantage of using the softcopy display is that digital images can be stored 

on computer disks, ruther than on cumbersome film. Another advantage is that, with 

appropriate computer control, a digital image can be manipulated at the time of display, 

with minimal delay. The tradeoff of the known disadvantages with potential benefits of 

video display is an underlying theme of this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EVALUATION OF THE DIAGNOSTIC UTILITY OF DIGITAL IMAGES 

In this chapter I discuss the crucial issue of image evaluation. As mentioned in 

Chapters 1 and 2, diagnostic utility of images ultimately depends on their contribution to the 

radiologist's performance of his or her job. I discuss two approaches to evaluating the utility 

of an image acquisition or processing system: one involves physical and mathematical 

measures of characteristics of the image, the other involves psychophysical measures, that is, 

human observer performance. I discuss some mathematical figures of merit from the 

literature that I have used in attempts to monitor the effect of the ASAHE processing 

algorithm. I also discuss at length the issues that influence the design of human observer 

experiments and the statistical methods by which the results of such experiments are 

interpreted. 

4.1 Mathematical figures of merit 

Because of the time and effort required to run even a small human observer study, 

it is advantageous to form a preliminary estimate of the effect.of a processing algorithm or 

imaging technique on the diagnostic information content of a set of images. I must re

emphasize here that the final evaluation of processing techniques that produce images for 

human use must always depend on the human's use of such images. Preliminary evaluations, 

whether subjective or objective, need to be confirmed by human observer studies because 

the perceptual and cognitive operations of the radiologist are not well modelled at present. 
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Figures of merit (FOMs) are designed to measure characteristics of an image that are 

expected to be diagnostically important. for example. the contrast of a nodule to its 

background. The figure of merit that is appropriate for evaluating a particular set of images 

for their information content depends, once again, on the disease or abnormality under 

study. Given that an appropriate FOM exists for a disease under study. the metric may be 

used to measure the effect of a new algorithm compared to the processing that is serving as 

the performance standard. A change in the value of the FOM after the application of the 

new processing technique serves as an indication of its effect on the information content of 

the image set. 

The major problem with using mathematical figures of merit in the evaluation of 

imaging systems and techniques is that the intemction of data and observer that contributes 

to perception of image structure is not well understood. The human visual system is 

immensely complicated in its own right, and the psychological factors that influence 

perception are no less so. It is not currently possible to completely model the intemction of 

the two. particularly for complicated images, else computer vision and artificial intelligence 

systems might be doing the radiologist's job. 

Figures of merit that have been developed for mdiological images are still rather 

primitive. They measure simple characteristics of image structure, and the measurements 

are then compared to human observer performance. FOMs should correlate well with 

human observer performance to be helpful in evaluating image quality; however, it is not 

uncommon for FOM values to show a sizeable change between two image sets. while human 

performance remains almost the same with both. 
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4.1.1 Figures of merit 

Some figures of merit for lung nodules have already been investigated. They 

include size, background density, edge gradient, and edge index. These measures have had 

mixed success as predictors for nodule detection. 

Kundel [1981] and Revesz [1977] examined nodule size as a predictor of correct 

detection, and found that a) larger nodules were more likely to be correctly detected than 

small ones, and b) measured size was only able to predict human detection of nodules with 

about 60% accuracy. 

Detection as a function of background density (basically, the darkness of the film) 

was examined by Kundel [1977]. That study found that the probability of correct nodule 

detection was decreased when the density of the surround was high (that is, the nodule was 

on a dark background), but was stable for medium and low-density surrounds. 

Several edge-based metrics have been studied. Edge gradient [Carmody 1980, 

Revesz 1981] measures the rate of change between the density of the surround and the peak 

density of the nodule. The edge gradient metric demonstrated a linear relationship with the 

probability of correct detection -- high gradient ("sharp") nodules were correctly detected 

more often than fuzzy ones. "Edge index" [Revesz 1977] is a subjective evaluation of a 

nodule that combines observer rating scores of the gradient across the edge of a nodule and 

the smoothness of its contour. The subjective edge index rating was found to be only 

slightly better than size in correctly classifying nodules as either missed or detected. 

Three other figures of merit for nodules are contrast, signal-to-noise ratio, and 

conspicuity. I have used each of these in my experimental evaluations of the effect of 

image processing on nodule detection; they are discussed in detail in the following sections. 
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4.1.1.1 Contrast 

Contrast is a measurement that compares a signal to its background. For nodules, 

the signal is often defined as the circular or elliptical area most closely fitting the nodule 

diameter in the image, and the background as an approximately equal area evenly 

surrounding the signal disc (see Figure 4-1). One definition of contrast [Rose 1973] 

quantifies the difference in signal strength between a nodule and its background is shown in 

Equation 4.1. 

Contrast C= gob led - gbnckground [4.1] 
MAX(gbnckground, gobject) 

where: g c the average grey value of the pixels, and 

MAX(gbnckground ,gobject) :: the maximum value of the two averages. 

The choice of the maximum valutl for the signal strength in the denominator of Equation 4.1 

constrains contrast values to the range of 0.0 to 1.0. Because this definition of contrast is a 

ratio, many signal and background combinations can produce the same contrast rating. The 

non-uniqueness of the contrast rating is consistent with the human visual phenomenon 

known as " brightness constancy". This phenomenon indicates that a human observer would 

be incapable of distiguishing between a signal of intensity 4 on a background of intensity 2 

and a signal of intensity 40 on a background of intensity 20 [Levine 1985], which both yield 

contrast values of 0.5 by Equation 4.1. Simplistic definitions of contrast that measure only 

the absolute difference in intensity between signal and background do not account for the 

brightness constancy phenomenon. Revesz [1977] obtained a correct classification rate for 

missed and detected nodules of only 61% using the simple difference measure. 
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Figure 4-1. Contrast: signal and backgound lor a nodule. 

4.1.1.2 Signal-to-noise ratio 

Another metric, display signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), also based on a signal disc and 

an equivalent surrounding area, incorporates more information about the signal and its 

background. The definition of contrast used only average values -- making no distinction 

between uniform objects on uniform backgrounds and variable objects on variable 

backgrounds, which is a more likely scenario in radiological images. The definition of SNR 

in Equation 4.2 includes the variation in grey-level across both signal and background. 

This metric is more sophisticated than the simple contrast measurement, yet it can 

still fail to distinguish between different scenarios. For example, random variations (noise) 

in the signal and background may produce the same SNR value as signal and noise discs 

demonstrating structured noise (such as a grid or honeycomb pattern). It is unclear to what 

extent an underlying organization of the background affects nodule detection. 
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where: 

SNR= Sa - Sb 

JO'a2 + O'~ 

88 and 8b are the average grey-levels as defined in [4.1], 

0'82 is the sample variance of the grey-levels in the signal area, and 

O'~ is the sample variance of the grey-levels in the background. 

4.1.1.3 Conspicuity 
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[4.2] 

Kundel and Revesz proposed several measures called conspicuity that attempt to 

distinguish between structured and unstructured noise in nodule regions [Revesz 1974, 1977, 

1985, Kundel 1976]. Their method requires internal and external data points to be 

identified that are on lines normal to the outline of the signal disc (however, their 

measurement does not require that the feature of interest be circular). The results suggest 

that conspicuity is a way to combine a form of contrast measurement with a measure of 

structured noise to give a figure of merit for detectability of a nodule. In comparison with 

nodule size and the intensity difference metrics that correctly classified missed and detected 

nodules at a rate of 60%, the conspicuity metrics had classification rates between 70 and 

77%. They did not use the SNR metric on their image set. 

I chose to implement the simplest form of the conspicuity metric for digital images. 

The more complicated (and more sucessful) conspicuity measures required observers to 

esimate subjective edge index values for each nodule. The subjective component of these 

measures is somewhat contrary to the goal of establishing mathematical figures of merit. 
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To implement this metric on digital data, I represent the perimeter of a nodule as a 

many-sided polygon for ease of determining the normal lines. The sample points lie a 

variable, and equal distance along the normal lines, as shown in Figure 4-2. The formula 

for computing the simple conspicuity metric is shown in Equation 4.3. 

X: distance befween Inner and outer sample points 
(equidistant from perimeter) 

Figure 4-2. COllspicuity daJa poillt locatiolls. 

The choice of the normal distance x from the nodule perimeter is arbitrary, and 

Kundel offers no guidelines for making it; I average together conspicuity measurements that 

used several different distances into a final metric for a nodule. The definition of the 

location and number of sample points that form the conspicuity data affects the magnitude 

and variance of the measurement [Hallberg 1978]; this is a drawback to a method in which 

data point selection is arbitrary. 
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Conspicuity is defined as: 

where: 

AG = L ( ~ I goutl - glnl I) 
i 

v2 
= L ( ~ <Iglnl_l + glnl+l - 2gln, 1 + Igoutl_l + goutl+l - 2gout,I» . 

i 

4.1.2 Measurement units for figures of merit 
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[4.3] 

It is necessary at this point to discuss the matter of units in which a figure of merit 

is expressed. In the definitions above I have used the digital grey values of the image as the 

data upon which the metrics operate. This approach has the virtues of simplicity and 

portability; the metrics are calculated independent of the output device that will ultimately 

be used to display the digital image. However, because the metrics are most useful if they 

correlate with human observer performance, it is desirable to include the data transfer 

function of the output device as it converts the digital values to the optical signal that is 

input to the human visual system. It is readily apparent that if the output device is 

incapable of producing distinct output levels for distinct digital input levels, rnetrics 

calculated from the digital data have little utility. 
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For this reason, when calculating figures of merit, it is advisable to either include 

the output device's transfer function, or make justifiable assumptions regarding it. A 

transfer function of the type shown in Figure 4-3 can be obtained for any output device. 

Once obtained, the individual grey-levels that are incorporated in a FOM can be mapped 

through this function in order to measure the FOM in a visual, rather than digital, context. 

The figure illustrates a situation in which digital data possessing 1024 different grey-levels is 

mapped to a video display that can only handle 256 grey-levels. The first transformation, 

from 1024 to 256 grey-levels, is the digital transformation shown in the left side of the 

figure and represents a simple linear rescaling. The right-hand side of the figure represents 

a non-linear response of the video monitor. The result of these two transformations is that 

grey-levels which are distinct in the original digital data may produce identical luminance 

values to the human observer -- possibly invalidating previously-calculated figures of merit. 

1023 6i2 o 
DIGITAL VAlUE INPUT OUTPUT WMINANCE 

Figure 4-3. Sample output transfer fWlction. 

--I 
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4.2 Psychophysical experiments 

Psychophysical experiments are designed and carried out to measure a human 

observer's ability to perform a specific task. The task of interest here is one of 

classification; the question is whether a particular radiograph should be classified as normal 

or abnormal for the presence of lung nodules (or pneumothorax, or some other abnormality). 

A number of metries exist that can be used to quantify the classification ability. One that is 

widely used for radiological applications is the area under a Receiver Operating 

Characteristic curve (ROC) [Hanley 1982, Swets 1982, McNeil 1983, 1984, Berbaum 1988, 

1989, Metz 1989A, McClish 1990, Rockette 1990A, Hilden 1991]. Other metrics exist that 

can be calculated from a single point (or range of points) on an ROC curve. In the 

following sections I describe the formation of ROC curves and the most common metrics 

that can be calculated from them. 

4.2.1 Metrics for evaluating human observer' performance 

In the discussion of the following metrics I will describe only the basic theoretical 

concepts, leaving the extension to practical applications for later sections on experimental 

design and analysis of results. 

4.2.1.1 Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves 

Receiver Operating Characteristic curves are used as a means of describing the 

extent to which images can be correctly sorted into two different populations (signal-present 

and signal-absent, or normal and abnormal) based upon a single feature derived from each 
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image [Green 1974]. For example, in the case of a radiologist reading an image for lung 

tumors, the feature may be loosely defined as the "degree of suspicion" of the presence of a 

nodule. A tumor classification experiment requires the identification of a collection of 

people with and without lung tumors, and the corresponding collection of images. 

Conceptually, an observer viewing each image in each group could express a degree of 

suspicion of the presence of a nodule; a graph of the following sort would summarize the 

results. 

Normal Images Abnormal Images 

Degree of suspicIon x 

Figure 4-4. POpuJaJi01'S 0/ normal alld abnormal [wIg tumor images. 

In an actual classification task, images from both normal and abnormal populations 

are mixed together and the observer uses a threshold value of the "degree of suspicion" to 

attempt to sort the images back into the correct groups. The extent to which the observer 

succeeds is a measure of how effective the "suspicion" feature is in classifying images as 

normal or abnormal. It is easy to see from the above figure that any overlap of the 
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distribution of the feature for the two populations will result in erroneous classification of 

some images. The larger the overlap of the populations, the less useful the feature is for 

correct classification of the images. 

An ROC curve is one way to represent the quantity and type of classification errors 

that occur as a result of the chosen threshold of the decision metric. When a single 

threshold is used to divide images into two classes, there are four possible categories of 

results: abnormal images that are correctly classified by the decision rule as positive or 

abnormal ("True-Positives"), abnormal images incorrectly classified as negative or normal 

("False-Negatives"), normal images incorrectly classified as positive ("False-Positives"), and 

normal images correctly classified as negative ("True-Negatives"). The classification of 

images at a particular threshold is often described in a "truth" or "stimulus-response" table of 

the form below. 

Population Truth (stimulus) 

Decision (response) Abnormal (8) Normal (n) 

"Positive" (A) 

I 
TP 

I 
FP 

I "Negative" (N) FN TN 

where: TP = True-Positive FP = False-Positive 

FN = False-Negative TN = True-Negative 

(TP, FP, TN, & FN are usually expressed as fractions of the 

populations) 

FigW'e 4-5. Trulh table for image classificatioll task. 
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Figure 4-6. Example 0/ populaJi01l distribUli01lS alld resulting ROC 

curve. 
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An ROC curve plots the FP fraction (#FP cases / #negative cases) against the TP 

fraction (#TP cases / #positive cases) for varying thresholds of the decision feature. Each 

threshold yields a point on the curve. An example of two population distributions and five 

decision thresholds appears in Figure 4-6, along with the points on the corresponding ROC 

curve. Beginning with the threshold set to the extreme left on the decision feature scale 

(Th l ), and requiring that images whose feature value falls to the right of the threshold are 

called "positive", the others "negative", it is plain that all the images are called "positive". 

This results in a TP fraction of 1.0 at a FP fraction of 1.0 on the ROC curve. As the 

threshold is moved to the right on the feature axis, both the TP and FP fractions decrease 

until they both reach zero when all images are called "negative". I must note here that 
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although the population distributions that are shown in these illustrations are approximately 

Gaussian. ROC curves can be made in the same manner for any distribution shape; 

furthermore. the distributions for normal and abnormal images need not be the same. 

The shape and location of the ROC curve reflects the degree of overlap of the two 

population distributions. If the distributions exactly overlap. as in case A of Figure 4-7. the 

TP and FP fractions are always identical. This results in the 45 degree line shown. In 

effect. the decision feature is completely useless as a discriminator. The 45 degree line is 

often casually referred to as the "just guessing" line. reflecting the uselessness of the 

discriminator. Cases B and C in the figure show populations that overlap to lesser degrees. 

As the degree of overlap decreases the ROC curve moves toward the upper left corner of 

the graph. 

The characteristic shift in position of the ROC curves as the decision metric 

becomes more effective has led researchers [Green 1974. Swets 1982] to promote the use of a 

single numerical value to describe an ROC curve. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) 

increases from 0.5 to 1.0 as the classification power of the decision feature increases. It has 

been shown [Green 1974] that the area under an ROC curve is equivalent to the percentage 

of correct orderings that would be made in a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) task 

utilizing the same populations. The two-alternative forced choice task presents pairs of 

normal and abnormal images to the observer (human or mechanical) and requires the 

observer to choose the most abnormal of the pair. 
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TPF 
1.0 

.75 

-~-
I 

.50 
A 

.25 

0.0 
0.0 .25 .50 .75 1.0 

FPF 

Cmac 

Figure 4-7. Positio1l 0/ ROC curve relaJed to· overlap 0/ image 

populaJiolls. 

Such a task does not require a specific decision about whether or not the two images would 

actually be called "abnormal" by an observer in a clinical setting, so choice of a working 

threshold is irrelevant. However, a 2AFC experiment does not yield an ROC curve, only an 

estimate of the area beneath such a curve. The ROC curve analysis, although not specifing 

a working threshold, can be used to choose a threshold based on the relative costs of the two 

types of error: False-Positive and False-Negative [Hilden 1991]. 
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4.2.1.2 Joint ROC curves 

A joint ROC curve is produced when the observer is required to fulfill more than 

one task when reading an image. For example, if the observer is required to state whether 

or not an image contains a nodule, and also to identify the location of the nodule, the 

diagnostic task is one of detection and location that gives rise to a localization ROC (LROC) 

curve. Or, if the observer reports an image as abnormal and is also required to report the 

nature of the abnormality, the task is one of detection and identification that gives rise to a 

free-response ROC (FROC) curve. 

Both these diagnostic tasks are more realistic than the ordinary ROC task of simply 

c1assifiying an image as normal or abnormal. Each offers the opportunity to make more 

types of errors. In terms of the stimulus-response table shown in Figure 4-8, a localization 

requirement introduces a class of errors called "False-Location" responses that did not occur 

in Figure 4-5. That is, an image is correctly called abnormal, but the location of the 

abnormality is incorrect (for free-response situations, this sort of error would be true-

positive/incorrect abnormality). This error is actually a combination of two simpler errors: 

the true abnormality is not detected (false-negative) and a false-positive response occurs for 

the reported location. However, for practical reasons that I will discuss further in section 

4.2.3.1, the false-location response is treated as a separate error type. 

A LROC curve incorporates correct location information by plotting the false-

positive fraction on the x-axis as usual, but now plots the joint probability of a True-positve 

and a True-location response on the y-axis. 
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Population Truth (stimulus) 

Decision (response) Abnormal (a) Normal (n) 

where: 

"Positive" (A) TPL / FL FP 

"Negative" (N) FN TN 

TPL ::: True-Positive in True-Location 

FL = False-Location 

FN = False-Negative 

FP = False-Positive 

TN = True-Negative 

(TPL,FL,FP, TN, & FN are usually expressed as fractions of the 

populations) 

Figure 4-8. Truth table lor nodule detection and location task. 
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LROC curves match ordinary ROC curves only when 'each detected nodule is also 

correctly located. Any false-location responses cause the curve's maximum ordinate value to 

be less than 1.0. Generally, large numbers of alternative locations designated for an image 

increase the potential for false-location responses, and consequently lower the maximum 

joint probability value for the LROC curve. Illustrative examplr,s of LROC curves are 

shown in Figure 4-9. The area beneath an LROC curve is still a reasonable metric for 

describing an observer's performance. Unfortunately, LROC and FROC analyses have 

practical limitations when subjected to statistical analysis for hypothesis testing [Metz 1989A, 

Berbaum 1989, Swets 1982J. 
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Figure 4-9. Examples 0/ LROC curves. 

4.2.1.3 Probability of a True-Positive response 
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FPF 

The probability of a True-Positive response is a simple performance metric 

(Equation 4.4), relying on the classification results from a single decsion threshold selected 

by the observer. However, the metric takes no account of the probability of False-Positive 

responses; thus it is not a favored descriptor for observer performance [Swets 1982]. As 

mentioned in the previous discussion of ROC curves, it ~s always possible to get a 

probability of 1.0 for TP by accepting the corresponding 1.0 probability for FP. In effect, 

although the observer reads images that are both normal and abnormal, the results are only 

tallied from the abnormal images. The choice of the observer's decision threshold is alI-
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important. Another weakness of this metric is apparent when two different imaging 

modalities are compared; if there is a shift in the observer's decision threshold, the 

probabilities of a True-Positive response can not be compared in a meaningful way. This is 

readily apparent from a re-examination of Figure 4-7. Consider that cases Band C 

represent the ROC curves from two different imaging modalities. For any given TP 

fmction (probability of a TP response) on curve C there is a matching TPF on curve B. 

Without knowledge of the FPF there is no way to separate the curves. 

Probability of a True-Positive response 

#TP 
P(Ala) = # TP + # FN 

where: a is the stimulus, and A is the response 

[4.4] 

I note here that some researchers have developed methods that allow experimenters 

to select a FPF of interest and make statistical comparisons of the corresponding TPFs from 

two different modalities. An extension of that approach allows experimenters to determine 

a range of FPF values for which TPF values are significantly different in two different 

modalities. However, the comparison techniques still require the experimenter to estimate 

the ROC curves of each modality [Swets 1982, McClish 1990, McNeil 1984]. 

4.2.1.4 Sensitivity and Specifictiy 

Sensitivity and specificity are the names respectively given to the probability of a TP 

response and the probability of a TN response. They are usually reported as a pair. As can 

be seen from Equations 4.5 and 4.6, these metrics are an improvement over the simple 

probability of a TP response, because they do include information about FP errors. 
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However, a comparison of two systems may again be ambiguous if neither sensitivity nor 

specificity have the same values in both modalities. Another problem with using this pair of 

metrics to describe performance is that there is no way to determine how the FP and FN 

errors trade off against each other. In case C of Figure 4-7, we can see that a very slight 

increase in the FPF at the lower end of the scale will result in a considerable increase in 

TPF, while for case B the same increase in FPF yields a smaller increase in TPF. In spite of 

the drawbacks associated with sensitivity and specificity, they are frequently used in the 

medical literature. When they are reported, it is often in conjunction with a complete ROC 

curve, so the me tries serve to identify the point on the curve where the observer ordinarily 

sets his or her decision threshold. In this context, an observer could use the information to 

make adjustments to the working threshold that would alter the error balance to some other, 

more desirable, value. 

where: 

Sensitivity = P(Ala) = 

Specifictiy = P(Nln) = 

#TP 
#TP + #FN 

#TN 
#TN + #FP 

a,n indicates an abnormal or normal image 

[4.5] 

[4.6] 

A,N indicates an abnormal or normal report on the image 
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4.2.1.5 Probability of a correct response 

The probability of a correct response is often loosely defined as "accuracy", and 

combines the sensitivity and specificity metrics into a single value that allows comparison of 

two systems. As defined in Equation 4.7. this metric reports the ratio of TP + TN responses 

to the total number of images. Its value is also dependent on the results from a single 

decision threshold and it varies as the threshold changes. 

Probability of a correct response 

P(C) ::: P(Ala)P(a) + P(Nln)P(n) 

#TP + #TN = 
# n + #a 

4.1.2.6 A posteriori probability of a True-Positive response 

[4.7] 

The a posteriori probability describes the inverse probability of a TP response, i.e. 

that an abnormality indeed exists when the observer says it does. An inspection of 

Equation 4.8 shows the metric to have values varying between the a priori probability of 

abnormality for a lenient decision threshold (all images called positive) and 1.0 for a very 

strict decision threshold (only absolutely abnormal images called positive). Again, the 

dependency of the metric on a specific decision threshold is its major weakness. 

A posteriori probability of a True-Positive response 

P(alA) = P(Ala) pea) 
P(A) 
#TP = #TP + #FP 

[4.8] 

-I 
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4.2.1. 7 Incidence ratio 

The incidence ratio, defined in Equation 4.9, is simply the ratio of the a posteriori 

probabilities of TP and FN. As with the other metrics, it is calculated from the stimulus-

response table for a single decision threshold separating positive and negative responses. 

where: 

Incidence ratio 

0= ;f~~l 
P(aIA) = P(Ala) P(a) = 

peA) 

P(ajN) = P(Nla) P(a) = 
peN) 

#TP 
#TP,+ #FP 

#FN 
#TN + #FN 

4.2.2 Experimental design issues 

[4.9] 

In the previous discussion of metrics for evaluating human observer performance I 

have proceeded as though an omniscient experimenter knows the truth of diagnosis for 

every radiograph in the entire population of radiographs, that observers are perfectly 

calibrated (so they can read an entire image population at a fixed decision threshold), that 

observers are indefatigable, and that their decision metric does not vary when they read an 

image several times, either in the same modality or different modalities (that is, familiarity 

with an image does not affect their response). Finally, the implicit assumption is that results 

for a few observers and a few cases can be generalized to all observers and all cases. 

In reality, not all of these assumptions are valid. In fact, they are all invalid for 

radiologists reading clinical images. Mathematical observers (figures of merit) are perfectly 
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consistent, but humans are not. As for images, the experimenter will never have access to 

the entire population of images, but only to a small sample. Truth of diagnosis will never be 

absolutely accurate for clinical images; that is only possible for simulated images. 

In the sections that follow I discuss the issues that affect the design of human 

observer experiments that attempt to detect a difference in performance between two 

imaging situations or modalities. It is seldom feasible to run the perfect experiment -

practical limitations intervene, and some pitfalls are visible only in hindsight. Imperfect 

experimental design does not necessarily render an experiment totally invalid -- in most 

cases it merely makes it more difficult to detect a true difference in performance, or to 

generalize to populations of observers and cases. In the analysis section at the end of this 

chapter I point out the influence of certain design parameters on hypothesis testing. 

4.2.2.1 Characteristics of the modalities 

The observer experiments I discuss here are intended to expose a difference in 

radiologists' diagnostic performance in two different imaging situations. The nature of the 

difference between the two imaging situations (modalities) must be considered in the design 

of the experiment. For example, if the modalities to be compared are largely similar (such 

as two x-ray films with minor differences in their exposure response curves) the difference 

in diagnostic performance may reasonably be expected to be small. In such a situation, care 

must be taken to obtain sufficient observers and images to make the statistical test as 

powerful as possible. If the modalities are very different (such as Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging and conventional radiography), the difference in diagnostic performance may be 

expected to be large, but care must be exercised in the choice of observers because 

inequalities in expertise with each modality can bias the results. This inequality of 
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experience also occurs if one of the modalities is new (such as a digital workstation or a 

novel processing technique). In such a case, training the observers in the use of the 

unfamiliar modality is useful in compensating for their lack of experience [Straub 1990]. 

4.2.2.2 Image set with truth of diagnosis 

In the theoretical discussion of observer experiments, the omniscient experimenter 

had access to entire populations of images that were positive or negative for a particular 

abnormality (such as lung tumors). In reality, we can only expect observers to read a 

limited number of cases, that is, samples from the larger populations. The single most 

intractable problem in assembling an image set for a diagnostic experiment is establishing 

the truth of diagnosis for both normal and abnormal images. This problem affects both the 

size of the image sets that can be obtained and their representation of the population 

distributions from which they are drawn, and ultimately, the quality of the conclusions that 

can be drawn from an experiment. 

Truth of diagnosis for images with simulated abnormalities can be established with 

almost 100% accuracy (depending on the source of the normal cases), hence the attraction of 

using simulated images. As an example, I discuss image sets for lung nodule detection. The 

principles also apply to other abnormalities. 

In a situation where an anthropomorphic phantom and simulated nodules are used to 

make up normal and abnormal images, the experimenter knows precisely the presence and 

location of the nodules when they are inserted, knows that there are no other nodules, and 

can make many images with variations in the simulated nodules. Image sets of this sort are 

amenable to either ROC or LROC analysis. The trade-off for good truth of diagnosis and 

large image sets in this situation is that phantom images with simulated nodules are 
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simplifications of a human body, and generally represent only a tiny amount of the 

variability found in the entire population of clinical images from humans. In other words, 

ROC curves calculated from phantom images may not generalize well to those for human 

subjects because the sample distributions are not a good representation of the population 

distributions [Metz 1989A]. 

Image sets one step more complicated than phantom images with simulated 

abnormalities can be made either digitally or physically by adding simulated abnormalities to 

otherwise normal human images. For example, a simulated nodule may be a lump of frozen 

ground beef attached to a screen in front of a human volunteer [Brogdon 1978] and then 

imaged, or a computer-generated density added to a digital radiograph [Yocky 1990]. In 

these situations, the presence and location of the inserted nodules are known, and the 

experimenter gains the advantage of actual human subjects as the background to the 

nodules. As the number of different human subjects used as the background increases, the 

sample set is more likely to be a good representation of the patient population. However, 

the truth of diagnosis is now more difficult to establish; selecting and verifying the "normal" 

cases that are used as the background to the simulated nodules and also the normal cases that 

make up the other sample set is non-trivial. Since it is seldom feasible to make a 

pathological examination of the so-called healthy subject, less certain methods must be 

employed to establish the absence of nodules. (I discuss these methods later in this section.) 

The most realistic human images for observer experiments requiring diagnoses of 

abnormalities are actual radiographic images collected in a clinical setting. For images of 

this sort, truth of diagnosis is the most difficult to establish. Clinical cases initially 

diagnosed with one or more lung nodules are usually the candidates for the abnormal image 

sample, while images of volunteers or patients that were examined for some other suspected 

abnormality are candidates for the normal image sample. Images in which nodules were 
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initially detected tend to be samples from the medium-to-high suspicion portion of the 

abnormal image population. For prospective nodule images, verification of the presence of 

the nodule may be obtained by several methods. They are, in descending order of 

verification certainty: autopsy, biopsy, visual examination (during surgery), alternative 

imaging techniques (such as computed tomography or MRI), previous or follow-up readings 

of images demonstrating nodules, and consensus decisions [Ker 1988, Rockette 1990B, 

Revesz 1983]. Plainly, high confidence in the diagnosis is hard to come by. Prospective 

nodule images that are reclassified as normal by these methods may be added to the sample 

of normal images as entries that demand a high degree of suspicion (likely to be called 

false-positives). 

For prospective normal images, evaluation of the original image by a panel of 

radiologists is often the only method that can be employed, because the dose and expense of 

additional exams are not justified for treatment of the patient. Using these approaches 

allows experimenters to draw samples from a wide spectrum of normal images: those with 

low to high degrees of suspicion of the presence of a nodule. Care must be taken to prevent 

the normal image set from being excessively easy to diagnose; Gur [1990B] has shown that 

such a situation can raise the diagnostic accuracy for an experiment to a level that makes the 

data unusable for comparison of systems. 

The most difficult clinical cases to find and confirm are those in which a nodule 

exists, but the degree of suspicion of the nodule is low. Such cases are often termed "subtle" 

or "borderline", and they form an important part of the abnormal image sample set 

[Kundel 1974, Revesz 1983]. The often unstated purpose in improving imaging techniques 

is to correctly diagnose more abnormalities without increasing the error rates. Therefore, a 

proper sample of abnormal images must include some that would not be correctly diagnosed 

under ordinary circumstances. Such clinical images can be found in review of earlier 
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radiographs of a patient that has been diagnosed (and confirmed) to have a tumor. Studies 

have shown that some 30% of lung nodules are missed on the first reading of an image, but 

are visible in retrospect [Revesz 1977, Sorenson 1987]. 

To sum up, the requirements for collecting image sets are: both normal and 

abnormal images must have truth of diagnosis established by an acceptable method, and both 

normal and abnormal images should span as much of the spectrum of clinical images as is 

feasible. Cases of subtle abnormalities and highly suspicious normal cases are necessary, as 

the experimenter is usually seeking improved separation of image populations that overlap 

each other. If there is no overlap in the samples (regardless of true overlaps in the 

populations), no improvement can be measured. Sufficient images in both the normal and 

abnormal populations must be gathered to make the analysis of the performance metric 

statistically powerful. Statistical power varies from experiment to experiment, depending in 

part on the magnitude of the difference in performance to be detected. The interaction of 

the number of cases and the statistical testing procedures is discussed in section 4.2.3.3. 

4.2.2.3 Device control 

Variations in the behavior of imaging devices are other factors entering into the 

design of a psychophysical experiment. In an ideal situation, when analyzing the results of 

an experiment the researcher is able to attribute any observed changes in performance to a 

single cause, for example, a new x-ray technique that is being tested. Additional causes of 

variation in an experiment make it more difficult to draw valid conclusions about changes in 

performance. Therefore, care must be taken to control the devices used in image capture, 

image preparation and image display so that the effect under test (e.g. an algorithm) is the 

major (if not the only) cause of variation in observer performance. 
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In image capture, sources of variation include: the x-ray equipment and exposure 

settings, the screen and film types (for conventional imaging), chemical development of 

conventional films, and the image storage phosphor plates (for direct-digital image capture). 

If a digital image set is obtained from conventional films by densitometry, the behavior of 

the digitizer must be monitored for consistent behavior throughout the digitization of the 

seL Image preparation may also introduce variations; for example, if digitally printed films 

are made from digital image data. the behavior of the digital printer, film type, Ilnd 

chemicnl developer must be monitored. Image display may take the form of films on a 

lightbox, or digital data displayed on a video workstation. Not all lightboxes are created 

equal (nor are video displays). Digital workstations often incorpomte intemctive features 

that allow the user to change the appearance of the displayed image, e.g. contmst adjustment 

and zooming. The researcher must consider the effect of image manipulation on the results 

of the experiment. In some experimental designs it may be necessary to either restrict or 

accumtely record the use of intemctive tools. 

4.2.2.4 Human observers 

Humans are the ultimate users of mdiographic images produced by new equipment 

or imaging techniques, so human observers are essential for evaluating the worth of such 

developments. Several factors must be considered in selecting a pool of observers and 

defining their diagnostic task: their number, the form their responses must take, the time 

they are allowed for responding, their experience with radiogmphic images in geneml and 

the specific technique or modality being tested, and the number of times they will view each 

individual image. 
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The number of observers influences both the stability of the test statistic used to 

compare imaging techniques and the ability to generalize the results. The larger the pool of 

radiologists, the less likely it is that a single unusual performance will bias the statistical 

results. Also, the larger the pool of radiologists, the more likely it is to be a representative 

sample of radiologists in general. The influence of the number of observers on the 

magnitude of the test statistic is shown later in this chapter. 

In testing an imaging technique with humans, the researcher looks forward to the 

day when the technique may be used in a clinical setting. Therefore, the design and 

conduct of the psychophysical experiment must be carefully considered if the results are to 

be generalized from the laboratory to the clinic. In a detection task, the observer is asked to 

set an internal decision threshold and report an image as positive or negative for the 

abnormality based on that threshold. To estimate an ROC curve from the observers' 

responses requires that they fix a decision threshold for interpreting an entire test set of 

images, change the threshold and repeat the process several times. The thresholds need to 

span the range from very lenient to very strict in order to make an ROC curve -- remember 

Figure 4-6. (A common method for estimating ROC curves requires that the observer 

maintain several thresholds simultaneously by using a rating scale -- I will discuss this 

practical approach in the estimation section later in this chapter.) The researcher coaches 

each observer in the setting of decision thresholds from lenient to strict, usually by means of 

a chart that specifies the number of thresholds and some words that suggest the degree of 

certainty to be associated with each. For example, a strict threshold might be defined thus: 

"report the image as positive if and only if you are ABSOLUTELY CERTAIN a nodule 

exists". Less strict thresholds are usually defined as requiring less certainty. Frequently 

researchers use a category defined as "report the image as positive if you are JUST 

GUESSING a nodule exists" [Rehm 1988, Yocky 1990]. Such wording appears logical 
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enough from the standpoint of a researcher determining an ROC curve, but can conflict 

with the normal operating procedure of a radiologist -- "I guess there might be a lung 

tumor" is not the kind of wording that is required in a clinical report. The researcher should 

either take care in wording the definition of the decision threshold standards to 

accommodate normal working procedure, or spend time coaching the radiologist in 

experimental working procedure. Coaching the radiologists· to give responses that are 

amenable to ROC analysis, however, can sometimes have an adverse effect on their 

diagnostic performance [Gur 1990A, Straub 1990]. This trade-off is still an open question 

among researchers. 

The researcher must make an effort to obtain observers whose radiological 

experience is appropriate both for the diagnostic task and for the imaging techniques that 

are used in the experiment. In a very simple detection task involving phantom images, the 

skill level of the observers need not be as high as would be required for diagnosis of 

complex clinical images. However, it is recommended that the observers used to interpret a 

test image set in two different settings have similar levels of experience in each setting. For 

example, in a comparison of two different imaging techniques it would be inappropriate to 

use expert radiologists for one technique and radiology residents for the other because an 

observed difference in performance would probably be partially due to the inequity in 

experience. Inequity of experience also arises when the researcher is testing a technique that 

produces images that are significantly different in appearance (apart from any actual 

difference in diagnostic information) from the images that make up the knowledge base of 

the radiologist. In this situation there is a natural bias toward better performance with the 

familiar-appearing images. To counteract this bias the observers should be trained in using 

the unfamiliar images prior to interpreting the experimental data set. 
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Finally, the number of times an observer sees a particular image must be considered 

in the experimental design. As will be seen in the statistical section, the test statistic can be 

made more powerful by using the same observers in each of two image modalities under test 

because one source of variation is eliminated. However, the effects of learning cannot be 

disregarded; radiologists remember images, and a repeat diagnosis may be influenced by the 

prior diagnosis. Two experimental design factors can mitigate learning bias: repeat viewings 

can be widely separated in time, and the order in which the observers encounter the two 

modalities can be counterbalanced so half the group has a different ordering than the other 

half. The span of time required to separate repeat vie wings in order to prevent memory of 

an image varies from person to person and image to image. Counterbalancing the order of 

working in the modalities is a more obvious solution -- learning bias, if it exists, should be 

overcome in the performance of the group as a whole. If the same observers do not see the 

same images in each modality, care must be taken to match both the case difficulty and 

observer skill across the viewing settings under test. 

4.2.3 Analysis of results 

Statistical analysis of the results of an observer experiment is necessary to draw 

conclusions about human performance. The analysis takes the form of a hypothesis test; 

frequently, the null hypothesis is that the performance obtained with technique I is equal to 

that obtained with technique 2. In comparing two imaging techniques, the researcher is 

usually trying to reject the hypothesis of no difference in performance between the two 

techniques, choosing an alternate hypothesis of either an absolute or a signed difference in 

performance among the techniques. To perform the hypothesis test, it is first necessary to 

estimate the performance metrics that correspond to the two techniques under comparison. 
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4.2.3.1 Estimating the value of the performance metric 

The area under an ROC curve is a widely used performance metric; I have used it 

in the experimental work detailed in Chapter 6. The earlier discussion in this chapter 

covered the theoretical formation of ROC curves -- how to get an entire ROC curve and 

the true area beneath it. However, in practice the researcher must be content with an 

estimated curve, an estimate of the area under the curve (AUC) and another estimate of the 

error associated with the estimated AUC. 

The estimate of the area under an individual observer's ROC curve is based on the 

stimulus-response data obtained from a small set of decision thresholds. Each decision 

threshold yields a true-positive and false-positive-fraction pair that define a point on the 

experimental ROC curve. Each TPF, FPF pair is referred to as an operating point. In 

theory, an observer interprets an entire image set at a fixed threshold, varies the threshold, 

and repeats the process. In practice, this is not feasible; an experimental ROC curve 

requires four or five operating points at the minimum, but repeated vie wings of the same 

images are not only time-consuming, but also may be affected by learning. 

An alternative to the repeated viewing method is using a rating scale for each image 

[Swets 1982]. In this approach, the observer is asked to maintain four or five decision 

thresholds simultaneously. These thresholds divide the decision metric (e.g. degree of 

suspicion of the presence of a nodule) into non-overlapping regions -- the observer reports 

the region that applies to each image. Figure 4-10 illustrates this concept. Each region on 

this decision axis is usually defined by the researcher with a number and a verbal 

description. Because radiologists are accustomed to making binary decisions about the 

presence or absence of an abnormality, the region definitions are usually expressed as 

positive or negative with varying degrees of certainty. Although the observer is coached by 
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the verbal description of the decision region, they set internal decision thresholds that cannot 

be observed. This means that, for a single image, a rating of "5" from one observer may not 

be comparable with a rating of "5" from another observer. This fact does not invalidate the 

data from any individual observer, as they maintain internal consistency in their decision 

thresholds, but it can invalidate pooling of all "5" responses from individuals into a group 

response of "5". An assumption of internal consistency is much stronger than an assumption 

of equivalent thresholds among observers, although neither assumption can easily be 

verified. 

Normal Images Abnormal Images 

1 .. Absolutely oerta1n no almormality exists 

2 .. Very probably DO abnonnaltty exists 

S • lPossJbly no abnormality exists 

4 III lPoosfbly an abnonnallt¥ exists 

6 .. Very probably an abDOll'mllllli.y exists 

6 ... AlbaoRutelly certam an almonnaltt.y exists 

Figure 4-10. Rating-scale thresholds lor estimating ROC curves. 

x 

Rating-scale responses are translated to single-threshold operating points quite easily 

by summing the number of positive and negative images falling in the categories to the right 

of the category boundaries. Thus, in Figure 4-10, the operating point for the boundary 

between ratings 1 and 2 results in all images rated "2", "3", "4", "5" and "6" compressed into a 
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single "positive" rating. All images to the left of the boundary are termed "negative". Five 

operating points are explicitly obtained from 6 category responses, with two implied 

operating points at TPF = FPF = 0.0 and TPF ... FPF .. 1.0 when the category boundaries are 

at positive and negative infinity. For example, a single observer might produce a rating-

scale response table like that shown in Figure 4-11 that would in turn produce the seven 

operating points shown on the TPF/FPF graph. Those operating points would form the 

basis for the estimation of the area under the observer's ROC curve. For an LROC curve, 

the rating response table would not include any FL responses because of the difficulty in 

reassigning the FL response to FN and FP responses with appropriate confidence levels. 

The TP fraction would still be based on the total number of positive images. 

11PF 
~~~~~~~=+~~~ 

FPF~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ 
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Figure 4-11. Sample 0/ rming-scale responses and resulting operating 

poi1lts. 
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Previously, I mentioned that the area under an ROC curve and the probability of a 

correct decision in a two-alternative forced-choice task are theoretically equivalent. There 

is some appeal in using a 2AFC approach to estimating the AUC; the observer need only 

choose the abnormal image of a pair of normal and abnormal images, so there is no need to 

maintain decision thresholds. There are several drawbacks to the method that account for its 

infrequent appearance in the medical literature: first, radiologists don't work from pairs of 

images from different patients, second, the process does not yield an entire ROC curve, and 

third, the technique requires many more images (compared to the rating technique) to 

achieve the same error in the estimated AUC [Rockette 1990A, Hanley 1982]. Hanley gives 

an example in which 109 images (58 normal and 51 abnormal) are used to estimate an ROC 

curve with an AUC of 0.89 and an error of the estimate at. 0.03. The probability of a 

correct decision (9) in a 2AFC experiment obeys a binomial distribution; 9 is simply the 

fraction of m pairs of images that were correctly identified. To achieve an error of 0.03 

when 9 = 0.89 requires 100 pairs of images -- 91 more than for the ROC curve estimate. 

4.2.3.1.1 Parametric method of estimation 

The estimate of the area under an ROC curve from the operating points can be 

made in several ways. The approaches fall into two categories: parametric and non

parametric. In the parametric approach, the researcher makes the assumption that the 

images in both the healthy and diseased patient test sets are drawn from image populations 

for which the decision metrics obey Gaussian distributions (or ~an undergo a transformation 

that will make them obey Gaussian distributions). The distribution function for each 

population is then completely determined by its mean and standard deviation. The means 

and standard deviations mayor may not be equivalent for the two populations. 
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J k J(211'0'a 2) 

~(z) is the standard normal deviate, 

a,n refer to the case stimulus or truth, 

A,N refer to the observer's response, 

rna and mn are the mean values of the distributions, and 

O'a and O'n are the standard deviations of the distributions. 
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[4.10a] 

[4.l0b] 

For any decision metric threshold between negative and positive infinity, the P(Ala) 

and P(Aln) (TP,FP fractions) are given by Equations 4.lOa and 4.10b. These two formulas 

are used to make an ROC curve when the mean and standard deviation parameters are 

known. A transformation of variables permits the researcher to make an initial estimate of 

the important parameters and the area under the resulting ROC curve without actually 

plotting the curve, as shown in Equations 4.1la,b,c [Dorfman 1969]. 

When the parameters A and B are unknown, the researcher must estimate their 

values. To do this, the researcher calculates the TP and FP fractions for a set of operating 

points and transforms these values to the normal deviates Za and Zn' A plot of the Za and 

Zn pairs on a probability graph yields an approximately straight line, where B is the slope of 

the line and A the value of Za when Zn = 0.0. A linear regression through the experimental 
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data points yields initial estimates of A, B and the AUC. Dorfman [1969] developed a 

method of iteratively adjusting A and B to obtain the best maximum-likelihood estimates of 

the parameters and an estimate of the error in the corresponding area under the ROC curve. 

The maximum-likelihood estimation algorithm developed by Dorfman has been reproduced 

in Swets [1982], and refined and disseminated as the ROCFIT software package by Metz 

[1989B]. 

k-m 
let Zx =:.:....:::n.. and formulas 4.10a and 4.10b transform to 

O'n 

P(Aln) = <1>(Zx) 

P(Ala) = <1>( ~Zx _ mn-mn) 
0'8 0'8 

where the important factors are: 

A = mn-mn 
O'n 

The area under the resulting ROC curve is 

[4. 11 a] 

[4.11b] 

[4.1lc] 

An example of operating points, the corresponding normal-deviate values, and the 

estimation of the parameters A and B is shown in Figure 4-12. The operating points and 

ROC curve are those of Figure 4-11. The five central operating points are plotted on the 

Zn/Zn curve along with a linear-estimated straight line. The values of the A and B 

parameters (2.21 and 1.03, respectively) can be obtained from the linear regression line or by 

inspection. The AUC for this sample curve is initially estimated as 0.938, which is 

consistent with the shape of the ROC curve at left. After the maximum-likelihood 

technique is used to refine the parameters, the AUC is 0.940 with a standard error of 0.023. 
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A dmwback to using the parametric approach to obtaining an estimate of the area 

under an ROC curve and the corresponding error of the estimate is the assumption that the 

decision me tries for both image populations obey Gaussian distributions. The truth of this 

assumption is unknown, although it is widely made [Swets 1982, Metz 1989A, Green 1974]. 

However, it has been shown that the assumption is fairly robust -- the coarseness of a five 

or six-point rating scale pretty much makes it impossible to distinguish between Gaussian 

and non-Gaussian population distributions [Hanley 1988, England 1988]. 
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Figure 4-12. Lillear estimaJioll 0/ distribution parameters. 

A potentially more serious drawback of the parametric method is that the sample 

images drawn from each population are not necessarily good representations of the 

underlying population due to pmctical difficulties of establishing truth-of-diagnosis. In 

such a case, some of an observer's operating points may have identical false-positive 
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fractions but distinct true-positive fractions (or, the same TPF for distinct FPFs). Datasets 

exhibiting this characteristic are among those called "degenerate" and rejected by Metz's 

ROCFIT program. Plotting the operating points on a normal-normal graph will often 

indicate that they may not be well fit by a straight line. In cases where there is degenerate 

data, a non-parametric approach to estimating the ROC curve is a viable alternative. 

4.2.3.1.2 Non-parametric method of estimation 

The simplest non-parametric approach to plotting an ROC curve is simply to make a 

piecewise-linear fit to the observed operating points. Because (theoretically) the operating 

points are located on the actual ROC curve, a piecewise-linear ROC curve will always 

underestimate the area beneath a continuous ROC curve. Variations in the location of the 

operating points along the actual curve will cause variations in the area under the non

parametric ROC curve as well. 

From a statistical standpoint, the non-parametric estimation method relies on the 

theoretical equivalence of the area under an ROC curve and the probability of correctly 

identifying abnormal images in a two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) experiment 

[Green 1974] regardless of the distributions governing the image populations. Bamber [1975] 

has shown that the area under an ROC curve calculated by the trapezoidal rule is an 

unbiased estimator of the true area under the curve and that Equation 4.12 holds true. 

The definition of a(X. Y) in Equation 4.12 is closely related to the Mann-Whitney U 

statistic that uses ran kings to determine the separation of two populations (Wilcoxon 

proposed an equivalent test -- the measure is sometimes called a Wilcoxon statistic). The U 

statistic is defined as the total number of X,Y pairs in which X < Y. There exist 

corresponding formulas for a(X, Y) and its variance when X and Yare continuous variables, 
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rather than ratings. Hanley and McNeil [1982] made use of the above relationships to 

estimate the area, 9, under an ROC curve using rating scale data. Their approach called for 

comparisons of all possible pairings of abnormal and normal images using the scoring rule of 

Equation 4.13. Their technique for estimating the performance metric has been used 

frequently when datasets are not amenable to the maximum-likelihood approach [Hanley 

1982,1983, McNeil 1983, DeLong 1988, Rockette 1990A]. 

where: 

a(X, Y) '" P(X < Y) + ~ p(X .. Y) 

X is the decision metric for a normal image 

Y is the decision metric for an abnormal image 

p(X < Y) is the proportion of Nx Ny pairs of images where X < Y 

a(X, Y) is the area under the piecewise linear ROC curve. 

[4.12] 

The area under the ROC curve calculated via the non-parametric approach is biased 

downward from that obtained using the parametric maximum-likelihood approach (9np = 

0.930 vs. 9 p = 0.940 for the data in Figure 4-11), and the standard error of the estimate is 

larger (SEnp = 0.027 vs. SEp = 0.023). An alternate approach to calculating the SE of 9 is 

that of DeLong [1988] that is shown in Equation 4.14. Because of the smaller error in 

estimating the area under the curve and the downward bias of the estimated 9, the 

parametric approach is preferred to the non-parametric approach when it can be applied to 

the rating-scale data. However, the maximum-likelihood algorithm used for the parametric 

approach is susceptible to vagaries in the rating-response data that may arise due to poor 

sampling of the image populations or inconsistent behavior of the observers. The non-

parametric approach is never invalidated by degenerate data. 
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(4.13a) 

[4.l3b] 
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For localization ROC curves (LROC). the area under the curve is estimated by the 

trapezoidal mle, but the standard error in the estimate must be calculated either by dividing 

the case set into subsets or by using a jackknife approach [Berbaum 1989). because no 

theoretical model exists that adequately describes an LROC curve. A jackknife estimate of 

the error in the area under the curve requires successively removing one case from the 

dataset and recalculating the area. The collection of sparse estimates is used to form an 

estimate of the standard error. 

4.2.3.2 Estimating the significance of a difference in performance 

Regardless of the method used to obtain the estimate of the area under an 

individual's ROC curve. a question must be asked: "Is there a signijicalll difference in 

performance among the imaging techniques that were tested?". The usual approach is to ask 

the question of the performance of the group of observers, rather than that of an individual. 

The critical ratio and the paired-difference t-test are used for this purpose. 

where: 

SE(S) .., J (Na - l)elQ + (Nn-I)eol + eu [4.14) 
NaNn 

Nn Na Na 

elO ... (NnN)Na -1)) L L L ( ~(Xaj'~) ~X'k'~» - a2 , j~k 
. i=1 j=1 k=l 

No N. No 

eOl - (N
a
N)No-l)) L L L ( ~(X.j'~) ~~ ,Xnk» - S2 , i#k 

i-I j=1 k-I 
No N. 

ell = (NoIN
a

) L L ( \P(X .. ,XOj ) ~x.. ,Xnj » - S2 

i=1 j=1 

~ is as in [4.13a] 
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4.2.3.2.1 Critical ratio 

The procedure outlined by Swets and Pickett [1982] is considered the most 

comprehensive approach for testing for a difference in performance among modalities when 

the area under the ROC curve is used as the performance metric [Metz 1989A]. The 

approach calculates a critical ratio (z) that obeys a standard normal distribution. Swets and 

Pickett's method includes factors that account for various sources of variation and the effect 

of matched readers and matched cases in an experiment comparing two imaging techniques 

or modalities. Their method allows the experimenter to generalize to a larger population of 

cases and/or a larger population of observers. The critical ratio and the standard error of 

the difference in the estimated areas (9) are defined in Equation 4.15. 
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[4.15a] 

where: 

-
9 x is the average area under the ROC curve for technique x, and 

2 
Go S2 (I ) Sbrtwr :I S.E·diff = v2 e+wr - re-wr + L (I-rbr-wr) - Swr [4.15b] 

" 

Each of the terms in the denominator (Eq. 4.15b) are observable from rating response 

data. They are defined as follows [Swets 1982]: 

rbr-wr = the observable correlation between the 9's obtained when a set of readers reads 

the same cases in two different settings. 

re-wr = the observable correlation between the 9's obtained when a single reader reads a 

set of case samples in two different settings. 

L = the number of readers. 

S:le+wr = S~ + S~, the observable variance in 9 that would be found by having one 

reader read once each of a set of different case samples. 

S2br+wr = S2br + S~, the observable variance in 9 that would be found by having one 

case sample read once by each of a set of different readers. 

S~ = the observable variance in 9 that would be found by having one reader read one 

case sample on two or more independent occasions. 

The confidence interval for 9 is defined as: 

where: S.E'9 ... JS2 + + S2brtwr _ S2 
x ewr L wr 

-
9 x ± Za S.E. 

2 
[4.15c] 
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It is also possible to calculate a confidence interval on the estimate of the mean area 

under an ROC curve, independent of any comparison between imaging techniques. In 

practice the various factors in Equations 4.15a,b,c are not always obtainable directly due to 

deficiencies in experimental design. I therefore include for each factor a practical direct 

calculation formula and an alternate indirect formula if one exists. Equation 4.16 gives 

Swets' formula for calculating rbr-wr' 

rbr-wr: This involves the cross-product and variances of the observers' a's, thus: 

For L observers, 

)

-1 

[4.16] 

If the readers are not matched across the two modalities, the correlation is zero. Owing 

to sampling difficulties, the calculated value of rbr-wr may sometimes be a negative 

number, if this occurs it is best to treat the readers as unmatched. 

The factor in Equation 4.15 that is most troublesome to calculate is rc-wr ' Several 

approaches exist to estimate this correlation for an individual (when the cases are not 

matched, the value is zero). The final value inserted into Equation 4.15 is the average 

correlation for all observers. Swets and Pickett proposed dividing the case sample into three 

or more subsamples and calculating a a for each subsample. The r value for each reader is 

then the product-moment correlation of the subsample a's in one modality and the 

equivalent a's in the other modality. This approach is only feasible if the original case 

sample is large enough to subdivide. There is no consensus on how many cases are 

"enough". 

-I 
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Other researchers have proposed methods for calculating this value that are not 

limited by a small number of cases. Metz [1989A] has extended the maximum-likelihood 

estimation of a single ROC curve to a pair of curves derived from the same cases: the 

algorithm is known as CORROC. The program reports an estimate analogous to Swets' rc-wr 

for the individual. Hanley and McNeil use a technique whereby they obtain a Kendall T 

correlation coefficient for the ratings assigned to the normal images in both reading settings. 

A similar coefficient is obtained for the abnormal images, and together they are averaged 

into a measure r. The r value and the average e across the two modalities are used as index 

to a table (supplied in Hanley [1983]) that gives the estimated rc- wr for the individual. Their 

approach does depend in part on some Gaussian assumptions about the image populations. 

The third approach is a completely non-parametric method developed by DeLong, et 

al. [1988] that is based on an estimated covariance matrix for the Mann-Whitney statistic. 

DeLong's approach is shown in Equation 4.17. It is not clear which one of these three 

techniques is preferable. I pair parametric estimates of the ROC curves with parametric 

estimates of the correlation, and similarly with non-parametric methods. 
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The covariance matrix is estimated from two vectors U and V: 

Nn 

U(i)M .. L S(XBi , XnJ ) 

j=1 
Na 

V(j)M = L S(XBi , XnJ ) 

i=1 

Na 2 

SaO, I) = (N: -d ~ (U(i)l - 91 ) 

1=1 

Na 2 

SaO, I) = (N:-l ) ~ (U(i)a - 9a) 
1=1 
Na 

Sa(I,2)= (N:-l)~ (U(i)1- 9J(U(i)a -92 ) 

1=1 

Nn 2 

Sn(l,t) = (N:-I) ~ (V(j)l - 91) 

J=1 

Nn 2 

Sn(l,t) = (N: -I ) ~ (V(j)2 - 92 ) 

J=I 
Nn 

Sn(l,2) = (N:-l) ~ (V(j)l - 91) (V(j)2 - 92) 

J=I 

(S, N defined as in Eq. 4.13a) [4.17a]. 

Index M refers to the modality [4.17b] 

The complete covariance matrix S is the combination of these two matrices: 

S = (~JSa + (~n)Sn and [4.l7c] 

r = S(1,2) 
c-wr "'So, I) S(2,2) [4.17d] 
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The variance factors that enter into the denominator ,of Equation 4.14a are more 

straightforward. Formulas for calculating S2 c+wr and S2 br+wr are given in Equations 4.18 

and 4.19. The within reader variance, S2 wr' is only directly calculable (by Equation 4.20) if 

at least some of the readers have interpreted the test images twice in each modality. If this 

was done, the average value is taken over all readers that read more than once, and inserted 

in the denominator of Equation 4.1Sb. Hanley and McNeil's indirect approach to calculating 

S2 wr sets a range for possible values of the variance between zero and the maximum value 

obtainable from 4.21a,b given that the pure correlations rc and rbr cannot be greater that 1.0. 

The experimenter must choose a "reasonable" value within this range. A value of zero is of 

course the most conservative choice. 

S~+wr: This is the average of the SE2 values for the observers, in both modalities: 

S2c+wr = 2i [± I: (SEl.m)2] 
1=1 m=1 

[4.18] 

S2br+wr: This is the maximum likelihood estimate of the observer variance. 

[4.19] 
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S2 1 
wr,l,m'" 2K/ [4.20] 

K/ is the number of rereads for this observer in this modality .. 

The indirect method of estimating S2 wr when there are no rereads (suggested by Hanley 

& McNeil [1983]) relies on these two relationships: 

[4.21a, b) 

Once all the factors entering into Equation 4.15a have been computed, the 

experimenter performs a hypothesis test on the difference ill mean area under the curve for 

the two imaging techniques under test using the critical ratio (z). The null hypothesis Ho is 

- - - -
usually that 9 1 - 9 2 = 0, with the alternate hypothesis HI that 9 1 - 9 2 ¢ 0 for a two-tailed 

test of significance. A one-tailed test of significance uses the hypothesis HI that 

9 1 - 9 2 > O. The critical ratio obeys a standard normal distribution; the null hypothesis is 

rejected if z is a very unlikely value given the assumption of no difference in performance. 

Alpha describes the percentage of z values results that would exceed a threshold value in 

repeated experiments. A common alpha level chosen for the significance test in medicine is 

0.05. The null hypothesis is rejected at an alpha level of 0.05 if z is greater than za/2 (in a 

2-tailed test). Figure 4-13 illustrates the distribution of the test statistic and the critical 

regions for one- and two-tailed tests of significance. 
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Figure 4-13. Test statistic distributions lor hypothesis testing. 

4.2.3.2.2 Paired-difference t-test 
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The student t-test for a difference in mean observer performance between two 

imaging techniques is far simpler than the critical ratio test, requiring none of the 

calculations of correlation and variances, but its statistical power is limited by the number of 

readers -- which may cause practical difficulties in attaining·a significant result. In this 

approach only the estimates for the observers' AUC are required. The hypotheses Ho and 

HI are the same as the ones used with the critical ratio test. Results from this hypothesis 

test can be generalized to a larger population of readers, treating image sets as invariant. 

This makes the conclusions more likely to be valid for experimental situations in which 

cognitive (reader behavior) factors are being studied, rather than situations in which images 
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are being adjusted [Berbaum 1989, Metz 1989A). Equation 4.22 gives the formulation of a 

paired-difference t-test. 

em,! refers to the AUC for reader I in modality m 

Ho : d = 0, Hl : d r/: 0 

- 1 
d - -L 

L is the total number of readers 

1 
L-l [t (d/- d)2) 

1=1 

[4.22] 

Reject Ho if t > ta/2 or t < -ta/2 where ta/2 is based on L-l degrees of freedom. 

4.2.3.3 Pilot studies 

In the latter part of this chapter I have discussed the factors entering into the design 

of human observer experiments and the analysis of results from such experiments. It is an 

unfortunate circumstance that in conducting observer experiments the best way to design a 

study that gets a statistically significant difference in performance between modalities is to 

know the answer (i.e. the mean and standard deviation of the difference) before beginning 

the experiment. Many a study has been conducted with great labor by all involved only to 

discover that although a difference in performance was observed, the standard deviation of 

the estimate was so large that no statistically valid conclusions could be drawn. Problems 

such as these are the reason why it is often useful to conduct a small pilot study prior to a 

full-scale experiment. In such a study the experimenter can get an idea of the magnitude of 

--I 
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the AVC's, the difference in areas, and the standard error of the difference, all of which 

influence the magnitude of the test statistic either directly or indirectly. 

The average magnitude of the areas under the ROC curves in the two modalities 

reflects the difficulty of the test image set, and is recommended to be in the I'ange of 0.75 

to 0.85 for maximum statistical power [Metz 1989A). The assumption that the critical ratio z 

obeys a Gaussian distribution has its greatest validity in this vicinity. The magnitude of the 

difference in AVC's is crucial - a small difference is less likely to yield a significant result 

than a large one, given the same error in the estimate. In other words, the researcher needs 

a small error to detect a small difference. Factors that directly affect the estimate of the 

error are the number of observers and the number of cases. The interaction of the number 

of observers with the statistics used in testing the hypothesis of a difference in performance 

are readily apparent in Equations 4.15 and 4.22; more observers reduces the size of the 

critical ratio or permits the t-test to be made with more degrees of freedom. The number 

of cases influences the critical ratio through the pure variance term S~. Equation 4.23, an 

alternative form of Equation 4.15b, uses pure correlations and pure variances, rather than 

those that are directly observable [Swets 1982). Using this formula, a researcher can 

estimate the number of additional cases that would be required for the critical ratio to reach 

significance. 

S.E.diCC = vii [4.23) 

N is the original number of cases N' is the new number of cases 

2 2 2 
Sc = Sc+wr - Swr 

[S~ + S~ ) 
rc = rc-wr S2c 
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An illuminating calculation that can be performed in a pilot study is the estimation 

of the beta error associated with a particular HI' Beta is defined as the probability of 

failing to reject the null hypothesis Ho of no difference in performance given HI is true. 

The complementary value, which is termed power and is defined as 100%(I-beta), is an 

indicator of how likely it is that an experiment will yield a significant result from the test of 

hypothesis. Suppose that the researcher is attempting to detect a difference in performance 

of Y, at an alpha level of 0.05 in a 2-tailed test. Using the SEdiCl from the pilot study as the 

SE for the distributions associated with each hypothesis, a graph such as that in Figure 4-14 

can be made that shows quite clearly the efficiency of the' proposed experiment. The 

greater the area p, the less likely the experiment is to reveal a difference in performance of 

Y. 

Ho: AAUC.O.o 

no Z 
-l (threshold) Z (Ifnsho/d) 

y Z 

Figure 4-14. Beta error lor hypothesis testing. 
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CHAPTER S 

EVOLUTION OF A PROCESSING ALGORITHM 

This chapter describes the evolution of the Artifact-Suppressed Adaptive Histogram 

Equalization (ASAHE) algorithm from the Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) and 

Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogmm Equalization (CLAHE) algorithms developed by other 

researchers [Zimmerman 1985, Pizer 1987]. I have developed ASAHE specifically for use on 

chest radiographs, for which I found the previous algorithms inadequate due to specific 

artifacts they introduce. 

I begin this chapter with a review of the basic principles of histogram equalization. 

I then discuss the operation of the AHE and CLAHE algorithms that lead to objectionable 

artifacts in chest images, and end with the features of ASAHE that I have developed to 

compensate for those artifacts. 

5.1 Histograms 

When an image is formed from a film radiograph by digitization, or from a storage 

phosphor plate by digital readout, the x-ray photons that originally passed through the 

patient are detected and quantized into a set of numerical values called grey-levels. Each 

picture element, or pixel, in the dataset corresponding to a radiograph of the patient is set to 

a particular grey-level. The grey-levels that are possible for each pixel usually form a set of 

integers ranging from zero to an upper value that is often a power of two minus I, for 
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example: 255 = 28 -I, 1023 III 210 -I, 4095 - 212 -I. The number of possible grey-level 

values that can be assigned to a pixel is frequently referred to as the dynamic range of an 

imaging system; values of 0 to 255 yield 256 different values: The number of grey-level 

values possible for a pixel is usually a power of two because of the binary nature of 

computer storage. An image with a dynamic range of 256 can be stored in 8 bits of 

computer memory per pixel. In the literature the dynamic range of an image is often 

expressed as the number of bits required to store each pixel, e.g., "this is a 10-bit image." 

Researchers are often interested in how the pixels of an image are distributed across 

the available dynamic range. Calculating a histogram of the image pixel grey-levels allows 

an examination of this distribution. A histogram is formed by dividing the dynamic range 

of the imaging system into non-overlapping grey-level bins and counting the number of 

pixels with values that fall within each bin. Bins are usually of equal size, and in many 

cases, will consist of a single grey-level. 

5.2 Contrast 

An understanding of the formation of the histogram of an image is required for 

discussion of the utilization of the available dynamic range of the imaging system and its 

effect on the contrast of objects in the image. Object contrast was defined in Equation 4.1 

as the normalized difference in signal strength between an object and its background. 

Rose's definition of contrast restricts the portion of an image that is relevant as background 

to an object as a field of equal area surrounding it. This widely accepted model is based on 

consideration of physiological and psychological features of human vision. For digital data I 

will treat the grey-level value as the signal strength. For a human observer it is a more 

complete treatment of the data if the grey-level values are ,converted to the luminance 
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values reaching the observer's eye. However, the luminance conversion varies depending on 

the final display device, while the digital grey-level values remain constant. For that reason 

I will be discussing grey-level, rather than luminance, contrast in describing the mechanics 

of the ASAHE algorithm. 

To examine the interaction of dynamic range utilization and contrast, consider the 

histogram that would derive from an 8-bit image of a black letter on a white page. Each 

pixel in the image is either perfectly black or perfectly white, and the black and white 

pixels are assigned values of 0 and 255 respectively. The histogram of this image would 

have only two bins occupied -- those at the extreme ends of the dynamic range. The other 

bins, those with values I through 254, would be completely empty. If the text is treated as 

the signal of interest in the image and the white paper as background, the contrast C of the 

text is 1.0 by Equation 4.1, which is the maximum attainable contrast for a binary object in 

any system. Suppose now that the two grey-levels assigned to text and paper were instead 

set to 99 and 100. The histogram would still have only two bins full, but they would be 

adjacent to each other on the scale. In this situation, the contrast of the text would be 0,01. 

This example makes it clear that the cOlltrast 0/ all object to its backgrowld is maximized 

whe" the di/lere"ce bet wee" the object grey-level alld the backgrowld grey-level is the 

maximum possible /racti01' 0/ the available dynamic rallge. 

S.3 Contrast manipulation 

A contributing factor to the failure of humans to detect objects in images is low 

contrast of the objects to their backgrounds [Kundel 1981, Kundel 1976, Garland 1959, 

Revesz 1974, 1977, Hallberg 1978, Revesz 1985]. Contrast manipulation techniques have 

been developed to attempt to increase the detectability of objects by increasing their 
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contrast. As shown above. changing the relative signal strengths of the object and its 

background by rescaling the amplitude of the pixel values will change the contrast of the 

object. Many methods of rescaling have been developed to exploit this fact. in fields other 

than medical imaging [Harris 1977. Schowengerdt 1983. Peli 1982, Schwartz I 977J. Some 

approaches define a piecewise-linear transfer function for amplitude-rescaling that increases 

contrast for a particular section of the dynamic range of an image. Others, those in the class 

of histogram modification. use the distribution of pixel values to drive the. formation of a 

non-linear amplitude-rescaling function [Pratt 1978. Gonzalez 1977J. In histogram 

modification techniques. the amplitude-rescaling function is defined so that contrast is 

increased in the portions of the dynamic range of the image that correspond to the most 

heavily populated bins in the image's histogram. I will refer to techniques that use the 

histogram of the entire image to define the transfer function as "global" histogram 

modification methods. 

SA Histogram equalization 

Histogram equalization is a well-known member of the class of histogram 

modification techniques. and is the foundation of the more sophisticated algorithms I will 

discuss later in this chapter. Histogram equalization (HE) attempts to increase contrast for 

heavily utilized portions of an image's grey-scale range, following the premise that pixels 

with those grey-levels constitute the major portion of the image's information. In this 

context. "equalization" means that the histogram of the final image is reshaped to be as near 

uniform as possible without compromising the grey-level ranking of individual pixels. To 

increase contrast for some portions of the grey scale. the grey-level of each pixel must be 

altered. The relative difference between some grey-levels is increased to add contrast, while 
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for others it may be decreased. reducing contrast. This potential for decrease in contrast 

may be dangerous when dealing with medical images; importBnt clinical information may be 

contained in the range of grey-levels that suffer a contrast reduction because they form a 

small portion of the overall image histogram. 

A histogram equalization algorithm requires the accumulation of the pixels of an 

entire image into a histogram with one bin per grey-level. For an image such as that in 

Figure 5-1 the histogram produced (Figure 5-2) has the majority of pixels grouped 

irregularly into a range of grey-levels that does not fill the dynamic range of 0 to 1023. 

(For illustrative purposes. the histogram shown in Figure 5-2 uses bins that are 8 grey-levels 

wide. rather than one.) A histogram equalization algorithm perfonns a non-linear mapping 

of input to output grey-levels so that the histogram of the resulting images will show an 

approximately uniform distribution of pixel values. thus utilizing the entire dynamic range. 

Though the grey-level of each pixel in an image is usually changed by such an algorithm, 

the pixel rankings remain monotonic. If pixel A had a higher grey-level than pixel B prior 

to application of the HE algorithm, pixel A's value will still be higher than pixel B's. but 

probably by a different margin. The input/output mapping function is computed by 

Equation 5.1 [Pratt 1978]. 

g' = [gmax - groin] . p(g) + groin 

where: 

g is the input grey-level 

p(g) is the value of the normalized cumulative histogram at g 

gmax and groin define the grey-level range 

g' is the output grey-level. 

[5.1] 
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FigW'e 5-1. Digital chest radiograph from a computed radiography 

system. The image matrix is 1760 x 1760 pixels. 
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Figure 5-2. Histogram 0/ grey-levels ill the image 0/ Figure 5-1. 
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The mapping function that results from the histogram of Figure 5-2 appears in Figure 5-3. 

When this input-output grey-level transformation is applied to each pixel in the sample 

chest image, the resulting histogram is shown in Figure 5-4. The equalization effect is clear; 

the pixels of the processed image are spread evenly across the available dynamic range. 

However, examination of the processed image (Figure 5-5) shows that while there is contrast 

enhancement of some image features, e.g., the edges of the diaphragm, heart and ribs, other 

features such as details in the spine and lungs suffer a contrast degradation. It is just such 

detail as vasculature in the lung fields and fine structure in the bony regions that can be of 

clinical importance in diagnosis of illness or injury. 
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Figure 5-5. Digital chest radiograph 0/ Figure 5-1 alter global 

histogram equalization. 
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55 Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE) 

Zimmerman [1985] and Pizer [1987] attack the problem of enhancing contrast in some 

image regions while sacrificing contrast in others by using a contrast-adjustment map that is 

tailored for each region. It is easy to understand the motivation for such an approach: if an 

image could be segmented into meaningful physical regions (such as the heart and lung 

fields), the pixels belonging to each region could be used to calculate a histogram 

equalization map appropriate to that region. The presumption is that considering each pixel 

"in context" permits a more appropriate enhancement for that pixel. Their approach is 

called Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE). 

Rather than segmenting the entire image into physically meaningful regions (which 

is not easy to do automatically) Zimmerman and Pizer's algorithm defines a "contextual 

region" simply as a subset of the image pixels, regardless of whether the contextual region 

crosses the boundaries between physical regions. A histogram-equalization transformation is 

performed for each pixel based on the histogram of its contextual region rather than that of 

the entire image. 

5.5.1 Fully adaptive histogram equalization 

In its simplest implementation AHE defines the contextual region as a square window 

centered on a target pixel. The algorithm assembles the pixels in this window into a local 

histogram with one bin per grey-level. An example of a contextual region and its histogram 

appears in Figures 5-6 and 5-7. There is a noticeable difference between the histogram of 

the entire image, as shown in Figure 5-2, and the local histogram. An enhancement map is 
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calculated from the cumulative local histogram using Equation 5.1. In practice one does not 

calculate the value of the mapping function for every possible grey-level, but only for the 

grey-level of the target pixel. In the interest of clarity, however, I will discuss the entire 

mapping function in each window. 

Fully adaptive AHE enhances an entire image by defining a contextual region for 

every pixel and calculating the new grey-level using the histogram of its immediate 

surroundings. The choice of local area size affects the degree of adaptation provided -- as 

the size of the area increases, the algorithm is less adaptive, because of the decrease in 

contextual integrity of the local areas (the result tending toward global HE), and the 

processing time increases. For small local areas, the algorithm is highly adaptive and 

processing time is reduced, but each local histogram is the result of only a few pixels. The 

AHE algorithm is tremendously time-consuming, even for a computer with capacity in the I 

Megaflop range (processing time for AHE is measured in hours, rather than the minutes 

required to perform a global histogram equalization procedure). A more damaging problem, 

however, is that chest images modified by AHE are unusual and not visually pleasing to 

radiologists because of the severity of the change between the original image and the 

processed image. Four years of postgraduate training and examinations that consist partly of 

film interpretation are required for board-certification of radiologists [ABMS 1990]. A great 

deal of their expertise and experience is bound up in the radiologists' mental atlas of the 

appearance of normal and abnormal anatomy in radiographs, so processing that disrupts 

their internal reference database makes them uncomfortable, and possibly less effective. 
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Figure 5-6. Digital chest radiograph showing a 256 x 256 pixel 

contextual region. 
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Figure 5-7. Local histogram 0/ the contextual region 0/ Figure 5-6. 
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An example of a chest image (1760 x 1760 pixels) that was processed using fully 

adaptive AHE with a contextual region of 64 x 64 pixels appears in Figure 5-8. This image 

required approximately 6 hours of Central Processing Unit (CPU) time to produce on a 

VAX 8600 computer. A comparison of Figures 5-1 and 5-8 shows the processed image to 

be very noisy in appearance, retaining little of the density differences that existed between 

lung, heart, and sub-diaphragm regions in the original image. Since a density difference far 

more subtle than that between heart and lung can be of diagnostic importance, e.g., in the 

diagnosis of pneumonia [Meschan 1967], fully adaptive AHE is not a good solution to the 

contrast-enhancement problem in chest radiography. 
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Figure 5-8. Chest radiograph produced by fully-adaptive AHE with 

contextual regions of 64 x 64 pixels. 
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5.5.2 Interpolated adaptive histogram equalization 

There are two approaches to defining the way in which AHE calculates the mapping 

applied to each pixel, although the underlying principle of histogram equalization remains 

the same. The fully adaptive approach calculates the transformation for each pixel based on 

the histogram of its unique contextual region. There are trade-offs to be made in the 

definition of a pixel's contextual region (or "window.") If the window is small (which makes 

for speedier processing of the image) it can cause noticeable fluctuation in the enhancement 

of physically adjacent pixels because the local histogram is easily skewed by small anatomic 

structures and noise. If the window is large, the local histogram is more stable, and the 

enhancements of adjacent pixels are more similar, but the time to process an image is 

greatly increased. 

The second adaptive approach, interpolated AHE, all~ws use of large windows to 

promote stability of the local histogl1lms without the corresponding increase in processing 

time [Pizer 1987]. In this procedure, a set of mapping functions is calculated from a series 

of local areas centered on grid points that span the entire image. The local blocks may be 

either overlapping or adjacent to each other (overlapping the blocks with centers only one 

pixel apart is the same as performing fully-adaptive AHE). Once a map exists for each grid 

point, the grey-level transformation map for any pixel in the image is a weighted average of 

the maps at the four surrounding grid points. The weighting of each map depends linearly 

on the distance between the target pixel and the grid point of the map. In practice, the 

algorithm only calculates the average transformation values for the grey-level of the input· 

pixel, not for the entire range of grey-levels. For all but the smallest window sizes, 

interpolated AHE runs far more quickly than fully adaptive AHE. Minutes, rather than 

hours of CPU time are required. Figure 5-9 illustrates the interpolative process. 
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Interpolated AHE does not provide the same degree of adaptation as fully-adaptive 

AHE because the transformation of an individual pixel is usually influenced by a larger 

physical region. As the window size approaches the full size of the image, an AHE-

processed image will bear an increased resemblance to a global HE image. A consequence 

of using large windows is that the processed image retains more of its original density 

characteristics. This is not necessarily bad, because it reduces the unnatural appearance of 

the image for the radiologist (that is, it looks more like images to which he or she is 

accustomed). Figure 5-10 shows the sample chest image processed with interpolated AHE 

that used contextual regions of 255 x 2S5 pixels with no overlap of the regions; each pixel 

was influenced by its neighbors in a region 510 x 510 pixels square. Figure 5-11 uses the 

same contextual region size, but with regions overlapping by 50%, resulting in each pixel 

feeling the influence from a region 382 x 382 pixels square. 



FigW'e 5-10. Chest radiograph produced by i1Zlerpolated AHE with 

c01Zlextual regiOlr5 0/ 255 x 255 pixels: regiOlr5 were IIoll-overlapping. 
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Forcing the contextual regions to overlap makes for a somewhat smoother transition 

between regions of very different densities, principally because it protects against situations 

in which the boundary between two contextual regions coincides with a true boundary 

between physical regions. One of my goals in developing a processing algorithm for routine 

use is that it requires minimal human intervention and provides consistent results from 

image to image. A careful examination of Figures 5-10 and 5-11 shows a small difference 

in the transition effect along the outer edges of the lungs and the edge of the diaphragm. 

The images are still sufficiently unusual in comparison with Figure 5-1 that the issue of 

overlapping the contextual regions may seem of small importance; I discuss it here because it 

is most easily illustrated with AHE rather than with the more sophisticated algorithms 

derived from it. 

The most conspicuous difference between Figures 5-8 and 5-11 (fully-adaptive and 

interpolated AHE) is the greater retention of the large density changes between the lungs 

and sub-diaphragm regions with the interpolated algorithm. However, significant problems 

still remain with interpolated AHE images that make them inappropriate for clinical usc. 

5.5.3 Artifacts in chest images produced by ARE 

The artifacts produced by interpolated AHE are apparen.t in Figure 5-11. Noise in 

relatively uniform portions of the original image, for example, the shoulders and spine. is 

made very conspicuous in the processed image. The problem of reduced detail in parts of 

the lung fields remains, and a boundary artifact is apparent along the edge of the heart and 

at the outer edges of the rib cage where there are large, abrupt shifts in density in the 

original image. The boundary artifact appears as a grey, low-contrast band of pixels along 

the edges of the physical regions. In this artifact region the local contrast of the image is 
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reduced, not enhanced. Figure 5-12 shows details of two areas of the image where the 

boundary artifact occurs. Similar problems with boundaries have been investigated by 

researchers in remote sensing and planetary sciences [Schwartz 1977, Fahnestock 1983]. I 

made suppression of this boundary artifact my primary goal in developing modifications for 

the AHE processing algorithm. 

5.5.3.1 Over-enhancement or noise 

In both the fully-adaptive and interpolated versions of AHE the histogram 

equalization operation is unconstrained; that is, input grey-levels that occupied adjacent bins 

in the original histogram could be pushed as far apart on output as allowed by the dynamic 

range of the image. This can cause enhancement of noise that is objectionable. A simple 

gedanken experiment demonstrates this possibility. Suppose a local histogram is formed 

from a portion of the image where the object is approximately uniform. The histogram will 

consist of a heavily occupied bin at the mean grey-level value and other lightly occupied 

bins nearby due to noise fluctuations about the mean grey-level. If the mapping function 

for histogram equalization is applied, following as it does the cumulative distribution 

function, the pixels from the bins representing noise are shifted to the extreme ends of the 

dynamic range. Noise pixels are made black or white, instead of shades of grey differing 

only slightly from the mean value. As noise pixels do not contribute information about the 

structure of the object, increasing their contrast with respect to the background can hardly 

be called enhancement. 
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Figure 5-12. Detail of bowldary artifacts appearing ill Figure 5-11. 
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5.5.3.2 Boundary artifacts 

The cause of noise over-enhancement in images processed by AHE is easily 

understood; the cause of the boundary artifact is less clear. A re-examination of 

Figure 5-12 shows a band of grey pixels following the inner edge of the ribcage and heart. 

In this band of pixels the anatomical structures are still visible, but they do not appear to 

have received the contrast adjustment that was accorded to their neighbors in the center of 

the lung, the center of the heart, or the shoulder. 

To understand why AHE produces the boundary artifact, it is necessary to make a 

detailed analysis of the intemction of the enhancement algorithm with the characteristics of 

adjacent image regions. I begin by examining the local histograms of several windows that 

span the lung/heart boundary and the input/output tmnsformation maps derived from each. 

Three such windows and their corresponding maps appear in Figures 5-13 and 5-14. Note 

that the three maps are quite different. These iIIustmtions reveal the mechanism behind the 

production of the boundary artifact; the output mapping of a given input grey-level varies 

considerably as the window moves across the boundary of the heart. 



Figure 5-13. Digital chest radiograph with three contextual regions 

indicated. 
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The transformation maps of Figure 5-14 show that an input grey-level of 512 is 

transformed to 802, 44, or 0 depending on the location of the window in the image. The 

left-hand window fully covers the heart, while the middle window is 50% occupied by the 

heart, with the center pixel of the window approximately on the boundary between heart 

and lung. For interpolated AHE, all the pixels between the centers of the left and middle 

boxes receive transformations that are weighted averages of the grey-levels from the two 

different transformation maps; a pixel with input grey-level of 512 will map to a value 

between 802 and 44 depending on its location with respect to the two boxes regardless of 

the fact that the wlderlying physical regioll remains the same. 
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To study this phenomena in a simpler setting, I used a synthesized test image. 

Figure 5-15 shows an image that consists of a set of small squares superimposed on a 

background that simulates a steep transition between three regions of very different 

densities. Each light square is 10 grey-levels higher than its background, while r.ach dark 

square is 10 grey-levels less than its background. The squares are perceived as having 

different contrasts, depending on their backgrounds; this is confirmed by the definition of 

contrast given in Equation 4.1. Random noise has also been added throughout the image. 

Figure 5-16 is the image that would result from applying fully adaptive AHE to the 

test image; the contrasts of the squares are increased, the image plainly shows boundary 

artifacts and excessive enhancement of noise. The boundary artifact intemcts with the 

squares near the boundary to cause non-uniform grey-levels across the square. The other 

effect, similar to that demonstrated in Figure 5-8, is that the original large density shifts are 

almost completely suppressed. Figure 5-17 shows the same test. image processed by 

interpolated AHE. The boundary artifacts remain in this image; they are broader and 

smoother than with fully-adaptive AHE -- consequently they affect more squares. 

However, the large density shifts are partially retained with the interpolated algorithm. 

These illustrations demonstrate the major artifacts that are introduced into a digital 

image when it is processed by adaptive histogmm equalization for contrast enhancement. 

The contrast of small objects is increased, but serious artifacts are also introduced: over-

enhancement of noise, loss of density differences between regions, and boundary artifacts. 
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Figure 5-15. Test image: squares of equal grey-level offsets OIl a 

smooth background with additive noise. The image matrix is 512 x 512 

pixels. 
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Figure 5-16. Test image a/tel' application o//ully-adaptive AHE with 

contextual regions 0/ 64 x 64 pixels. 
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Figure 5-17. Test image alter applicatioll 01 interpolated AHE witll 

cOlltextual regions 01127 x 127 pixels (lloll-overiapped). 
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5.6 Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) 

Contrast-Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) is an extension of 

AHE that has been developed and tested by Pizer [1987], Sherouse [1987] and 

Zimmerman [1989]. This algorithm was developed to address the problem of excessive 

contrast enhancement of an image that renders it unnatural in appearance due to noisiness 

and reduction of large density shifts. The method incorporates logic to limit the maximum 

slope of each transformation map so that adjacent input grey-levels cannot be spread too far 

apart on output. In the extreme case of forcing the map slope to be 1.0, there is no 

enhancement of the image. As shown in Equation 5.1, a histogram equalization map is a 

rescaled version of the cumulative distribution function of the pixels in the original 

histogram. The CLAHE algorithm adjusts the slope of the histogram equalization map by 

operating on the original histogram, rather than by manipulating the transformation 

function. Slope limitation is achieved by uniformly redistributing pixels from histogram 

bins which are "densely populated" (in the sense that the cumulative histogram rises very 

steeply at that point) until the mapping function meets the local slope requirement. In 

practice, each histogram bin is "clipped" if it contains more pixels than are prescribed by the 

desired slope. The clip limit (maximum number of pixels allowed in each histogram bin) is 

defined in Equation 5.2. The clipped-off pixels are uniformly redistributed over all the 

bins. The clipping action does nol change the grey-levels 0/ pixels in the image, ollly the 

calculation 0/ the trails/ormation /wlction. The clipping approach produces a transformation 

map with smaller slope than the original map while requiring no direct manipulation 

(rotation) of the curve. The procedure is illustrated graphically in Figure 5-18. The 

ordinary histogram possesses some heavily populated bins that are reflected in the steep 

slope of the transformation map. The clipped histogram shows the redistributed pixels, and 
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the corresponding transformation map is considerably less steep than its parent. CLAHE 

can be implemented in either a fully adaptive or an interpolated form; in referring to 

CLAHE in the remainder of this discussion I will always mean interpolated CLAHE. 

CL=S (~) [5.2] 

where: CL - clip limit 

S ... maximum slope desired in the transformation map 

T ... total number of pixels in the histogram 

B = number of bins in the histogram 

5.6.1 Effect of CLAHE on over-enhancement of noise 

Introducing a contrast-limitation constraint on the input/output transformation 

function has a beneficial effect on the over-enhancement of noise introduced by histogram 

equalization. Lightly populated bins in the histogram that correspond to noise cannot be 

pushed to the extreme ends of the dynamic range, as was the case with ordinary AHE. In 

fact, due to the slope restraint placed on the transformation map, the histogram of the 

output image is no longer "equalized". (I will, however, continue to use the phrase 

"histogram equalization" throughout the remainder of this discussion.) Figure 5-19 shows 

the test image of Figure 5-15 processed with the CLAHE algorithm and a contrast-limited 

slope of 40.0. A comparison of Figures 5-17 and 5-19 shows that the noisiness of the image 

is less apparent with CLAHE, even with a very generous slope limitation. In addition, the 

large density shifts between regions remain comparable to those in the original image. 
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However. lightly populated bins that correspond to small structures in the original 

image receive less contrast boost with CLAHE than they do with unconstrained AHE. This 

is also noticeable in a comparison of Figures 5-17 and 5-19; the squares do not receive as 

much boost with CLAHE as with AHE. This fact presents a trade-off that must be dealt 
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Figure 5-18. A) Ordinary histogram. b) cOlllrast-limited (clipped) 

histogram. c) histogram equa!izati01l maps lor a & b. 

with in using a CLAHE algorithm; severe clip limits prevent over-enhancement of noise, 

but may also prevent appropriate enhancement of small, low-contrast structures. The 

selection of a clip limit that balances the two effects requires experimentation with noisy 

images and small structures; the limit that I used in the experiments discussed in Chapter 6 

was chosen on the basis of qualitative evaluation of chest images by a radiologist and myself. 
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Figure 5-19. Test image after application of interpolated CLAHE with 

cOlllextuaJ regi01JS of 127 x 127 pixels (lloll-overiapped). and a slope 

limit of 40.0. 
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S.6.2 Effect of CLARE on boundary artifacts 

As I discussed in section 5.5.3.2, a characteristic of the boundary artifact is a spatial 

variation in grey-level output mapping for a uniform grey-level input. Figure 5-20 shows 

ARE and CLARE transformations that are applied to a single grey-level (the midrange level 

of S12) as the spatial location of the input pixel is scanned horizontally across the test image. 

The output grey-level using CLARE is more uniform than that of AHE because of the 

slope limitations on the transformation maps. However, the boundary artifact still exists in 

Figure 5-19, and once again squares near the boundaries do not receive the same boost as 

their companions in more uniform areas. Further reducing the slope limit further reduces 

the boundary artifact, but also limits the enhancement of the squares. From this observation 

I concluded that slope limitation, while excellent for controlling the over-enhancement of 

noise, is a sUb-optimal approach for controlling the boundary artifact. 

S.7 Artifact Suppressed Adaptive Histogram Equalization (ASAHE) 

Earlier in this chapter I discussed the artifacts introduced into images by adaptive 

histogram equalization: over-enhancement of noise and a boundary artifact. CLAHE 

controls the over-enhancement of noise adequately, but the boundary artifact is still a 

problem. I determined that the boundary artifact is introduced when the local histogram is 

formed from pixels in two or more regions with markedly different average grey-levels. 

The principle of adaptive histogram equalization is based on adjustment of a pixel'S 

value based on its contextual neighb9rs (i.e., a lung pixel is processed based on the 

characteristics of other lung pixels), rather than the pixels of the entire image. Illustrations 

have shown that selecting the local histogram region based on geographical proximity does 
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not guarantee contextual integrity. When pixels from different regions (contexts) are mixed 

in the same local histogram, individual pixels in each region are not treated in the same way 

as when the contexts are not mixed. 
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Figure 5-20. OutpUi grey-levels lor ml inpUi grey-level 0/ 512,' x-axis 

corresponds to lateral pixel locatioll ill Figure 5-15. AHE mId CLAHE 

used cOlllextual regiolls 0/ 127 x 127 pixels. CLAHE illcluded a slope 

limit 0/40. Both algorithms used illlerpolation. 

I formed the hypothesis that the boundary artifact would be reduced if the 

difference in average grey-level between adjoining regions could be reduced without 

discarding the low-contrast structural information. The need to retain low-contrast 

information rules out the straightforward approach of compressing the data range of the 

image, since subtle density differences would be reduced along with the large density 

differences. 
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I further hypothesized, from examination of chest radiographs and discussion with 

radiologists, that most of the important diagnostic information in a chest image is contained 

in the fine structure of the image (vessels, nodules, bone structure). The magnitude of the 

large density shifts between lung, heart, and diaphragm are not as clinically important, but 

such shifts are significant contributors to the "natural" appearance of the image. Therefore, 

the approach I chose to investigate for enhancement of chest radiographs consists of dividing 

the image into structure and background, enhancing the structure, and recombining it with 

the background. I chose this path expecting that such an ap~roach would be effective in 

reducing the boundary artifact by addressing the underlying problem of variations in 

context structural pixels would always be adjusted based on neighboring structural pixels, 

regardless of the nature of the underlying region. In addition, the recombination of the 

background data with the enhanced structural data would maintain the natural appearance of 

the image; the general density relationships between body parts would be maintained. 

I used the synthetic image to check the validity of my hypothesis. Because the 

digital image was generated by a computer program I was able to separate it perfectly into 

two images I called "structure" and "background." Structure consisted of the small squares 

and the random noise data, while background consisted of the three smooth vertical bars. I 

applied CLAHE to the structure image with a contextual region of 127 x 127 pixels, non-

overlapped, and a clip limit of 40.0 (the same parameters used to produce Figure 5-19). 

The CLAHE-enhanced structure was then recombined with the background to produce the 

image in Figure 5-21. The resulting image has no boundary artifacts and uniform contrast 

boost of the squares. This experiment convinced me that a successful separation of structure 

from background would indeed control the boundary artifacts that occur in chest images. 
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Figure 5-21. Test image: interpolated CLAHE applied to structure data 

ollly .. 
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5.7.1 Background subtraction 

There are several methods for forming an estimate of the low frequency component 

of a real (as opposed to a synthesized) image. One is through convolution -- blurring the 

data by replacing each pixel with the average value of the pixels in a rectangular window 

centered on the pixel. This is analogous to performing a 2-dimensional Fourier transform 

on the data and applying a low-pass filter. Another approach is to use smooth analytical 

functions to fit an estimated background image to the original data. In their work on 

computer detection of lung nodules Lampeter and Wandtke [Lampeter 1985, 1986], 

employed a background subtraction technique based on cubic spline interpolation that was 

successful in separating slowly varying background information from structural information 

such as ribs, vessels, and nodules. I chose to investigate the spline-function approach as a 

background subtraction method, partly because the method is computationally tractable 

compared to a Fourier transform approach or a large kernel convolution operation. 

Cubic-spline interpolation functions possess the qualities of passing exactly through 

each knot point and of being continuous in both their first and second derivatives, which 

makes them smooth [Press 1987, Johnson R. 1982, Cheney 1980]. A simple analogy to 

fitting a cubic spline is to visualize using a draftsman'S French curve to fit a set of points. 

The basic form of the interpolating function is given in Equation 5.4. The coefficients are 

defined such that the derivatives of the function y remain continuous. In calculating the 

background of an image I use knot points that are local (one-dimensional) pixel averages, 

with a constant spacing. For example, knot points separated by 50 pixels are averages of the 

pixel values from PI-26 to PI+24' where i identifies the knot point. The image is calculated 

in a two step process; first a spline function is fit to each horizontal line, and then a new 

spline function is fit to a vertical line through the previously smoothed data. 
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I selected a knot-point spacing of SO pixels based on the size of features in the 

radiograph that I wish to classify as regions, in the sense that they possess different average 

densities. For example, in sample radiographs of adults digitized at 0.2 mm per pixel, the 

average number of pixels spanning the spine was 180, and the average rib was spanned by 

SO pixels in its narrowest dimension. The SO pixel knot spacing allows the background fit to 

accommodate the spine (since 3 knot points will describe those pixels), without giving much 

weight to the ribs, which I wished to consider as part of the lung field for the purposes of 

the enhancement algorithm. 

[5.3] 

where: 

y is the value of the interpolating function at coordinate x 

XI is a knot point 

XI S x S xI+1 

CO. I ,Cl •1 ,Ca•1 ,C3•1 are the interpolating coefficients at knot i, where: 

CO•I = YI+l 

C = ( YI+I-YI + (x. -x) Y"I+ 2Y"I+l) 
1.1 X -X 1+1 I 6 1+1 I 

Ca•1 = 2Y"I+l 

C - -Y'\ -Y"I+1 
3.1 - 6(xl+1-XI) 

y" is the second derivative of Y 
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The computational tractability of the spline function lies in the fact that it is 

unnecessary to perform the one forward- and one inverse- 2-dimensional Fourier 

transforms on the digital data in order to form a pair of structure and background images. 

Because Fourier transforms employ complex numbers at high precision, the memory 

required to store a transform-space image is four to eight times that of the original image --

more memory than I had available at the beginning of this investigation. If the low-

frequency separation is performed in direct-space by means of convolution with a square 

kernel (averaging), I found a kernel of approximately 71 x 71 pixels necessary to match the 

smoothing performance that was achieved by the CUbic-spline technique with knot points at 

50 pixel intervals. The root-mean-square deviations of the background and original images 

were 14.7 grey-levels for the spline-fit background and 15.2 grey-levels for the 

convolution-fit background. The difference in the appearance of background images 

prepared by these two techniques is barely noticeable (see Figure 5-22). 

In the software I have written and used to explore background fitting, the cubic-

spline method requires only about 70% of the computer's Central Processing Unit (CPU) 

time that is required by the convolution method for comparable smoothing. Therefore, I 

have used the spline method to calculate the background images that are required by the 

ASAHE algorithm. In the event that the algorithm proves itself sufficiently useful to be 

implemented on a large scale, hardware and software oPtimiZation might easily favor the 

convolution approach over the cubic-spline method. 



Figure 5-22. Backgrowld images produced by altemme methods: leit -

spline-iit with 50 pixel knot point intervals, right -- convolutioll with a 

7 J x 7 J pixel kemel. 
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S.7.2 Masked adaptive histogram equalization 

The contrast-enhancement portion of the ASAHE algorithm takes place after the 

background image has been subtracted from the original to leave data I refer to as the 

structure image. Although the basic form of the contrast-enhancement is interpolated 

CLAHE. there is a special issue that must be addressed in iU! application to background-

subtracted images. 

Because the pixel values in the original image are distributed about the mean value 

(or background). the pixels of the structural image possess values roughly distributed about 

zero after the background is removed. It is occasionally the case that the data range of the 

structural image is greater than that of the original image due to mismatches between the 

splined background fit and the true mean value of the data. Such mismatches produce 

outliers in the histogram of the structural image. For the by-now familiar chest image. 

whose histogram appeared in Figure 5-2. I calculated the structure and background images. 

These are shown in the images of Figure 5-23 and 5-24; their corresponding global 

histograms appear in Figure 5-25 (the print of the structural image was made with a shift in 

density to match the original image. but the histogram represents the actual pixel values). 

The background image's histogram closely resembles that of the origin a! image. 
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Figure 5-23. Backgrowld image produced from Figure 5-1 by spline-fit 

with 50 pixel knot poi1lt 'intervals. 
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Figure 5-24. S/ruclure image produced by sub/raelillK the baekgrowld of 

Figure 5-23 from Figure 5-1. 
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The overwhelming majority of the structural pixels in this example possess grey-levels well 

within the range of -512 to 511. It is this portion of the histogram that I consider 

significant for contrast enhancement. Selecting a data-range focus influences the contrast-

limiting effect of CLAHE. 
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Figure 5-25. Histograms 0/ the backgrowld (a) and structure (b) 

images. 

As I discussed in section 5.6, the contrast limitation of CLAHE is effected by 

clipping pixels from the most heavily populated histogram bins .and redistributing them over 

the allowable data range of the histogram. When CLAHE is directly applied to a raw image, 

there is no difficulty; the data range of the histogram is defined by the imaging system to 

be, for example, 10 bits. When the structure image is made by subtracting a spline-fit 

background, it is possible to double the data range of the structural image compared to the 
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original image. The choice of the data range over which clipped pixels are to be 

redistributed can have considerable influence on the grey-level transformation map. 

Figure 5-26 shows the transformation maps that are obtained for the structural image in 

Figure 5-24, one when the entire possible data range is used as the basis for the 

redistribution, and the other when the data range is limited to the same number of values as 

that allowed for the original image (-512 to 511). When I use a limited data range for 

calculating the enhancement map, I do not discard the pixels falling outside the limited 

range; their values remain the same on output. The enhancement effort is focused on the 

primary data range. 
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Figure 5-26. Transformmioll maps resullillg from cOllstrailled mId 

Wlcollstrailled redistributioll of clipped pixels. 
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The other parameters that must be established for applying CLAHE to the structural 

image are: the size of the contextual regions, the overlap of the regions, and the contrast 

limit. I selected values for these parameters based on my observation of the general 

characteristics of chest radiographs and the opinions of radiologists to whom I showed 

sample images. Because a general mathematical definition of image quality does not exist 

for radiographs, and an exhaustive search of the parameter space would be impossible 

(practically speaking) using radiologists, I used an ad-hoc approach. However, task-specific 

mathematical measurements can be made to evaluate the effect of the ASAHE algorithm on 

images; these were discussed in Chapter 4. Part of Chapter 6 details my use of mathematical 

figures of merit to guide the algorithm's development. 

In choosing the contextual region size I had to make a trade-off between 

adaptability and disruption. As I discussed in the section on adaptive histogram equalization 

earlier in this chapter, small regions provide greater adaptation than large regions, but are 

adversely affected by noise and tend to cause greater disruption of the normal appearance of 

the image. Because my target audience is radiologists, I wished to cause minimum 

disturbance of their worki1.lg methods. To that end, I investigated relatively large contextual 

regions for the ASAHE algorithm, selecting the size of the contextual region to reflect the 

minimum dimension of an anatomically significant region. I chose a contextual region that 

was approximately the width of the spine -- an area of the image that would benefit from 

contrast enhancement. This contextual region size (255 x 255 pixels) also fits easily into the 

heart, sub-diaphragm and lung fields. 

I decided to overlap the contextual regions by 50% in each direction; that is, the 

windows were 255 pixels wide, but their centers were separated by only 127 pixels. This 

overlap performed two functions. First, the overlap allowed for a smoother change in the 

transformation maps when the windows cross from one physical region to another (the 
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importance of this function has decreased, since the background-subtraction step reduces the 

difference between regions). Second, it insured against the possibility that in some images 

the pre-defined contextual regions would fall neatly onto the physical regions, while in 

others they would span the boundaries between the regions. Up to now, I have discussed 

this contrast-enhancement algorithm as if it were being applied to a single chest radiograph. 

In fact, the aim is to automatically process many different chest radiographs by this method, 

therefore a degree of consistency in appearance among radiographs is desirable. The final 

parameter that required definition was the contrast limit. Through experimentation with 

several radiographs processed with the knot points and contextual regions established above, 

I found that radiologists were more comfortable with very low contrast limits than with 

higher ones. Specifically. for radiographs of healthy people. a contrast limit of 2.0 to 3.0 

was acceptable (I.G is no enhancement. and an unconstrained slope might go up to 15.0 or 

20.0 for some regions in this type of image). I have since restricted my study of the 

algorithm to the low contrast limits. 

5.7.3 Background restoration 

The ASAHE algorithm has thus far split the image information into background and 

structure. and performed contrast-limited adaptive enhancement of the structure. At this 

stage two paths may be taken to produce a final image: the enhanced structural data alone 

may be shifted and rescaled for output. or the enhanced structural data and the original 

background data may be combined. I originally experimented with the shift-and-rescale 

approach. but found it did not increase detection performance for nodules (see section 6.1). 

Recombination of background and structural information restores much of the normal 

appearance of the radiograph and does allow for improved deteCtion of nodules. 
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When performing the recombination step I used Ii weighted average of the 

background data and the enhanced structural data for each pixel. The background was 

weighted at 0.9 and the structure at 1.0. These weights represent a slight adjustment of the 

contributions of the background and un-enhanced structure. 

Original = Background + Structure [5.4] 

Enhanced = 0.9 Background + 1.0 Structure. 

My principal reason for reducing the weight given the background in the final image was to 

keep the data range of the enhanced image from expanding, too far beyond that of the 

original image. When the original image from a 10-bit system must be redisplayed on the 

same system. it is necessary to conform to the same bit depth in the output image. 

Reducing the weight assigned to the background data was not always sufficient to restrict 

the data range. so an additional form of data limitation was sometimes necessary. 

S. 7.4 Data range limitation 

The need to limit the data range of an enhanced image was primarily driven by the 

constraints of the output device. For example. the digital radiographs obtained through the 

Toshiba Computed Radiography system (TCR-201) were digitized to 10 bits (grey values of 

o to 1023). ASAHE-enhanced versions of such radiographs often had a data range on the 

order of -100 to lIOO. although the mean value of the image was approximately the same 

after enhancement. The extreme values of such an image could not be bandied by the 
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10-bit output system. Either data-range compression or clipping, or both, are feasible for 

limiting the data range of the final image. Data compression simply rescales the entire range 

from the original minimum and maximum values to the required values of 0 to 1023. This 

approach can be vastly influenced by a single pixel with an outlying grey-level. Clipping 

the data range resets all pixel values less than 0 to 0, and all pixel values greater than 1023 

to 1023. Clipping discards pixels with outlying grey-levels. For the chest images I have 

processed I found that clipping the data for output is adequate; the standard deviation of the 

image data is sufficiently small that the mean value ± 3 or 4 standard deviations fits into the 

allowable 10 bit data range; few pixels are actually clipped. 

The image of Figure 5-27 shows the ASAHE-processed version of the image shown 

in Figure 5-1. This image was processed with splined-background subtraction (knot points 

at SO pixel intervals), contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (contextual regions of 

255 x 255 pixels, overlap of 50%, and a contrast-limit of 2.0), weighted recombination 

(background -- 0.9, structure -- 1.0), and data-range limitation by clipping (+/- 40'). 
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Figure 5-27. ASAHE-processed versioll oj Figure 5-1. 
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S.7.S Global grey-scale adjustment 

Ordinarily. direct-digital data from computed radiography systems and data obtained 

from digitized films have different overall density characteristics. Digitized film 

incorporates the effect of the film's non-linear density vs. log exposure response curve (Fig. 

3-1). Computed radiography (CR) systems produce data from storage phosphor plates that 

have an approximately linear response curve. Because of the difference in response curves. 

CR systems usually apply a global non-linear mapping function to the digital data to create 

a film "look-alike" image; the output more closely resembles one that would be obtained 

with conventional' screen/film systems. Digital radiographs that are enhanced with the 

ASAHE algorithm. whatever the source of the data. may appropriately receive the same 

global grey mapping as raw digital data. The statistics of an enhanced chest image are such 

that the means of the raw and processed data are practically the same. with a moderate 

(about 10%) increase in the standard deviation of the processed image. Applying the same 

map to both the raw and enhanced images allows a side-by-side comparison of the pair 

unbiased by global differences in contrast. Figure 5-28 is an example of a direct-digital 

chest image. processed and printed by a computed-radiography system with the appropriate 

grey scale map for chests. Figure 5-29 shows the ASAHE image printed with the same 

grey-scale map (the non-linear map is shown in Figure 5-30). A comparison of the overall 

density characteristics of Figures 5-27 and 5-29 illustrates the magnitude of the change 

introduced by the global grey-scale map. Because I tried to maintain the normal appearance 

of the output image as much as is consistent with the conlrast-enhancement process. I 

employed the global grey-scale mapping for clinical images that are displayed on a non-

interactive medium such as film. For an interactive display medium such as a video 

workstation. the choice of applying global grey-scale mapping may be left to the radiologist. 

I 

--l 
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Figure 5-28. CompuJed-radiography version 0/ Figure 5-1. 
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Figure 5-29. ASAHE-processed version 0/ Figure 5-1 that includes the 

same global grey-scale mapping as Figure 5-28. 
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Figure 5-30. Global grey-scale map lor Figures 5-28 and 5-29. From 

computed radiography processing parameters [Toshiba 1988J. 

S.7.6 Information loss 

Primary concerns in digital radiology are both the capture and maintenance of 

diagnostic information, so it is appropriate to discuss the flow of digital data through the 

ASAHE algorithm in terms of maintaining the differences between pixel values that exist in 

the original data. First, I must point out that while it can be assumed that not every 

fluctuation in pixel value contributes to the diagnostic information of an image (influenced 

as they are by photon noise and scattered radiation), I don't know which fluctuations are 

insignificant. It is prudent to preserve the relative rankings of the pixel values, particularly 

within contextual regions, even if the magnitude of the differences does change. 
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The locally adaptive nature of the ASAHE algorithm allows a pair of pixels from 

geographically distant regions to change their ranking after processing, but consistency in 

ran kings increases with increasing geographical proximity of the pair. However, there are 

three stages of the ASAHE algorithm where pixels with different input values may be 

mapped to the same output value regardless of their proximity to each other: in the 

recombination of background and structure, in data range limitation, and in the application 

of a global grey-level map. In the background recombination step, because the weight 

applied to the background is 0.9 rather than 1.0, and grey-levels are necessarily integers, 

some background pixels with different values are mapped. to the same output value. 

Because these pixels are in the slowly varying background they are presumed to be less 

likely to contain clinically significant information. In the data range limitation stage, I have 

the choice of performing a linear rescaling of the entire data range, thus distributing the 

problem of non-unique mapping throughout the range of pixel values, or mapping only the 

pixels at the extreme ends of the data range to the same value, leaving the central values 

alone. I chose the latter approach because it impacted fewer pixels in the image. In the 

global grey-mapping stage, a non-linear map is applied to the pixel to redistribute their 

values across the available data range. The maps used are usually monotonically non-

decreasing, with slopes less than 1.0 at the ends of the data range and greater than 1.0 in the 

center of the range. Once again, this maps some input pixels to the same output values. 

Whether or not these data compressions are diagnostically significant is purely 

speculative at this stage. In radiology the quality of any image depends on the task to be 

performed with it. Observer experiments that utilize images in conjunction with specific 

diagnostic tests are required to estimate the effect of any algorithm on diagnostic 

information. In Chapter 6 I detail the results of several experiments I have conducted in 

evaluating the effect of the ASAHE algorithm. 
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In this chapter I describe the experimental evaluations I have conducted throughout 

the development of the ASAHE algorithm. For each experiment I report the imaging 

techniques that were compared, the design of the experiment, . the figures of merit used to 

evaluate the techniques, and the conclusions drawn from the experiment. The effect of the 

algorithm is to produce images similar to those obtained by optical unsharp masking, which 

has been shown to improve nodule detection in retr9-cardiac regions of the chest 

[Sorenson 1980, 1981, 1987, Armstrong 1983). Therefore, I have reason to believe that a 

similar beneficial effect is possible with the ASAHE algorithm, which does not require any 

of the cumbersome film copying and patient positioning actions necessary for optical 

unsharp masking. 

6.1 Version 1 of ASAHE: phantom testing 

This experiment was the first in which I attempted to' determine whether an early 

version of the ASAHE algorithm (ASAHE-l) could provide diagnostic information superior 

to the Toshiba computed radiology image processing technique that is in current, though 

limited, clinical use. A part of the experiment was published in Rehm [1990); I report the 

entire procedure here and include clarifications and amplifications of the published work. 

In this experiment both the images and the diagnostic task were carefully controlled in an 

attempt to limit the sources of variation that can lead to changes in performance. 
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6.1.1 Experimental design 

I compared two image processing algorithms operating on digital data from a 

computed radiography system for their usefulness to observers charged with the task of 

detecting lung nodules. Because this was the first comparison of these two algorithms I 

designed an experiment that simplified the diagnostic task as much as possible. The goal 

was to reduce potential observer biases due to variations in image searching patterns and also 

due to variations in the observer's concept of the "normal" appearance of an image. A 

methodology for dealing with these biases was reported by Rehm and Seeley [Rehm 1988]. 

Search bias was reduced by providing examples of nodules and identifying specific locations 

in which a nodule might appear -- instructing the observers t? examine all those locations 

for nodules. 

The concept of a "normal" image posed a greater problem. Ordinarily, diagnosticians 

spend many years interpreting images to form an internal concept of normal variations in 

anatomy -- a normal "template" to which they compare new images for evidence of 

abnormality. This template can be disrupted by image processing techniques, and can also 

vary among individuals. The normal template bias in this experiment was reduced by 

continuously providing to the observer an example of an image without nodules; the 

processing of the reference image matched the processing of the test images for each 

algorithm under comparison. This reference image was intended to override any internal 

template that the observers had formed. 

Reference information (nodule location, nodule size, and a normal image) was 

incorporated into the experiment to reduce the diagnostic task to one of detection only. The 

image set was assembled in such a way that many nodules were not seen on computed 

radiography images (by a diagnostic radiologist who reviewed sample images); after 
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application of the ASAHE contrast-enhancement algorithm, some of these nodules were 

expected to become visible if the algorithm were having a beneficial result. The effect of 

the algorithm on nodule detection performance was evaluated using the Receiver Operating 

Characteristic procedure discussed in Chapter 4. 

6.1.2 Imaging techniques 

The imaging processing techniques that I compared were ASAHE-l and one of the 

pair of computed radiography images produced by Toshiba's computed radiography system 

(TCR-201). A Toshiba system has been in use at the University of Arizona Health Sciences 

Center since 1985. Fajardo [1989] and Oestmann [1989] have shown that diagnostic efficacy 

using computed radiography (CR) images is reduced compared to that obtained with 

conventional screen/film radiographs for some diagnostic tasks. As digital radiography must 

allow radiologists to deliver at least the same diagnostic performance (for common 

procedures) as does conventional radiography if it is to be widely accepted, the CR 

algorithm left room for improvement. I compared ASAHE-l to CR to see if it could 

provide that improvement. 

6.1.2.1 Image processing by the Computed Radiography system 

Because I compared the performance of radiologists using the ASAHE processing 

algorithm to their performance with computed radiography images, I describe here the 

computed radiography image processing algorithm. The Toshiba computed radiography 

system obtains an image from digital readout of a storage phosphor plate, as described in 

Chapter 3, section 1.3. A 14 x 17 inch chest image is digitized to 1760 x 2140 pixels with 
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10 bits of grey-level per pixel. Subsequent to reading the digital data from the plate, the 

CR system creates two processed images from the raw data, and prints the two images on 

radiographic film via a laser film writer. The image processing technique consists of two 

steps: high-frequency boost and subsequent global grey-scale adjustment. The frequency-

boosting step has the subjective effect of "sharpening" the image. The high-frequency boost 

is achieved by means of unsharp masking that separates the image information into low and 

high frequency data (similar to the approach used in ASA~, as described in Chapter 5). 

An unsharp image is produced by convolving the raw digital data with a blurring 

kernel; in this case the kernel is a uniform value rectangle function and its action can be 

simply defined as replacing the grey-level value of each pixel by the average grey-level of 

the pixels in a surrounding rectangle. The formulation of the convolution operation for 

discrete digital data is shown in Equation 6.1. 

where: 

j+K i+K 

gij.. I I (2~~ih2 ] 
jj=j-K ii=i-K 

gu,jj is the grey-level of a pixel in the raw data. 

giJ is the grey-level of the pixel in the unsharp image. and 

the rectangular kernel is 2K+1 pixels square. 

[6.1] 

Frequency boosting is achieved by subtracting the unsharp (low frequency) image 

from the raw data to leave higher frequency information. increasing the grey-level values of 

the high frequency data, and then adding the result to the raw data. The two processed 

images that are routinely created by the CR processing algorithm for output to film receive 

differing amounts of frequency boost. The so-called "standard" (or "film look-alike") image 

receives mild boosting of the high frequencies, while the "high-frequency" image receives 
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much greater boost. Both images are produced from the same unsharp image. The CR 

algorithm specifies a total of three controls on the frequency boost applied to a processed 

image: the convolution kernel size, the enhancement degree, and the enhancement type. 

The enhancement degree is a constant value, while the enhancement type refers to a non-

linear function that links the value of the input grey-level to the degree of enhancement. 

This function is designed to reduce the frequency boost for pixels with low grey-levels so 

the quantum noise in low density (low x-my transmission) portions of an image will not be 

over-enhanced. The frequency enhancement function is defined in Equation 6.2. Similar 

unsharp-masking algorithms have also been used by researchers in other fields to improve 

where: 

g.fj = g .. + D . peg· .) . (g .. _ g.~) I, I,J I,J I,J I,J 

g{j is the grey-level of the frequency-bOosted pixel, 

glj is the grey-level of the unsharp pixel, 

gl,j is the grey-level of the mw data pixel, 

D is the enhancement degree, 

{J(gl,j) is the enhancement type function. 

[6.2] 

the visual utility of images [Fahnestock 1983, Schwartz 1977]. These frequency processing 

controls vary with examination type; the settings that define the "chest, general" examination 

are shown in Figure 6-1. 
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The CR algorithm applies global grey-scale adjustment to the standard image to 

simulate the contrast response function that is characteristic of X-ray film. The second, 

highly frequency-boosted image receives minimal grey-scale adjustment. Contrast 

adjustment in the Toshiba computed radiography system is controlled by four parameters: a 

basic curve type, a curve shift, rotation center, and rotation amount. The basic curve types 

resemble Hurter-Driffield curves for film, that is, they have a nonlinear response to the 

input grey-levels at the ends of the range and a nearly linear response in the center of the 

grey-level range. The rotation center (Ge) specifies a value on the input grey-level axis, 

while the rotation amount (GA) defines the rotation about that point. The curve shift (GS) 

causes a lateral translation of the rotated curve. The computed radiography system defines 

the GC and GS parameters in tenns of film densities, which requires a conversion to grey-

level values before the grey scale adjustment curve is calculated (Equations 6.3, 6.4). 

..j 
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for g:a = 0,1023 

where: 

gl = 35S.6 . D + 84.3 {D - density } 

ASS - - 3SS.6 • GS Setr = C-l {GCaI } 

gi: .. g:a+ ASS 
, , 

Scuta C{ Setr + GA . (gin - Setr> ) 

gin is the input grey-level for the rotated curve, 

gi: is the input grey-level for the shifted and rotated curve, 

S:utis the output grey-level corresponding to si: ,and 

C{gin} is a response curve. 
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[6.3J 

[6.4J 

Processing parameters for the standard and high-frequency images appear in Figure 6-2. 
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The Toshiba computed radiography system stores the raw digital data scanned from 

a storage phosphor plate, along with descriptive information and the grey-scale and 

frequency processing parameters described above. Therefore, to obtain a pair of processed 

images, either the CR system must calculate and print the images, or other software must 

emulate the processing steps. The computed radiography system routinely prints a pair of 

processed images on a single piece of film using a digital laser writer. TIle images are 

reduced in size; data from a 14 x 17 inch phosphor plate is printed as a 7 x 8.5 inch image 

on the film. I have written a software package that emulates the processing that is described 

in the Toshiba Computed Radiography Application Manual [Toshiba 1988], so computed 

radiography images may be evaluated on alternate output devices such as large-format film 

or video displays [Elam 1991, Rehm 1991B]. 

6.1.2.2 Image processing by the ASAHE algorithm (version I) 

The first version of ASAHE I tested in this observer study differed from the 

complete algorithm described in Chapter 5. The calculation of the unsharp image was 

performed using the bicubic spline method described in section 5.7 with knot points 

separated by 50 pixels, resulting in one knot point per centimeter in a 35.2 x 42.8 em (14 x 

17 in) image. (The narrow dimension of a rib is approximately one centimeter in an adult's 

radiograph). The unsharp image was subtracted from the raw data, resulting in a structure 

image that typically possessed a data range of greater than 10 bits. In subtracting one IO-bit 

image from another, it is possible for the data range of the pixels in the resulting image to 

be doubled, from 0 through 1023 to -1023 through 1023. In general, the structure image 

pixels possessed grey-levels in the data range of -512 through 512. Those few pixels lying 

outside that range were assumed to be due to errors in fitting the background image to the 
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mw data, and therefore inappropriate for enhancement. In ASAHE-I I chose to clip those 

pixels in the structure that lay more than ± 40' from the mean value of the structure image 

(that is, I forced the clipped pixels to have values of ± 40' about the mean). After clipping, 

the data mnge of the structure image was rescaled to fit the lO-bit data range. This clipped 

and rescaled structure image was submitted to the contrast-limited adaptive histogram 

equalization algorithm (CLARE). 

The CLAHE algorithm operated in interpolated mode, with local histograms 

encompassing 2SS x 2SS pixels ( ~ S x Scm) that were SO% overlapped - their centers 

separated by 127 pixels (2.S cm). Two and one-half centimeters is approximately the width 

of the spine in an adult's radiograph, so the choice of histogram size and overlap made it 

impossible for adjacent histograms to be located one completely in the lung with the other 

completely on the spine (in Chapter S, I pointed out that interpolating between dissimilar 

histograms leads to boundary artifacts). The limitation on maximum slope of each 

transformation map was set to a value of 3.0 to restrict the contrast enhancement (following 

the principle described in section S.6). The resulting contrast-enhanced image remained 

within the lO-bit data range. 

6.1.3 Diagnostic image set 

In this experiment I employed a chest phantom and simulated lung nodules (tumors) 

when making the diagnostic test set, because they allowed greater control over the image set 

than was possible with clinical images. I intended to create a challenging case set, one that 

contained images with varying sizes of nodules occurring in locations that caused a varying 

degree of difficulty in detection. Because my collaborator, Dr. George Seeley, and I 

expected the reference information provided to the observers to simplify their detection 
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task, we thought it important to have many nodules that were near the borderline of 

detection. I used a chest phantom (made by the 3M company of St. Paul, Minnesota) that 

consisted of human bones of the thorax encased in a hollow body-shaped Plexiglass unit. 

This phantom did not possess materials to simulate the heart, lungs, blood vessels or sub-

diaphragm tissues. My colleague and I chose to add heart and lung simulations to the 

phantom. The lungs were simulated by stuffing the body cavity of the phantom with 

natural sea sponges, while the heart was approximated by a plastic bag filled with saline 

solution. The fluid bag was manipulated and taped to approximate the 3-dimensional shape 

of the heart. 

The simulated lung nodules were made from Plexiglass rod with one surface ground 

to an approximately hemispherical shape. Four different rod diameters (0.95, 0.50, 0.31, 

and 0.18 cm) and three thicknesses (0.51, 0.45, and 0.32 cm) were used to create a 12 nodule 

set that we expected to span the range of moderately easy to very difficult to detect. 

Four locations on the exterior of the phantom were selected to present examples of 

the following nodule backgrounds: clear lung, heart shadow, completely obscured by bone, 

and partially obscured by bone. The clear lung background allowed for the easiest nodule 

detection, while the two bony locations were more difficult because of an anatomically 

complex background and reduced x-ray transmission. The heart background was a difficult 

location for the detection of nodules primarily due to the low x-ray transmission and high 

noise characteristics of the region. 

The case set that was created for this experiment consisted of 72 images: 48 images 

containing a single nodule (each of the 12 nodules appeared in each of the 4 locations), and 

24 images without nodules. For the no-nodule images, 24 separate exposures of the 

phantom were made. The digital images were obtained with the Toshiba Computed 

Radiography system (TCR-201) at the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center. The 
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phantom was positioned in contact with a 14 x 14 in. storage phosphor plate and exposed 

with a focal film distance of 72 inches. No noise-suppression grid was used. The x-ray 

exposure was made at 100 kVp and 200mA for 0.016 seconds. The TCR-201 digitized each 

14 x 14 inch imaging plate to 1760 pixels x 1760 lines, with 1024 grey-levels, according to 

its standard procedure for handling adult chest images. 

6.1.4 Display device 

In this experiment the display device I used for both the CR and ASAHE processed 

images was digitally printed film. I used the display writer of the Toshiba CR system to 

output its standard pair of images to film for each exposure of the phantom, using the image 

processing algorithm parameters detailed in section 6.1.1.1. The resulting film displayed two 

images that were each 7 x 7 inches. The so-called high-frequency image was not required 

for this experiment, so it was trimmed off and destroyed. 

The ASAHE processed image was also written to film by the Toshiba system, but by 

an indirect route. The raw data for each exposure of the phantom was recorded on the 

magnetic tape storage device of the CR system, and the magnetic tapes subsequently read 

and translated by software on the VAX 8600 located in the Radiology Research Laboratory 

of the University of Arizona Health Sciences Center. The raw data for each image was 

submitted to the ASAHE algorithm operating with the parameters discussed in section 

6.1.2.2. The ASAHE image data was then written once again to magnetic tape and returned 

to the CR system. I then used the CR system to make a film print of the ASAHE data. 

The CR system processes all image data prior to printing according to the parameters 

automatically set at the time of digitization or subsequently modified by an operator. I 

adjusted the grey-scale processing parameters prior to printing so that the ASAHE data was 
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printed with a linear map, although it was rotated and shifted in the same manner as the 

map of the standard CR image. The ASAHE data received the same mild frequency 

boosting as did the standard image. The difference in the grey-scale transform maps 

applied to the CR and ASAHE processed data are shown in Figure 6.3. The high-frequency 

ASAHE image was of no interest in this case, so it too was discarded. Figures 6-4 and 6-5 

show examples of a phantom image, which contains a nodule iii the upper right quadrant of 

the lung, processed by the two imaging techniques and printed on the CR printer. 
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Figure 6-3. Grey-scale adjustment lor CR-standard and ASAHE 

images. 
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Figure 6-4. Phalllom image processed by the CR algorithm. 
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Figure 6-5. Phantom image processed by ASAHE-l. 
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The digital film writer and the chemical developer incorporated in the computed 

radiography system were calibrated daily by a radiology technician as part of the normal 

clinical operating procedure. This calibration maintained consistent film density 

characteristics in the short term (day to day variation of less than to.! in density at each 

calibration point). The films for the standard computed radiography images were all printed 

within a few days, as were the ASAHE films a few weeks later. The Toshiba system is 

calibrated so that the grey-level input to the laser writer and the resulting film density 

should follow the linear relationship shown in Equation 6.3. I obtained the actual grey-level 

to film density conversion function by printing a digital stepwedge using the CR system and 

making densitometric measurements of the output film. The results of the stepwedge 

calibration are compared to the target values in Figure 6-6. The target and actual densities 

matched well, except in the toe of the curve (input grey-levels lower than ~ 160), where the 

density cannot be lower than the film's base plus fog density. I used the actual, rather than 

predicted, grey-level to density function when calculating the mathematical figures of merit 

discussed in section 6.1.8. 

6.1.5 Observer experiment 

In this study eight observers interpreted the 72 case image set displayed using both 

imaging techniques. Because the diagnostic task had been simplified by the use of the 

phantom and the provision of the three reference images (nodule size, location, and a 

normal image), radiological training was not a requirement in the selection of observers 

[Rehm 1988]. The set of observers that interpreted the images fell into two categories: six 

were graduate students or professors working in various fields of medical imaging, the other 

two were experienced staff radiologists. 
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The reference and test images for each of the 72 cases were presented on a 40 watt 

x-ray lightbox (American Medical Sales. Inc.). The reference images were permanently 

displayed on the lightbox; the observer hung each test image at his or her leisure. Because 

each of the four films was 7 x 7 inches. there was sufficient room for the entire set on a 

single panel viewer. An illustration of the viewing setup is shown in Figure 6.7. 
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Figure 6-7. Example of the reference and test images used in the 

phantom experiment described in section 6.1. The image at the upper 

left shows the four possible nodule locatiolls (1: heart shadow, 2: clear 

IWlg, 3: over bOl/e, 4: partially over hoI/e). At lower left are the four 

possible 1I0duie diameters. At lower right is all example of an image 

that does not co1llain a lIodule. The test image is at the upper right. 
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Prior to interpreting the test images, each observer was shown four training films; 

they contained nodules of all four diameters located in the unobscured lung location. The 

observers were told that a nodule existed in the image and were given feedback about their 

location response. The observers also received instructions about making use of the 

reference information, and they were told that each test film would contain a maximum of 

one nodule. They were not informed of the proportion of films that contained nodules. 

Once training was complete, the observers were given a stack of mndomly ordered 

test films and allowed to read them at their own pace. For each film they marked a 

response sheet with their confidence about the presence of a nodule, and the location of the 

nodule if they believed one to be present. The six-point confidence mting scale was a 

variation on the scale iIlustmted in Figure 4- 10; the degrees of confidence were "absolutely 

certain", "relatively certain", and "just guessing". The observers were not specially tmined in 

how to set their decision thresholds. 

The observers read all the images from one image processing technique in a single 

session that lasted approximately 45 minutes. The images from the other technique were 

read 1 to 4 days later. To compensate for learning (reading-order effects), the observers 

were split into two groups; 3 researchers and I mdiologist read the CR-processed image set 

first, while the other observers saw the ASAHE-processed image set first. This division of 

readers allowed us to determine whether differences in performance were due to processing 

or experience with the images. 
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6.1.6 ROC analysis of results 

The confidence rating responses from each observer were used to calculate 

localization ROC curves (LROC). As described in section 4.2.3.1.2, a linear fit was made to 

the operating points to calculate the area beneath each curve, and the jackknifing approach 

was used to form an estimate of the variance of the estimate of the area under the curve 

(AUC). The results for the eight observers are summarized in Table 6-1 and shown 

graphically in Figure 6-S. 

Table 6-1. ROC results of the first phalltom study 

CR-processed images ASAHE-processed images 
Observer AUC 02 AUC 02 

I 0.56 0.0029 0.65 0.0023 
2 0.64 0.0025 0.63 0.0026 
3 0.54 0.0032 0.52 0.0026 
4 0.57 0.0030 0.65 0.0031 
5 A 0.65 0.0032 0.55 0.0034 
6 A 0.65 0.0019 0.59 0.0029 
7 A 0.69 0.0027 0.72 0.0026 
SA 0.69 0.0019 0.69 0.0022 

Avg 0.62 0.63 

Observers 4 and S were radiologists, the others medical scientists. 
A indicates observers that saw the ASAHE-processed image set first. 

The ASAHE processing yielded a slight improvement in performance over the CR 

processing, but a paired-difference t-test (see section 4.2.3.6) confirmed that the increase 
.• 

was not statistically significant. The average AVe's reported here vary slightly from those 

reported in Rehm [1990] because those "average" AUe's were obtained by pooling the 

responses of all eight observers, rather than averaging their individual AUC's. As I 
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discussed in section 4.2.3.1, pooling rating responses from different observers may not be 

valid. Here, I averaged the individual's AUC into the group AUC, rather than pooling 

responses. The conclusion of no significant difference in performance remains the same. 
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Figure 6-8. Average LROC curves for 8 observers ill the first phalllom 

study. 

6.1.7 Mathematical fjgures of merit for the phantom nodules 

The mathematical figures of merit for the phantom images were evaluated 

subsequent to the publication of this experiment in an effort to characterize the effect of 

processing on the nodules with a view to improving the ASAHE algorithm. The figures of 

merit I calculated were contrast, signal-to-noise ratio and conspicuity, as defined in 

sections 4.1.1.1-3. Conspicuity was calculated at a normal distance of 4 pixels from the 

boundary of each nodule. Because the nodules were physically (rather than digitally) 
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simulated. the precise pixel and line coordinates the nodule in each digital image had to be 

determined visually. I established center coordinates and diameters for each nodule using a 

video monitor with interactive window and level adjustments to maximize the visibility of 

the edges. Even with full use of the window and level tools. there was a possibility of error 

in the location of the nodules that were the most difficult to see. The perimeter of each 

nodule was modelled by a circle. though the placement of the nodules on the curved surface 

of the phantom caused some distortion in their projection onto the imaging plane. I 

projected the digital grey-level values through the processing algorithms and r,.inting tables 

to represent each as the density level of the film. so the figures of merit were evaluated in 

terms of the display that was used by the observers. 

I calculated the three figures of merit (FOM's) for each of the 48 images containing 

a nodule; the resulting values are shown graphically in Figures 6-9, 6-10. and 6-11. In 

these three figures, images numbered I through 12 had a nodule in location I (Figure 6-7), 

and so on. These graphs show the major effect of the ASAHE-l processing algorithm: 

increasing nodule contrast with minimal effect on the signal-to-noise ratio and conspicuity 

of the nodules. A summary of the values of the FOM's by nodule location is shown in 

Table 6-2. The difficulty of the image set is reflected in the measured contrast of the 

nodules -- averaging less than 0.03 for the CR-processed nodules. 



Table 6-2. FigW'es 01 merit lor lirst phmUom study. 

Contrast SNR Conspicuity 
CR processing 

Location 1 0.020 0.2164 0.7346 
Location 2 0.020 0.4176 0.9426 
Location 3 0.040 0.3711 1.0017 
Location 4 0.013 0.2112 0.7304 
Grand average 0.023 0.3041 0.8523 

ASAHE-l processing 
Location 1 0.043 0.2376 0.7019 
Location 2 0.050 0.4442 0.9512 
Location 3 0.119 0.3939 0.9607 
Location 4 0.040 0.2342 0.7519 
Grand average 0.063 0.3275 0.8414 

ASAHE-l ... 2.74 x CR 1.08 x CR 0.99 x CR 
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FigW'e 6-9. Nodule contrast lor the lirst phm,tom study. 
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Figure 6-10. Nodule signal-to-noise ralio for the first phantom study. 
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6.1.8 Conclusions from the first phantom experiment 

This first experimental evaluation of the effectiveness of the ASAHE contrast 

enhancement algorithm (version 1) showed that the algorithm did increase the contrast of 

simulated lung nodules in the phantom images that were used. However, human observer 

performance was not significantly improved. Barrett [1981] reviewed research of earlier 

works suggesting that human observers cannot detect contrast differences of less than 4%. 

However, if contrast were the sole determinant of nodule detectability, I would have 

expected my observers to perform poorly (as they did) with CR-processed images and 

considerably better with ASAHE-processed images (which they didn't). Examination of the 

other two mathematical figures of merit calculated for the nodules (signal-to-noise ratio and 

conspicuity) indicated that the ASAHE algorithm effected onh' small changes. After 

making this observation, I formed the opinion that increasing nodule contrast would not be 

effective in increasing the detection performance of huma,n observers unless it were 

combined with improvement in the values of the other figures of merit, in particular, the 

signal-to-noise ratio. With that goal in mind, I undertook modifications of the ASAHE 

algorithm. The modifications and subsequent testing of the new version are detailed in 

sections 6.2 and 6.3. 
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6.2 Version 2 of ASAHE: phantom testing 

In this section I describe the experiment I conducted to compare a new version of 

ASAHE with the computed radiography technique. The algorithm was modified to reduce 

the noisiness of the resulting images. An experiment similar to that of section 6.1 was 

performed to determine the effect of the modification. A partial report of this experiment 

appears in Rehm [1991A). 

6.2.1 Experimental design 

The design of this experiment closely resembled that of section 6.1 because I wished 

to compare the human and mathematical figures of merit from the two experiments to 

determine the effect of the modifications I had made to the ASAHE algorithm. I again used 

the simplified diagnostic task that provided the observer with three types of reference 

information: nodule size, nodule location, and a normal template. The diagnostic image set 

consisted of the same digital image data as in the previous experiment (see section 6.1.3). 

Different observers were used, and the newly processed images were again displayed on 

digitally printed film, but written by a different device. 

6.2.2 Imaging techniques 

The techniques I compared were the standard computed radiography (CR) algorithm 

and the new version of ASAHE (ASAHE-2). In this case I used my own software to mimic 

the processing of the CR system, so the films could be printed on the Ektascan laser writer 

(Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester NY) in our research building, rather than the CR system 
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(which was occupied by clinical use). The Ektascan printer offered me greater control over 

the printing process without reduction in the resolution of the digital data. The grey-scale 

and frequency processing performed by the CR algorithm was as described in 

section 6.1.2.1. 

It was in modifying ASAHE-l to ASAHE-2 that I incorporated the background 

restoration step described in Chapter 5, section 5.7.3. In analogy to the comparison of 

"high-frequency-boost" and "high-frequency-pass" filters, I felt that changing ASAHE from 

a "data-pass" to a "data-boost" operation would further reduce the over-enhancement of 

noise and retain more of the natural appearance of the radiograph. Subjective evaluation 

(by myself and subsequently by the chief of diagnostic radiology) of sample chest and 

phantom images supported my hypothesis. It was also at this juncture that I included 

optional global grey-scale adjustment as the final step in my enhancement algorithm, again 

with the aim of producing a natural-but-enhanced image. I found that the grey-scale 

adjustment was desirable for clinical images, to maintain "first-glance" appearance consistent 

with conventional images. Phantom images were usually unnatural in appearance (my 

opinion), so I felt adjusting the "first-glance" impression of such images was not necessary. 

Figures 6-12, 6-13, and 6-14 illustrate a clinical image processed by the standard 

CR algorithm for chests, ASAHE-l, and ASAHE-2 respectively. At this stage, Artifact-

Suppressed Adaptive Histogram Equalization (version 2) became the full algorithm described 

in Chapter 5. For convenience, I summarize the operation of ASAHE-2 as applied to the 

phantom images used in this experiment in the block diagram of Figure 6-15. There was no 

additional CR processing added to the ASAHE-2 processing, as 'had occurred in the previous 

experiment. 

--I 
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Figure 6-12. Clinical image processed with standard computed 

radiography parameters. 
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Figure 6-13. Clinical image processed with ASAHE-version 1. 
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Figure 6-:-14. Clinical image processed with ASAHE-vers;on 2. 
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Figure 6-15. Actions and parameters 0/ ASAHE-2 .. 

6.2.3 Diagnostic image set 

The image set used in this experiment was the same as that described in 

section 6.1.3. There were 72 phantom images, 48 of which contained a single simulated 

nodule. There were four diameters and three thicknesses of nodules, and they were placed 

in four locations on the phantom. The same digital data was used as in the previous 

experiment only the ASAHE processing was changed. 
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6.2.4 Mathematical figures of merit for the phantom nodules 

Prior to printing the CR and ASAHE-processed images to film and running the 

observer study. I evaluated mathematical figures of merit for the nodules to estimate the 

effect of the modified algorithm. I used the same three figures of merit as in the previous 

experiment contrast. signal-to-noise ratio. and conspicuity. Because the measurements 

were made prior to printing. they were all based on grey-level values rather than film 

densities. The values of the FOM's are summarized in Table 6-3 and displayed graphically 

in Figures 6-16. 6-17. and 6-18. There was a slight difference in the FOM values for the 

CR images as compared to the values in Table 6-2 due to the inclusion of the printer 

response curve in the previous measurements. However. the difference was principally one 

of scaling. as can be seen by comparing the CR-processed contrast curves in Figures 6-9 

and 6-16. As I found the relative. not absolute. values of the metrics to have been of 

interest in the previous measurements. I felt able to exclude the printer response curve at 

this point. 

Table 6-3. Figures 0/ merit lor secolld phalltom study . 

Contrast SNR . Conspicuity 
CR processing 

Location I 0.012 0.1354 0.7168 
Location 2 0.014 0.4165 0.9549 
Location 3 0.026 0.3688 1.0435 
Location 4 0.009 0.2114 0.7482 
Grand average O.or5 0.2830 0.8659 

ASAHE processing 
Location 1 0.043 0.2850 0.6275 
Location 2 0.034 0.4460 0.9828 

f· 

Location 3 0.065 0.3867 0.9891 
Location 4 0.029 0.3079 0.7900 
Grand average 0.043 0.3564 0.8474 

ASAHE-2 = 2.87 x CR 1.26 x CR 0.98 x CR 
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In comparing the grand average FOM values between the images processed by 

ASAHE-I and ASAHE-2, I found that ASAHE-2 introduced a larger relative increase in 

both contrast and signal-to-noise ratio than did ASAHE-I. Conspicuity was virtually 

constant. The increase in the signal-to-noise ratio was encouraging, particularly as I had 

been able to achieve it without sacrificing contrast boost. With these promising resUlts, I 

chose to progress from mathematical measures to human observers. 
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Figure 6-/6. Nodule COIllrast/or the second phantom study. 
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Figure 6-17. Nodule sigltal-to-noise raJio lor the seco"d phantom study. 
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Figure 6-18. Nodule conspicuity lor the seco"d phanlom study. 
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6.2.5 Display device 

In contrast to the previous experiment, I used a digital film writer under the control 

of the research department to make the test prints for the observers. This decision was 

largely based on convenience. The Kodak Ektascan printer is capable of higher resolution 

than the Toshiba computed radiography printer in both spatial and grey-scale terms. so 

there was no loss of information in the transfer. The Ektascan laser printer writes to film at 

a resolution of 12 pixels/mm (the CR printer writes at 10 pixels/mm). DuPont CRONEX 

Laser Imaging film has been the standard film used in our printer because it was found to 

give a good I'ange of densities (~.16 to 3.0). This range is greater than that produced on 

film by the CR system (~.20 to 2.60). The Ektascan printer accepts input data with up to 

12 bits of grey-level, as opposed to the 10 bits accepted by the CR system. 

Because I wished to evaluate the effects of the changes I had made in the ASAHE 

algorithm, not the changes in printing, I wrote the test images to film at approximately the 

same size as they had appeared on the CR-written films. To compensate for the smaller size 

of the printer pixels, I used the internal bicubic interpolation routine of the Ektascao printer 

to magnify the image. The resulting test images were printed at ~6.5 x 6.5 in, as opposed to 

the 7 x 7 in images from the CR printer. This size also allowed me to print the three 

reference images on the same 14 x 17 in sheet of film as the test image, for ease of handling 

and consistency in development. 

The films were processed using a Kodak developer. In order to maintain stable 

density characteristics among films printed on different days. I printed and processed a 

digital step wedge before each print run. I established the grey-scale density response of the 

CR printer (sample stepwedge curve of Figure 6-6) as the target performance of the 

Ektascao printer. so the standard CR images would print properly. I used the densitometry 
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of the calibration stepwedge in combination with my target response curve to produce a 

printer lookup table that mapped the 10 bit digital data to the desired film densities. 

6.2.6 Observer experiment 

Six paid volunteers with no medical experience acted as the observers in this 

experiment. As there was little difference in performance between radiologists and other 

readers in the previous experiment (due to the simplification of the diagnostic task), I chose 

not to use radiologists in this experiment. The four images (three reference and one test 

image) were printed on a single film that the observer placed on a single-panel light box. 

The films were presented in random order. 

Prior to interpreting the images, each observer was shown four training images, as in 

the previous experiment, and given verbal and written instructions on the aim of the study 

and the use of the confidence rating scale. They were told that they should attempt to 

minimize their total number of errors, and that false-positive and false-negative errors 

should be equally weighted. Although the specific criterion that the observer used to 

distinguish between positive and negative responses was not an issue, this instruction was 

given to encourage the observers to use the full breadth of the response categories. The 

degrees of confidence for positive and negative cases were "very certain", "fairly certain", 

and "think nodule is/is not present, but not certain". I avoided using the phrase "just 

guessing" in an effort to prevent the observers from shunning the lower confidence 

categories because of a bias against appearing indecisive. 

In addition to giving a confidence response on the presence or absence of a nodule 

in the image, I asked the observers to rank the visibility of the nodules they saw as "high", 

"moderate", or "low". I requested this additional response because I anticipated a situation in 
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which the observer performance might be unchanged among the two imaging techniques. 

but the observers had to work harcter to make their decisions in one situation than the other. 

Another way to have identified such an effect would have been to limit or record the time 

taken to make a decision. 

The observers each read an entire set of 72 images in 11 single setting of 

approximately I.S hours. (The increase in reading time from I hour in the previous 

experiment to I.S hours in this one is probably partly due to the additional visibility 

response required of the observers.) They were allowed to read at their own speed in a 

quiet. dark room. and to take breaks if they desired. One half of the observers read the 

ASAHE image set first. while the others read the CR-processed images first. Three of the 

observers were asked to return for a second reading of both image sets so an estimate of the 

intra-observer variance in performance could be made. An interval of 2 to S days separated 

the reading sessions. 

6.2.7 Analysis of results 

The confidence rating responses from each observer were used to form LROC 

curves. The area under each curve was calculated using a linear fit to the operating points. 

The variance of the estimated area under the curve was calculated by dividing the case set 

into three subsets and forming a maximum-likelihood estimate of the variance in the three 

values (described in section 4.2.3.1.2). The results for the six observers are summarized in 

Table 6-4 and shown graphically in Figure 6-19. 
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Table 6-4. Areas under Ihe LROC curves. 

CR processing ASAHE processing 

Observer AUC1 AUC2 ~ AUC1 AUC2 ~ 

A 0.425 0.0049 0.473 0.0008 
B 0.605 0.0012 0.641 0.0014 
CA 0.272 0.0135 0.465 0.0030 
D 0.557 0.433 0.0048 0.582 0.494 0.0022 
EA 0.539 0.691 0.0064 0.584 0.609 0.0106 
FA 0.481 0.652 0.0009 0.504 0.628 0.0029 

avemge 0.480 0.542 

Subscripts 1 and 2 indicate first and second reads, respectively. 
Subscript A indicates the reader saw ASAHE images before standard images. 
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FigW'e 6-19. Average LROC curves lor 6 observers in Ihe second 

phanlom study. 
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The average area under the LROC curve for the first reads was about 12% higher 

for the ASAHE-2 images compared to the CR-processed images, a considerable 

improvement over the results of the experiment that used ASAHE-l. The difference in 

endpoints of the LROC curves in Figure 6-19 indicated that the observers made fewer 

false-location responses with the ASAHE-2 processing, and their accuracy was greater. 

6.2.7.1 Hypothesis test paired-difference t-test 

I employed two tests of hypothesis to determine the statistical significance of the 

increased area under the LROC curve when ASAHE-2 was used. The first, a one-tailed 

paired difference t-test (section 4.2.3), allows us to determine whether performance is 

significantly different for this set of observers, but does not allow us to generalize to the 

population of observers. However, it is a simple test, much more tractable than the critical 

ratio test. 

In performing the t-test on the first read data, I found the difference in the average 

areas of (eA - eeR) = 0.062, and t = 2.309. In testing the t value for significance (using 5 

degrees of freedom), I found the difference in area under the LROC curve to be significant 

at a p value between 2.5 and 5%. 

6.2.7.2 Hypothesis test critical ratio 

In formulating the critical ratio for the hypothesis test on the difference in the areas 

under the LROC curves I used the definitions in section 4.2.3.2.1. The basic formula for the 

critical ratio is repeated here. The estimate of S2 w ' the within-reader variance, was a 

maximum-likelihood estimate from the re-readings performed by three of the observers; the 
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[6.1 a] 

where: 

-
9 x is the average area under the ROC curve for technique x, and 

3 
. r,:, S2 (I ) S brtwr :I S.E·dIll ... v2 c+wr - rc-wr + L (I-rbr-wr) - Swr [6.1 b) 

" 

value was 0.0038. S3 br+wr' the variance in 9 from having a set of images read by different 

readers, was 0.0081. S2 c+wr= 0.0044 is the average of the individual variances shown in 

Table 6-4. 

The correlation rbr-wr was calculated as the average of the product-moment 

correlations between the 9's obtained with 'one image set and the 9's obtained by the same 

observer with the other image set. The initial estimate of the correlation was 0.89 --

impossibly high, as it implied a pure rbr of 1.7 (see Equation 4.22). I revised the 

correlations downward, following an example set forth in Swets and Pickett [1982], to 

plausible values of rbr ... 0.90 and consequently, rbr-wr ... 0.48. The correlation rc-wr was 

calculated as the product-moment correlation of the 9's, by reader, from each image subset 

within one imaging technique. The final value is the average 'over all readers. The initial 

estimate of rc-wr was 0.54, again, impossibly high. Revising the pure correlation rc to 0.90 

resulted in a rc-wr value of 0.12. The impossibly high initial estimates for the correlations 

were probably due to small sample sizes of both cases and readers. The critical r'cltio for this 

experiment was calculated to be z = 1.58, which resulted in a p-value of 5.7% in a one-

tailed test of significance. 
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6.2.7.3 Visibility measurements· 

To investigate changes in the subjective ratings of visibility of the simulated nodules 

I formed average visibility ratings for the nodules that were identified in the correct 

locations (i.e. True-Positives). High, moderate, and low visibility nodules were assigned 

scores of 3, 2, and 1, respectively. Table 6-5 summarizes the results by nodule location. The 

subjective rating of the nodule visibility was increased using ASAHE-2 for the locations in 

the lung, and both partially and wholly overlapping bone. There was a small decrease in the 

rating for nodules in the heart shadow. 

Table 6-5. Subjective nodule visibility ratings lor the second phantom study. 

Location 
1: heart shadow 
2: clear lung 
3: over bone 
4: partly over bone 
Grand average 

CR processing 
1.96 
2.42 
1.49 
1.66 
1.88 

6.2.8 Conclusions from the second phantom experiment 

ASAHE-2 processing 
. 1.94 

2.48 
1.83 
1.84 
2.02 

This experiment was designed to determine whether modifications to the Artifact-

Suppressed Adaptive Histogram Equalization algorithm that allowed it to increase both 

contrast and signal-to-noise ratio of simulated nodules would improve the ability of human 

observers to detect such nodules. The results showed that human performance, measured 

objectively (by the areas under LROC curves) and subjectively (by visibility ratings), was 

better with the new version of ASAHE than with the commercially available Toshiba 

computed radiography processing algorithm. 
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6.3 Version 2 of ASAHE: testing on clinical images 

In the previous two experiments described in this chapter. I developed, tested and 

modified the ASAHE algorithm until it proved helpful to observers when their task was to 

detect simulated nodules in phantom images, displayed on digitally printed film. However, 

the ultimate purpose of the enhancement algorithm is to improve the diagnostic performance 

of observers using video workstations up to a level comparable with their performance using 

conventional screen/film combinations, and so add value to a digital radiography system. 

The final experiment I discuss here takes an important step away from the artificial 

environment of phantoms towards the reality of human images obtained in a computed 

radiography setting [Rehm 1991B]. 

This experiment was closely linked to previous work [Elam 1991] that compared the 

diagnostic performance of radiologists using four imaging techniques: conventional 

screen/film, small-format computed radiography images, large-format CR images, and CR 

images displayed on a digital workstation (Arizona Viewing Console) that was designed and 

built in our research department. The task in Elam's experiment was to detect the presence 

or absence of a pneumothorax (partial lung collapse) in clinical images of patients displaying 

one or more abnormalities. The results of that experiment indicated that pneumothorax 

detection performance using paired CR images (both standard and high-frequency boosted) 

displayed on the digital workstation was inferior to the performance on a single conventional 

screen/film image. I chose to compare the utility of CR images and images processed by the 

second version of ASAHE (hereafter referred to simply as ASAHE) displayed on the 

Arizona Viewing Console to determine whether the ASAHE algorithm could boost 

performance above that achieved with CR-processing, nearer to that attained with film. 
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6.3.1 Experimental design 

In this experiment I used the same observers and the same image set as were used in 

Elam's study. That study had some problems with its image set that made it difficult to 

draw statistically valid conclusions about small differences in detection performance: the 

image set was small (45 images), some patients appeared more than once, and there were 

few difficult cases. However, the' test images demonstrated a considerable variety of 

abnormalities and patient types that I felt would present a challenge to the ASAHE 

processing algorithm. I was concerned that, in moving from phantoms to clinical images, I 

would find that the algorithm degraded detection performance of clinical abnormalities 

other than nodules. As I foresee the algorithm being used as a pre-processing step for 

display of chest images, it is essential that it operates in a general fashion, that is, without 

prior knowledge of the abnormalities present. The experiment I describe in this section was 

intended primarily to reveal large degradations in performance, rather than small 

improvements. I was not aware of any mathematical figures of merit that could be used to 

characterize the effect of processing on the pneumothoraces and the other abnormalities 

manifested in these cases, so I proceeded directly to human evaluation. 

Pneumothorax detection performance using a single CR image was compared to that 

using a single ASAHE image displayed on the Arizona Viewing Console digital workstation. 

As part of Elam's previous study, performance using paired CR images on the digital 

workstation was compared to performance using a conventional screen/film image that was 

obtained of the same patient immediately prior to the CR image. By using the same 

observers and the same image set that Elam did, I hoped to be able to relate the 

performances of the observers in my study to their performance in the earlier study. 
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The observers in this study were familiarized with the appearance of the ASAHE 

processing on clinical images prior to the diagnostic phase of the experiment, and 

simultaneously familiarized with the operation of the digital imaging workstation. 

6.3.2 Imaging techniques 

The two imaging techniques under comparison in this experiment were once again 

the standard CR algorithm and ASAHE (version 2). My own software emulated the CR 

processing of the digital image data that the Toshiba system applies in preparing general 

chest radiographs, as described in section 6.1.2.1. The ASAHE algorithm acted as detailed 

in Figure 6-15, with the exception of the final global grey-mapping step. I found that, 

while the global grey-mapping step was desirable when ASAHE images were displayed on a 

static film medium and compared side by side with CR images, the grey-mapping was less 

pleasing (to myself and other non-medical researchers) in ASAHE images displayed on the 

workstation. Moreover, because the workstation allowed the observers the opportunity to 

interactively adjust the window and level of the displayed image, it was not necessary to 

pre-map the data. As I will discuss further in the section on the display device, the digital 

workstation was configured with several pre-set window and level conditions, each accessed 

by means of a single button. One of these combinations was arranged to approximately 

match the grey-mapping curve that can be applied as a final stage of ASAHE. Examples of 

a clinical case that appeared in the diagnostic image set are shown in Figures 6-20 and 6-21. 
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Figure 6-20. Clinical image that was used in the pneumothorax 

detectioll experimellt, processed by the CR algorithm. A subtle 

plleumothorax appears ill the apex of the right IWlg. 
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Figure 6-21. Clinical image that was used in the pneumothorax 

detection experimelll, processed by the ASAHE algorithm. A subtle 

pneumothorax appears ill the apex o/the right IWlg. 
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6.3.3 Diagnostic image set 

The image set used in this experiment consisted of matched screen/film and storage 

phosphor posteroanterior chest radiographs that were originally collected by Dr. Laurie 

Fajardo for her study of pneumothorax detection [Fajardo 1989], and subsequently used in 

Elam (1991]. No new exposures of patients were made for this experiment. In Fajardo's 

work, the radiographs (both digital and conventional) were exposed on 4S patients 

undergoing treatment at the Tucson Veterans Administration Medical Center between July 

1986 and March 1987. Twenty-three of the images demonstrated pneumothoraces. Truth of 

diagnosis for the pneumothorax in each case was confirmed by its demonstration on 

preceding or subsequent radiographs and the patient's clinical course. The pneumothoraces 

represented a wide range of sizes; in two-thirds of the positive cases the collapsed volume 

was 10% or less of the lung. Figure 6-22 shows the size distribution. Some patients 

appeared more than once, although the radiographs were exposures made on different days. 

The other 22 cases in the image set were radiographs of age-matched control subjects that 

were either normal or demonstrated up to five other significant abnormalities. A panel of 

three radiologists reviewed each case and determined the diagnoses by consensus. 

Abnormalities other than pneumothorax were allowed in the image set to encourage the 

observers to search for any possible abnormalities, rather than directing their effort solely to 

detecting pneumothoraces. 
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Figure 6-22. Pneumothorax size distribution lor the clinical cases. 
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The screen/film and storage phosphor plates were exposed on the same X-ray unit 

with the same exposure parameters: 105 kVp using an OPTI-1S0 tube on a Sireskop 

(Siemens Co., Iselin, NJ) x-ray unit. Exposure for the films was terminated by an automatic 

exposure control generator positioned behind the left lung. The film used by Dr. Fajardo 

was WDR-SR334 with a Quanta III intensifying screen (E.I. DuPont Corp., Wilmington, 

DE); the dimensions were 14 x 17 inches. The approximate spatial resolution of the 

screen/film combination was 51p/mm. The Toshiba computed radiography system (TCR-

201) digitized the 14 x 17 inch storage phosphor plates at a resolution of .2 mm per pixel 

(2.5 lp/mm) to yield a matrix of 1760 x 2140 pixels with 1024 grey-levels (10 bits). 

Another set of images was used to familiarize the observers with the operation of the digital 

workstation and the appearance of ASAHE-processed images. 
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6.3.4 Display device 

The display device in this experiment was the digital workstation developed by the 

digital imaging group at the University of Arizona, called the Arizona Viewing Console 

(A VC). The interactive workstation was fitted with two video image monitors and one 

control monitor at the time of this experiment. Each was capable of displaying 1024 x 1536 

pixels on a 8.7 x 13 inch screen (0.2 mm/pixel), which approximated the aspect ratio of 

film. The monitors displayed only 256 grey-levels, as is common. 

The digital images used in this experiment had 1024 grey-levels, so they were 

rescaled for display. The default rescaling function used a linear compression of the grey 

scale data. The images also required minification to display the entire field on the monitor. 

Prior to loading the digital images on the workstation, superfluous data on the edges of the 

images were trimmed off to reduce the matrix size, and so limit the minification of the data. 

"Superfluous" data was defined as areas on the sides that were completely outside the chest 

(e.g. air and arms), and the area at the top that was above the shoulders. Due to variations 

in patient size and positioning, not all images could be trimmed equally, so there was a 

variation in the degree of minification applied to the diagnostic cases. On the average, the 

trimmed images were reduced to a matrix size of 1600 x 1900 pixels. The AVC employed 

bilinear interpolation to reduce the data matrix to the 1024 x 1536 display space (a 

minification factor of about 0.64). The resulting display resolution was approximately 1.6 

Ip/mm (minification reduced the modulation of the highest frequency structures that were 

just visible at I to I magnification). 

The user interface of the workstation included window and level adjustments for 

changing the grey-level display map that were accessible by knobs, as well as some preset 

combinations of window and level that were accessible by buttons, which allowed a user to 
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see all the grey-level information available. The interface also allowed the user to zoom

and-pan areas of interest via, respectively, a knob and trackball. The bilinear zoom 

function was capable of delivering continuous magnification up to a factor of 4, and 

minification sufficient to fit an image's entire data matrix on the screen. There were no 

preset buttons for zooming, but the image could be restored to the default minification by a 

reset button. 

There were four pre-set window and level buttons. One simply reversed the grey 

scale of the image so bones appeared black. Two of the buttons were set with window/level 

combinations that increased contrast in either the low or high tissue-density portions of the 

image. One of these made details in the heart, subdiaphragm, and mediastinum more 

visible, while the other made details of the lungs more visible. The fourth button was set by 

displaying a standard test pattern and attempting to match the measured luminance curves 

obtained using the monitor and a film/lightbox combination. Because a typical light box 

puts out a maximum luminance of about 500 foot-lamberts, and the viewing console 

monitors only 50 foot-lamberts, it was impossible to match the absolute luminance levels. 

The window and level settings that resulted from this effort increased the contrast in t.he 

midrange of the image, and decreased it in regions of very high and very low density -

just as the final grey-mapping step of ASAHE does. The default linear mapping could be 

restored with a reset button. The readers were allowed full use of all interactive tools on the 

workstation. 
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6.3.5 Observer experiment 

The observers in this experiment were five board-certified general radiologists, all 

of whom were familiar with interpreting digital computed radiography images in clinical 

practice. These observers were the same that participated in Elam's study comparing display 

formats [Elam 1991]. An interval of more than nine months elapsed between the previous 

viewings of the image set and the experiment I describe here. 

6.3.5.1 Familiarization phase 

The observers in this study had all been previously trained in the use of the tools on 

the digital workstation, but needed their skills refreshed. None of the observers had seen 

more than one ASAHE-processed image prior to the familiarization phase. To minimize the 

natural tendency for observers to perform better with images with which they are familiar, I 

acquainted the observers with the appearance of ASAHE-processed images prior to 

measuring their diagnostic performance. I prepared a pair of images for each of twenty-two 

clinical cases that demonstrated a variety of abnormalities that had been identified by a 

panel of radiologists (none of these images were subsequently used in the diagnostic phase of 

the experiment, nor did the panelists participate). Each radiologist was shown each case on 

the workstation (CR-processed image first, then the ASAHE image) and asked to describe 

the major findings in each image. They were alsq invited to comment on the appearance of 

the two different images. In the event that the observer did not identify a finding that was 

present in the case, I pointed it out after both versions of the case had been presented. As 

this reading was taking place, the observers were instructed in the use of the interactive 

tools available on the workstation. 
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6.3.5.2 Diagnostic phase 

In the diagnostic phase of the experiment the forty-five test images were presented 

to the observer in two different sessions lasting approximately 1 and 1/4 hours each. The 

different processing algorithms were not intermixed, and the images were presented in a 

different random order for each imaging technique. The sessions were separated by at least 

two weeks to reduce fatigue and recognition of the cases, and the set of observers was split 

into two groups: three saw the ASAHE-processed images first, two saw the CR-processed 

images first. The workstation was set up in a laboratory with no distracting activity, and 

each observer was allowed to set the ambient lighting in the room to a comfortable level. 

To encourage non-directed search, the observers were asked to identify the presence or 

absence of 10 abnormalities in each image and express their confidence in the diagnosis 

using a six-point confidence rating scale appropriate for ROC analysis. This confidence 

scale did not use the phrase "just guessing", as I wanted to encOurage the radiologists to use 

the full range of confidences. The set of abnormalities and the confidence rating scale 

appear in Tables 6-6 and 6-7. 

Table 6-6. Abllormalities lor the clinical image study. 

Bone malignancy 
Cardiomegaly 
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease COPD 

(emphysema) 
Hilar /mediastinal mass 
Interstitial disease (include CHF) 
Parenchymal nodule 
Pleural effusion/thickening 
Pneumothorax 
Pulmonary parenchymal opacity (Include 

pneumonia,atelectasis, hemorrhage, etc.) 
Subcutaneous emphysema 
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Table 6-7. Confidence Ralings. 

I - Definitely not present 
2 - Probably not present 
3 - Possibly not present 
4 - Possibly present 
5 - Probably present 
6 - Definitely present 
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Certain trends emerged in the image quality comments that were made by the 

observers in viewing the 22 training cases. Comments about the relative value of the two 

processing algorithms (computed radiography and ASAHE) indicated thnt all observers felt 

that they were able to see calcifications, tubes and catheters most clearly with ASAHE. 

Several observers also indicated that they felt better able to see details in the mediastinum, 

behind the heart, and below the diaphragm with ASAHE. However, there was some 

concern that diffuse lung masses were suppressed with ASAHE. In general, the new 

algorithm was acceptable to the radiologists. There were few cases where there was a 

difference in the reported findings between the two images; in most cases the ASAHE 

images apparently allowed the radiologists to increase their confidence. I noted during this 

phase that although the radiologists demonstrated that they knew how to use the 

workstation's interactive tools, they seldom used the zoom, window, and level control knobs. 

However, they did use the preset window/level buttons. I observed that the most frequently 

used button for the CR-processed images was that which increased contrast in the 

mediastinum. The observers were less likely to use any presets when interpreting the 

ASAHE images. 
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6.3.7 Pneumothorax detection results 

Pneumothorax was the only abnormality for which enough verified cases existed to 

allow me to evaluate the observer's detection performance using Receiver Operating 

Characteristic curves. I used the non-parametric technique of section 4.2.3.1.2 to estimate 

the area under an ROC curve for each individual observer and the average of all the 

observers for each modality. The area under the ROC curve (AUC) for each reader is 

reported in Table 6-8. As I intended to make use of the results of Elam's experiment, I 

have included the observers' performance using conventional film and the paired CR-images 

pJ'esented 011 the workstation [Elam 1991]. There was an increase in the average AUC 

between the previous CR paired-image set and the new CR single-image set that is probably 

due to the observers having learned the images, rather than an ability to perform better with 

less data. However, even with learning, the observers did not perform as well on average 

with the digital modalities as they did with screen/film. 

Table 6-8. Areas WIder the individual's ROC curves. 

AUC 
Observer CR-single ASAHE Screen/Filmt CR-pairt 

1 0.928 0.945 0.870 0.878 
2 0.918 0.883 0.903 0.863 
3 0.912 0.913 0.922 0.907 
4 0.924 0.931 0.967 0.894 
5 0.771 0.757 0.915 0.804 

Mean 0.890 0.886 0.915 0.869 

t results from Elam [1991] 
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Figure 6-23. Average observer performance with CR and ASAHE-

processed clinical images. 
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Figure 6-23 shows the results graphically: the average ROC curve of the CR-single 

images versus the average ROC curve for ASAHE. These two curves possess virtually the 

same AUC, although they have different shapes. Figure 6-24 includes the average ROC 

curve for film/screen from Elam's data. In this we can see an interesting result; the ASAHE 

and film/screen curves coincide at false-positive fractions above 0.32. 

6.3.7.1 Hypothesis test: critical ratio 

In calculating the critical ratio for the hypothesis test on a difference in 

pneumothorax detection performance, I used formulas 4.15a and b to compare the average 

AUC obtained with CR-single images and ASAHE images. The necessary data for the 
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hypothesis test on the critical ratio is summarized in Table 6-9. Because the observers did 

not re-read the case set within each imaging technology, I could not form a direct estimate 

of the variance S2 wr • Instead, I used the approach suggested by Hanley and McNeil [1983] 

that made use of the relationships in Equation 4.20. When 52 wr is at its maximum value, the 

critical ratio is also maximized. I· estimated the maximum value of the within-reader 

variance as 0.0001, which resulted in a critical ratio of z .. 0.096. Even this maximum value 

was considerably under that required for significance <Izl - 1.96 for an Q of O.S in a two

tailed hypothesis test). 
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Figure 6-24. Average observer performance with scree,,//ilm, CR, and 

ASAHE-processed cli"ical images. 
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I did not make statistical comparisons of performance using the results from Elam's 

study, as I had originally planned, because it was apparent that nine months was not long 

enough for the observers to forget the test images. Each observer commented on the fact 

that they recognized some of the cases. Ordinarily the same readers are used when one 

compares modalities in order to increase the power of the statistical test. When the same 

observers are used, counterbalancing the order in which the modalities are presented is 

necessary to compensate for the effect of case recognition. While the observers were 

counterbalanced in my comparison of CR-processed images and ASAHE images, there was 

no counterbalance with the previous stlidy. Therefore any statistical comparison of results 

from this study and Elam's is probably contaminated by the observers having "learned" the 

cases. 

Table 6-9. Areas, variances, and correlations lor the critical ratio. 

Observer CR-single ASAHE 
9 03 9 (/2 

1 0.928 0.0020 0.945 0.0015 
2 0.918 0.0021 0.883 0.0029 
3 0.912 0.0025 0.913 0.0020 
4 0.924 0.0018 0.931 0.0017 
5 0.771 0.0053 0.757 0.0058 

Mean 9 0.890 0.886 

S2c+wr ... 0.0028 [Eq.4.18] 
S2br+wr = 0.0041 [Eq.4.17] 
rbr-wr = 0.97 [Eq.4.15] 
rc-wr III 0.59 [Eq.4.16] 
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6.3.8 Results for diagnoses of other abnormalities 

TIle image set I used in this study presented ten types of abnormality; I was 

interested in the effect of the new algorithm on all of these radiographic features. Although 

there was no proof of diagnosis nor a sufficient number of examples of abnormalities other 

than pneumothorax to allow ROC analysis of the observer's responses, I was able to test for 

significant changes in their response patterns. That is, although I was unable to tell whether 

the diagnosis made by each observer was correct, I was able to determine whether or not the 

ASAHE-processing caused the observer to change his or her mind. For each abnormality I 

compressed the rating scale data to a binary decision, abnormality present or not present. A 

McNemar statistical test for each observer and each abnormality was used to determine 

whether the observer's reporting of the abnormality was significantly affected by the 

ASAHE processing [Conover 1971). The McNemar test is summarized in Figure 6-25. 

Few significant performance shifts occurred; they are summarized in Table 6-10. 

The performance shifts were not consistent. For cardiomegaly (enlarged heart) and 

interstitial disease, one observer called more abnormalities with ASAHE, the other less. For 

COPD (emphysema), both observers called fewer abnormalities with ASAHE. 
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Figure 6-25. McNemar statistical test for significanc.e of changes. 

Table 6-10. Significant response paltern shifts. 

Abnormality Observer 1 
Bone malignancy 
Cardiomegaly 
COPD S 
Hilar/mediastinal mass 
Interstitial disease 
Parenchymal nodule 
Pleural effusion/thickening S 
Pneumothorax 
Pulmonary parenchymal opacity 
Subcutaneous emphysema 

2 3 

s 
S 

4 

S 

s 
s 

5 

s 

S 

S • cases with p ~ ,05 
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6.3.9 Conclusions 

This experiment was designed to answer two questions about the ASAHE algorithm: 

do ASAHE-processed images deliver more or less diagnostic information than CR-processed 

images for the detection of pneumothorax on video displays, and does the ASAHE algorithm 

significantly affect the behaviolr of radiologists in reporting other abnormalities. 

Anecdotal information collected during the familiarization phase of the experiment 

indicated that ASAHE processed images permitted easier visualization of tubes, catheters, 

and calcifications, as well as improving the ability to see through the heart. In the 

experimental phase the detection of pneumothorax was not significantly different between 

the CR and ASAHE-processed images. Of the other nine abnormalities examined, few 

readers exhibited a significant shift in their behavior. 

In the diagnostic phase of the experiment, the ROC curves revealed that, for low 

false-positive fractions (corresponding to a strict reading criterion) the CR-processed images 

permit a higher true-positive detection rate for a given false-positive fraction. For more 

lenient reading criteria the ASAHE images appear to permit a higher detection rate, 

approaching that of conventional screen/film imaging. The observations that I made during 

both the familiarization and diagnostic phases of this experiment indicated that the 

radiologists did not feel it necessary to make as many interactive adjustments to the 

ASAHE-processed images as to the CR-processed images. CR images were often adjusted 

by means of preset window and level buttons, very seldom by zooming. ASAHE images 

seldom underwent any modification, yet the diagnostic results of the radiologists gave no 
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evidence to suggest degradation of their performance. These results encourage me to believe 

that the method has potential usefulness in pre-processing digital images for display on 

video workstations. Experiments that objectively evaluate ease-of-use metrics would be 

necessary to confirm this hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 

In this dissertation, I have presented the principles that govern the formation of 

images of anatomical structure using x-rays, the methods of capture and display of x-ray 

images within a digital radiography system, the design of the image enhancement algorithm 

Artifact-Suppressed Adaptive Histogram Equalization (ASAHE) that operates on digital 

radiographs with the aim of improving diagnostic efficacy, tools for the objective evaluation 

of the algorithm, and the results of experiments that I have conducted to test the algorithm's 

effectiveness. 

ASAHE-type processing has demonstrated some potential to offer image 

enhancement of digital radiographs that positively affects the performance of radiologists. 

The technique has been useful in improving the detection of nodules in digital chest images 

displayed on film, and in decreasing the amount of interactive image adjustment required 

for diagnosis of pneumothorax in video-displayed radiographs. These effects suggest that 

the algorithm may serve a useful function as a so-called "scout" view of a digital chest 

radiograph. On a workstation, a scout view might be used for the first interpretation of an 

image; the unprocessed data would be accessible to the radiologist for interactive 

manipulation. I introduced in Chapter I an illustration (Figure I-I) that summarized my 

opinion of the ways digital radiology systems could contribute to improved patient care. I 

summarize in Figure 7-1 my impression of the value added by the ASAHE algorithm. The 

nodule detection experiments I discussed in sections 6.1 and 6.2 lead me to assign ASAHE a 

greater image elegance than the computed radiography system· for that task because of the 
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increased detection accuracy. The pneumothorax detection experiment of section 6.3 

showed no difference in detection, but indicated greater ease of use for ASAHE images 

compared to the computed radiography system. The actual difference in image elegance and 

system elegance between the computed radiography system that I used and conventional film 

is not well established. I have only measured the relative differences between ASAHE and 

computed radiography processing for specific diagnostic applications and equipment 

configurations. 

JImagc elegance 

~ 

Lung ooduICi 
tJ 

Film -C>~ ----------------
~ 

Pneumotboru 

Film 

Systcmelegance 

FigW'e 7-1. Potential patient bellefit added by illCIusi011 of ASAHE 

image processillg ill a digital radiology system. DaJa poillls for ASAHE 

and computed radiography processillg algorithms are postulaJed from the 

results of the experiments ill Chapter 6. 
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Image manipulation tools such as ASAHE may be capable of improving the display 

of a digital radiograph or increasing its information content, but if they introduce significant 

delays, or are otherwise difficult to use, they are not likely to be used routinely. From a 

practical standpoint, image-processing techniques will need to contribute either exceptional 

improvement in diagnostic performance or be exceptionally easy to use, (or both!) before 

they become an integral part of digital radiology. I do not believe that ASAHE can by itself 

contribute sufficient value to make current digital radiology systems replacements for film-

based systems, but I do believe that the algorithm will be l;lSCful in combilla/ion with other 

improvements in image and system elegance. 

Future work to be done with the ASAHE algorithm includes larger-scale 

experiments with clinical chest images, in which ease-of-use metrics such as interactive tool 

use and time-to-diagnosis are measured in addition to diagnostic accuracy. Another area of 

potential research is studying the effect of application of the processing algorithm to other 

types of plain film images such as bone radiographs and radiation therapy positioning films. 

The experiments I have conducted to date do not allow me to make predictions about the 

usefulness of the processing technique for different anatomical regions and diagnostic tasks. 

However, early investigations of the applicability of ASAHE-lype processing to bone and 

portal images have had promising results [Rehm 1992, Roehrig 1992B). 

It has also become apparent to me, through the successive algorithm modifications 

that I have made and evaluated, that the extensively adaptive nature of the ASAHE 

algorithm may be more powerful than is necessary for delivering the subtle contrast-

enhancement that has proved acceptable to radiologists for chest images. As visual and 

quantitative effects of the algorithm on radiographs have been ·established, I can investigate 

less complicated (more efficient) approaches that achieve the same effects. 
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A general conclusion that I have drawn through my own work and the work of 

others in the medical imaging field is the following: while image quality will continue to 

have a significant impact on the diagnostic efficacy of radiologists using digital radiology, 

system quality will have at least as much impact. By system quality, I mean both the static 

and dynamic aspects of digital radiology that affect the way a radiologist works. Static 

aspects of digital display equipment include, for example, the location of video workstations, 

the physical layout of a workstation, the ambient lighting of workstations, etc. Dynamic 

aspects of digital systems include their reliability, how long the radiologist must wait to see 

an image, how difficult it is to select the digital image to be viewed, how easy it is to apply 

image manipulation tools to digital radiographs, how easy it is to retrieve adjunct 

information such as clinical histories or prior cases, etc. These issues apply both to hybrid 

radiology systems in which radiographs are stored digitally, but read from digitally printed 

film, and to purely digital systems in which the radiograph is stored digitally and displayed 

on a video workstation. If we are to achieve the totally digital radiology department, it is 

my opinion that no single system component will lead the way. Image acquisition, image 

communication, image storage, and image display must be improved simultaneously. 
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